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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D .C . 

June 26, 2024 

RE: Your FOIA Request to Treasury, Case Number 2021-FOIA-00182 

This is the Office of Intelligence and Analysis's (OIA) final response to your Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) request to the U.S. Department of the Treasury, dated November 13, 
2020. You requested copies of records related to: 

"An electronic/digital copy of the Treasury Department Office of Security Programs quarterly 
self-inspection reports on Treasury Departmental Offices covering quarters during calendar 
years 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020. " 

Your request has been processed under the provisions of the FOIA, 5 U.S .C. § 552. A 
reasonable search was conducted for records responsive to your request. We have considered the 
foreseeable harm standard when reviewing records and applying FOIA exemptions." Treasury 
Departmental Offices conducted a search and located documents totaling 122 pages. After 
reviewing the information, 111 pages are partially released, and 3 pages are fully withheld 
pursuant to Exemptions (b)(5), (b)(6) and (b)(7)(e) as identified below: 

FOIA Exemption 5 exempts from disclosure "inter-agency or intra-agency memoranda 
or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation 
with the agency." This includes communications forming part of the deliberative process, 
attorney-client privilege, or attorney work product. 

FOIA Exemption 6 exempts from disclosure "personnel and medical files and similar files 
the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy." 

FOIA Exemption 7 E exempts from disclosure, techniques and procedures for law 
enforcement investigations or prosecutions, which, if disclosed , could reasonably be 
expected to risk circumvention of the law. 

There are no fees assessed at this time since allowable charges fell below $25. 

You have the right to appeal this decision within 90 days from the date of this letter. By filing an 
appeal, you preserve your rights under FOIA and give the agency a chance to review and 



reconsider your request and the agency's decision. Your appeal must be in writing, signed by 
you or your representative, and should contain the rationale for your appeal. Please also cite the 
FOIA reference number noted above. Your appeal should be addressed to: 

FOIA Appeal 
FOIA and Transparency 
Office of Privacy, Transparency, and Records 
Department of the Treasury 
1500 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20220 

If you submit your appeal by mail, clearly mark the letter and the envelope with the words 
"Freedom of Information Act Appeal." Your appeal must be postmarked or electronically 
transmitted within 90 days from the date of this letter. 

If you would like to discuss this response before filing an appeal to attempt to resolve your 
dispute without going through the appeals process, you may contact our FOIA Public Liaison for 
assistance via email at FOIAPL@treasury.gov, or via phone at (202) 622-8098. A FOIA Public 
Liaison is a supervisory official to whom FOIA requesters can raise questions or concerns about 
the agency's FOIA process. FOIA Public Liaisons can explain agency records, suggest agency 
offices that may have responsive records, provide an estimated date of completion, and discuss 
how to reformulate and/or reduce the scope of requests in order to minimize fees and expedite 
processing time. 

If the FOIA Public Liaison is unable to satisfactorily resolve your question or concern, the Office 
of Government Information Services (OGIS) also mediates disputes between FOIA requesters 
and federal agencies as a non-exclusive alternative to litigation. If you wish to contact OGIS, 
you may contact the agency directly by email at OGIS@nara.gov, by phone at (877) 684-6448, 
by fax at (202) 741-5769 or by mail at the address below: 

Office of Government Information Services 
National Archives and Records Administration 
8601 Adelphi Road - OGIS 
College Park, MD 20740-6001 



Please note that contacting any agency official (including the FOIA analyst, FOIA Requester 
Service Center, FOIA Public Liaison) and/or OGIS is not an alternative to filing an administrative 
appeal and does not stop the 90-day appeal clock 

You may reach me via telephone at 202-622-0930, extension 2; or via e-mail at 
FOIA@treasury.gov. Please reference FOIA case number 2021-FOIA-001 82 when contacting 
our office about this request. 

Sincerely, 

Kate Amlin 
Deputy Assistant Secretary 
Office of Intelligence and Analysis 

Enclosures 
Responsive document set (122 pages) 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

April 18, 2017 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 

April 4, 2017 

Michael W. Mason 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Security 

(b)(6) 
Director, Office of Security Programs 

SUBJECT: Self-Inspection Office of Security Programs 2nd Quarter FY 2017 

During the 2nd Quarter FYI7, the Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted self-inspections 
during regular working hours to review, evaluate and assess individual Departmental Offices 
collateral classification activities and assess employees' compliance with information security 
practices and procedures. These activities support the development of corrective action plans to 
include tailored training initiatives. All inspections are conducted to ensure that Treasury 
Organizations meet the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral classified information. 
OSP's self-inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the 
Treasury Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for 
Classified Information". 

A security violation is any knowing, willful, or negligent action that could reasonably be 
expected to result in an unauthorized disclosure of classified information. A security infraction 
includes any deviation from governing security regulations that does not result in an 
unauthorized disclosure or compromise of classified information nor otherwise constitutes a 
security violation. 

On March 15, 2017, OSP inspected the office of Legislative Affairs, which is located in the Main 
(B)(7)(e) · · · n, the OSP randomly selected rooms 

to evaluate and ensw-e employees are complying with 
information security policy and procedures. A total of 11 workstations, five security containers 
and five Treasury Secure Data Network (TSDN) terminals were inspected. 

QUim]is unoccupied. One security container was located inside the (B)(7)(e) 
office. The security container could n t b e responsible individual transferred 
from Treasury and did not notified dministrative Specialist for 
Legislative Affair is aware the security container needs to be reported to OSP Physical Security 
Branch and the combination and the SF 700 (Security Container Information Sheet) requires 
changing. 

.(8)(7)(e) rwIDimlis currently unoccupied. One security container was located 
inside the office. The security container could- responsible individual 
transferred from Treasury and did not notified~ is aware the security 
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container needs to be reported to OSP Physical Security Branch and the combination and the SF 
700 (Security Container Information Sheet) requires changing. 

(8)(7)(e), s occupied by Luke Ballman, Deputy Assistant Secretary for TFI and contains one 
TSDN terminal. Mr. Ballman was asked to logon to his TSDN terminal for OSP to review six 
random samplings of classification activity electronically were identified processed information 
(e.g. emails). No classification marking discrepancies were noted. Mr. Ballman was interviewed 
on the application of original and derivative classification, marking procedures, use of 
classification guides, and safeguarding classified information. Mr. Ballman displayed a clear 
understanding of policies and procedures. 

Rooms -Vlwere unoccupied. Both offices contained one TSDN terminal and both were 
disabled. 

Room - is unoccupied. This room will be assigned to the incoming Assistant Secretary for 
Legislative Affairs. One security container is located in the room. The security container could 

~ responsible individual transferred from Treasury and did not notified 
~is aware the security container needs to be reported to OSP Physical 
Security Branch and the combination and the SF 700 requires changing. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(E) One security container~ is located in 
the room. The security container is missing the General Service ~bel. rt:Jia 
rt.D!Uwas told th~ container needs to be reported to physical security for proper 
decommissioning. ~ was interviewed on the application of original and derivative 
classificatio~ ocedures, use of classificati.on guides. and safeguarding classified 
information LVl!l:IJlllldisplayed a clear understanding of policies and procedures. 

(B)(7)(e) is unoccupied. This room will be assigned to the incoming Deputy Assistant 
Secretary for Legislative Affairs. The room has one TSDN terminal, but is currently disabled. 

(8)(7)( e ), s unoccupied. This room wHl be assigned to the Senior Advisor for Legislative 
Affairs. The room has one TSDN terminal, but is currently disabled. One security container 

(b) (7)(E) is located in the room. The security container could not be o ened due to 
~ onsible individual transferred from Treasury and did not notified • 
LVllWJlllis aware the security container needs to be reported to OSP Physica ecurity ranc 

the combination and the SF 700 (Security Container Information Sheet) requires changing. 

On March 16, 2017, OSP inspected the Office of Economic Policy. which is located in the Main 
(b) (7)(E) Treas buildin . During the inspection, the OSP randomly selected rooms 

o evaluate and ensure employees were complying with information 
security po 1cy an procedures. Economic Policy has no TSDN terminals. A total of six 
workstations and four security containers were inspected. 

(b) (7)(E), (b) (6) Economist for Legislative Affairs. (b)(6) 
has one security container located in his office. ~ container is being used to store 
Sensitive, But Unclassified Information (SBU).~ as interviewed on the application 

2 
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of original and derivative classificati~r,ocedures, use of classification guides, and 
safeguarding classified information. ~isplayed a clear understanding of policies and 
procedures. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(E) II irector Microeconomics. raJll.h 
security container in her office. The security container is being used to store SBU. 

. ' . 
(b )(6) 

was interviewed on the application of original and derivative classifi~~g procedures, 
use of classification guides, and safeguarding classified information. ~isplayed a 
clear understanding of policies and procedures. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(E) Economist. There is 
one security container in the office. The security container is being used to store SBU. Both 
employees' were interviewed on the application of original and derivative classification, marking 
procedures, use of classification guides, and safeguarding classified information. The 
employees' displayed a clear understanding of policies and procedures. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(E) 1 conomistraJll.has one security container with 
classified information. Ten classified documents were reviewed for proper classification and all 

•

on marking discrepancies, however, all documents were from outside agencies[(DIOJJ 
as interviewed on the application of original and derivative classificatio~ 

p o es, use of classification guides, and safeguarding classified information.~ 
displayed a dear understanding of policies and procedures. 

conomist,[lalwas intetviewed on the application 
of original and derivative classificati~n~ procedures, use of classification guides, and 
safeguarding classified information. ~isplayed a clear understanding of policies and 
procedures. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(E) 

On March 17, 2017, OSP inspected the office of Tax Policy, which is located in the Main 
i din ·n th ins ection the se ct randomly rooms (b) (7)(E) 

o evaluate and ensure employees 
are complying with policy and procedures. Tax Policy did not have any TSDN terminals. A 
total of 12 workstations and two security containers were inspected. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(E) Director for Tax Policy. ~dentified two 
secmity containers within the Office of Tax policy. One was located in her office room["'@"••g~,rnGJ~l 

(b) (7)(E) as teleworking and the room was locked, and the 
security container was not inspected. t • as interviewed on the application of original 
and derivative classific---ing procedures, use of classification guides, and safeguarding 
classified information.LWJ~Wlisplayed a clear understanding of policies and procedures. 

Staff Assistant to the Tax Counsel and 
Staff Assistant to the Tax Counsel. Both employees' were interviewed on the 

application of original and derivative classification, marking procedures, use of classification 
guides, and safeguarding classified information. The employees' displayed a clear 
understanding of policies and procedures. 

3 
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• taff Assistant and (b)(6) 
taff Assistant. Both employees' were interviewed on the application of original and 

erlvatlve classification, marking procedures, use of classification guides, and safeguarding 
classified information. The employees' displayed a clear understanding of policies and 
procedures. 

(b) (7)(E) s occupied by Timothy Skud, Deputy Assistant Secretary Tax, Trade and Tariff 
Policy. Mr. Skud was interviewed on the application of original and derivative classification, 
marking procedures, use of classification guides, and safeguarding classified information. Mr. 
Skud displayed a clear understanding of policies and procedures. 

(b)(6),(b)(7)(E) • taff 
Assistant. Both employees' were interviewed on the application of original and derivative 
classification, marking procedures, use of classification guides, and safeguarding classified 
information. The employees' displayed a clear understanding of policies and procedures. 

Deputy Benefits Tax CounseI.[tllBwas 
nterv ew on t e app icat on o origma and derivative classlflcation marking procedures, use 

of classification guides, and safeguarding classified information. isplayed a clear (b)(6) , 
understanding of policies and procedures. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(E) 

Deputy to International Tax Cou 
container was not opened becaus 

t e security container ls being used to f 

4 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON. D .C . 

July 10, 2017 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Michael W. Mason 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Security 

(b)(6) 
Director, Office of Security Programs 

Office of Security Programs Self-Inspection for 3rd Quarter 
FY 2017 

During the 3rd Quarter FYI7, the Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted self-inspections 
during regular working hours to review, evaluate and assess individual Departmental Offices 
collateral classification activities and assess employees· compliance with information security 
practices and procedures. These activltles support the development of corrective action plans to 
include tailored training initiatives. All inspections are conducted to ensure that Treasury 
organizations meet the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral classified information. 
OSP's self-inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the 
Treasury Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for 
Classified Information". 

A security violation ls any knowing, willful, or negligent action that could reasonably be 
expected to result in an unauthorized disclosure of classified information. A security infraction 
includes any deviation from governing security regulations that does not result in an 
w1authorized disclosure or compromise of classified information nor otherwise constitutes a 
security violation. 

On April 13, 2017 OSP inspected the main office of Assistant Secretary for Management (ASM) 
t :.1 I • ~~ 

(b) (7)(E ) 1• • 11 

(b) (7)(E) 

sury building and the Chief Information Office (CIO) located in building 
vania Avenue. During the inspection, OSP randomly selected ASM 
o evaluate and ensure em lo ees are com I in with information 

security policy and procedures. 
were inspected to evaluate and ensure emp oyees are comp ying wit in ormation security po Icy 
and procedures. During the Inspection, OSP Interviewed two ASM employees, and inspected 
two workstations, one Treasury Secure Data Network (TSDN) terminal and reviewed zero 
classified documents. A total of six CIO employees were interviewed, and a kiosk with two 
workstations and one security container was Inspected. A total of 37 classified documents were 
reviewed. 

(b) (6), (b) (?)(E) • enlor AdvlsorRfflfflllll does not have a TSDN 
terminal however was was Interviewed on the application o~ d derivative 
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classiflcatto~rocedures, use of classification guides, and safeguarding classified 
infonnation.llllJltllailspJayed a clear understanding of policies and procedures. 

(b) (6). (b) (?)(E) Principal Advisor. rtDIIJlllhas a TSDN 
terminal however was unable to ~accoun during the inspection due to an error 
message message on his account.~reported the log in problem to the TSDN helpdesk. 
OSP discovered there was no Standard Fann 70~urlty Checklist-he 
main door to the ASM main office and informed~SPinterviewe • • n the 
application of original and derivative classification. marking procedures, use of classification 
guides, and safeguarding classified Information and he displayed a dear understanding of 
policies and procedures. 

(b) (6). (b) (?)(E) • upervisory Infor~ology (IT) Spec~ 
There was no TSDN terminal or security container located IrlUllllllllllvorkstation areall:IVIJ 
-as interviewed on the application of original and derivative classification, marking 
procedures, use of classification guides, and safeguarding classified infonnati!I! 
shedisplayed a clear understanding Jles and procedures. OSP requeste • o log 
into her TSDN located in the kiosk nilf'l>owever due to a prior engagement s e infonned 
OSP she was unable to do so during the time of the review. 

11st. There was no TSDN terminal or 
security container lBMiwork area. • as able to log into his ISDN using the 
the TSDN kiosk In1i111Mllillill■o his review classification activity. OSP reviewed ten classified 
emails. The following discrepancies identifledall emails did not include portion markings and 
classlflcatlon authority block was misslng~as interviewed on the application of 
original and derivative classification, and ~ted not usingsome of th~ 
classification marking procedures, he acknowledges the lack of following them U-.
does have an understanding of policies and procedures and the use of classlflcation guides, and 
safeguarding classified lnfonnation. 

1 I • , I ' 

(b)(6) 

Information~. There was no 
in is work area.~as asked to log into 

us ng t e os - OSP reviewed seven classifled emails The following 
discrepancies discovered w id not include portion markingsand the classification 
authority block was missing. • as interviewed on the application of original and 
derivative classification, and while he does not utilize so~d classified marking 
procedures, he acknowledges the lack of following them-lll1U1Jlllllioes have an 
understanding of policies and procedures and the use of classification guides, and safeguarding 
classlfled information. 

2 
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the Secret level. Two TSDN terminals and one 
are in the kiosk. The kiosk is accessed by all 

individuals within nformation ystems, CIO. Standard Form (SF) 702 Security container Check 
Sheet is not being used properly to record open/close the security containers. The SF 700 
Security Container Information Sheel was outdated and required updating. The security 
container combination also needs changing. 

ITS ecialist. There was no TSDN terminal 
or security container located i--·ea. • • as asked to log into her TSDN 
using the the kiosk located in f OSP reviewed ten classified emails. All the 
classified emails reviewed during this assessment indicated that al~t being 
portion marked and the classification authority block was missing ~as asked to 
open the security container located in the kiosk((DJUJGf■ OSP reviewed ten classified 
documents. Documents reviewed during this assessment indicated portion markings and the 
classification authority block was missing. ~as interviewed on the application of 
original and derivative classification, and while she does n~f the required making 
procedures, she acknowledges the lack of following them.~oes have an 
understanding of policies and procedures and the use of classification guides, and safeguarding 
classified infonnation. 

On May 10, 2017, OSP inspected the Office of Financial Stability Oversight Council (FOSC), 
located in the Main Treasury building. During the inspection, OSP randomly selected rooms 
(b) (7)(E) to evaluate and ensure employees are complying with information security 
policy and procedures. A total of two workstations were insicted. FOSC did not have any 
TSDN terminals or security containers located in rooms[QJ:Q}l;I■ No classified 
documents were reviewed. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(E) Policy Advisor. mIG}llwas interviewed 
on the application of original and derivative classification, mar~res, use of 
classification guides, and safeguarding classified information.~displayed a clear 
understanding of policies and procedures. 

[Q>JPDllvas occupied by Bimal Patel, Deputy Assistant Secretary. Mr. Patel was 
interviewed on the application of original and derivative classification, marking procedures, use 
of classification guides, and safeguarding classified information. Mr. Patel displayed a clear 
understanding of policies and procedures. 

On May 17, 2017 OSP inspected the Office of Foreign Assets and Control 
Freedmans Bank Building. OSP randomly selected rooms • 
M!zo evaluate and ensure employees are complying with information security program policy 
and procedures. A total of six workstations, two security containers, and five TSDN terminals 
were inspected. 64 classified documents were reviewed. 

3 
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(b) (6). (b) (7)(E) Sanction Policy Analyst-as 
asked to log into her TSDN. OSP reviewed ten dasslfled ~were not portion 
marked and the classi~as missing • • as asked to open 
her security containe~ Ten class! e ocuments were reviewed. The 
documents did not contain proper portion markings and the classification authority block was 
missing. The SF 7 rnatlon was outdated and the safe security combination 
requires changing. as interviewed on the application of original and derivative 
classification, and while she does not util~uired marking procedures, she 
acknowledges the lack of following them . .-:ioes have an understanding of 
policies and procedures and the use of classification guides, and safeguarding classified 
information. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(E) Assistant Director Regulatory Affairs. 
was asked to log into her TSDN. OSP reviewed seven classified emails. All emails were not 
being portion marked and the -lock was missingCVIGJllllllvas asked 
to open her security container ~and ten classified documents were 
reviewed. Seven out of the ten documents did not contain proper portion markings and the 
classified authority block was missing. The s~ SF 700 was missing and requires 
to be updated, along with combination change,LVl1\'1Jllllllwas interviewed on the application 
of original and derivative classification, and while she does not uti~ required 
marking procedures, she acknowledges the lack of following themlVI.I.IIJallll:loes have an 
understanding of policies and procedures and the use of classification guides, and safeguarding 
classified information. 

(b)(6) 

• • Sanction Regulations Advisor. [Sllwas 
as ed to log into her . reviewe seven classified emails were reviewed. All emails 
~ contain proper portion markings and the classified authority block was missing maai 
~as interviewed on the application of original and derivative classification, and while she 

does not utilize some of the required marking procedures, she acknowledges the lack of 
following them.~oes have an understanding of policies and procedures and the use of 
classification gu~guarding classified information. 

Analyst (Automation). rifflftll.ioes not 
s interviewed on the ap=f original 

and derivative classiflc- ng procedures, use of classification guides, and safeguarding 
classified information. t • isplayed a clear understanding of policies and procedures. 

Administrative Management Specialist.~ 
as as e to og Into er SP reviewed ten classified emails. ! • I , f I I I 

contain proper portion markings and the classified authority block was missing 
was interviewed on the application of original and derivative classification, and while she does 
not utilize some of the required making procedures, she acknowledges the lack of following 
them. oes have an understanding of policies and procedures and the use of 

(b )(6) 

classification guides, and safeguarding classified information. 

4 
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(b) (?)(E) s occupied by~ Associate Director Resource Management. tf:>lD 
was asked to log into his TSDN. OSP reviewed ten classified emails. · ed marking 
discrepancies were discovered. The SF 700 ws not properly updated • was 
interviewed on the application of original and deriv~cation, and while • • oes 
not utilize some~ed marking procedures~cknowledges the ac o 
following them. ~oes have an understanding of policies and procedures and the use of 
classification guides, and safeguarding classified information. 

5 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, □.C. 

January 17, 2017 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Michael W. Mason 

FROM: ;~~~:::::~:~Security Prog::il 
SUB,JECT: Office of Security Programs Selfwlnspection for llt Qu~rter 

FY2017 

During the I st Qum1er of FYl 7, the Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted self
inspections during regular working hours to review, evaluate and assess individual Departmental 
Offices collateral classification activities and assess em{)foyees' compliance with information 
secmity practices and procedures. These activities support the development of corrective action 
plan.,;; to include tailored training initiatives. All inspections arc conducted to ensure that 
Treasury Orgnnizations meet the minimum standards for safeguarding coHatcral classified 
infonnation. OSP's self-inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order (EO) 
13526 and the Treasury Security Manual TD P 15~71, Chapter JII, Section 21, 11Self-Inspection 
Program for Classified lnf01mation11 • 

A security violation is any knowing, willful, or negligent action thnt could reasooab]y be 
expected to result in an unauthorized disclosure of classified information. A security infraction 
includes any deviation from governing security regulations that does not rcsull in an 
unnuthorized disclosure or compromise of classified information nor otherwise constitutes a 
security violation. 

On December 29, 2016 OSP inspected the Office of General Cou 
Treasm buildin . D tin 1 th ins cc · n, OSP mndomly. selected 
• to evaluate and ensure em 

(b) (7)(E) ". 
t .. .:r· t . ' ' 

in nnat1on security policy and procedures. A total of five workstations with Treasury Secutity 
Data Network (TSDN) tern1inals were inspected in order tO,H):°j~w random samplings of [mFil 
derivative classified documents genemted electronically. }~"security containers were JP 
im;pected for proper use of safeguarding classified information and random samplings of 
derivative classified in hard copy paper documents. OSP reviewed 24 random samplings of 
classified documents generated by Office of General Council employees lo include electronically 
processed information (e.g. emails). OSP reviewed the classified documents to ensure proper 
classification, marking, downgrading and declassification was administered. 
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"(b)(6) 

-

ontained one TSDN and one security co~l~iner. OSP rcqucste 
on lhe TSDN, however she was having issues with logging on lhe system and was 
O~ review random samplings of classification activity via 

electronic email.LVllVlalllllid contact the DO ]T service desk to report her log on issues. 
OSP inspected the security container in and discovered the SF 700 Security 
Container Information sheet contained outdated information of employees with access to the 
security container and requires updating, Four hard copy paper classified documents were 
reviewed for pr tion, marking, downgrading and declassification. No discrepancies 
were identified. vas interviewed on the practical application of orjginal and 
derivative classification, marking procedures, use of classification guides and safeguarding 
classified information. She displayed a clear understanding of policies and procedures. 

(b) (7)(E) ontaincd one TSON. OSP requested~o log on the TSON to 
review rnndom samplings of classification activity v~ OSP inspected five 
classified emails with attachments and discovered no use of portion markings on derivative 
emails generated. OSP conducted on the spot classification marking training to educate the 
employee on the proper use of portion markings on classified generated emails -nts 
and provided the Information Security Oversight Office (ISOO) Msrking Guide • • vas 
interviewed on the practical application of original and derivative classification, mar mg 
procedures, use of classification guides and safeguarding classHicd information. She displayed a 
clear understanding of policies and procedures. 

OSP inspected one security container located in~EIJ,mce and 
dilicovcrcd all security forms were completed as rcquiF.~OUf~opy paper classified 
documents wern reviewed for proper classification, marking, downgrading and declassification. 
No discrepancies were identified. 

(b) (7)(E) (b )(6) ontained one TSDN. OSP requested o log on TSDN to 
review random samplings of classification activity via elecb·onic email. Four classified emails 
with attachments were reviewed t0r proper classifi~ downgrading and 
dcclassificatiou. No discl'Cpancies were identific<l,uua11tvas interviewed on the 
practical application of original and derivative classification, marking procedures, use of 
classificaiion guides ai1d safeguarding classified information. She displayed a clear 
understanding of policies and procedures. 

[QJJM&ntained one TSDN. OSP requested o log on TSDN to 
review random samplings of classification activity via electromc email. Three classified emails 
with attachments were reviewed for proper classific-· downgrading and 

(b )(6) 

declassification. No discrepancies were discovered • • vas interviewed on the 
_practical application of original and derivative classificatton, mat ing procedures, use of 
classification guides and safeguarding classified information. He displayed a clear 
understanding of policies und procedures. 

2 
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{ilJlf PJ-ontained one TSDN. OSP requested~o log on the TSDN to 
review random samplings of classification activity v~~ur classified emails 
with attachments were reviewed for proper classifi1.111· downgrading and 
declassification. No discrepancies were identified • • as interviewed on the 
practical appJication of original and derivative classi 1cat10n. ma mg procedures, use of 
classification guides and safeguarding classified infom1afion. He displayed a clear 
understanding of policies and procedures. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(E) OSP inspected the security container located in office and 
discovered the SF 700 Security Container Information sheet contained outdated information of 
employees with access to the security container and requires updating. 

3 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUH,IP'.CT: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHJNGTON, D.C, 

. • I • • 

Miclrnel W. Mason 
(b )(6) 

Deputy Assi..tnnt S urity 

(b)(6) • • 
Director, Office ofSecu11 rog s 

Office of S«-urity Programs Self-Inspection for 4th Qun11cr 
FY2017 

During the 4th Quarter FYI7. the Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted self:.inspections 
during regular working hours to review, evaluate and assess individual Deparlmcntal Offices 
collateral classification activities and assess employees' compliance with inf01mation security 
practices and procedures. TI1ese activities support the development of c011·ective action plans lo 
include tailoted training initiatives. All inspections are conducted to ensure that Treasury 
organizations meet the minimum standal'ds for safeguarding collateral classified infu1mation. 
OSP's sdf-inspt:dions ar~ comlucted in uccordancc with Executive, Order (EO) 13526 and the 
Treasury Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 21, 11Sclf~lnspccti.011 Program for 
Classified Infonnation". 

The Departmental Offices inspected this quarter were International Affairs (IA) and lhc Global 
Security Operat~ffice of the Chieflnfo1mation Officer (OCIO). The 

-

. ere~Deputy Director, Oflice of Security Programs, andUII 
Information Security Specialist. The OSP Self-Inspection Program Check.list was 
e following areas being assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, 

Safeguarding, Transmission and Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification 
and Marking. 

Il. INSPECTIONRESULTS 

A. Inte111ational Affairs 

On August&, 2017 OSI' inspected the offices ofIA locate 
Dw-.ing the inspection, OSP randomly selected 1A .rooms 
to evaluate and ensure employees were complying Ywith in om1a ion secunty po icy an 
procedures. OSP intcrvie-wed a total of five (5) employees, and inspected five (5) workstations 
and four (4) security containers. A total of 28 classified documents. consisting of 
memoranda/letters, e-mails, reports, and a slide presentation were reviewed for proper 
classification and markings. The assessed areas of Classification Management, Equipment1 

Transmission and Transportation, and Performance Evaluations met the standards outlined in the 
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TreaSUty Security Manua1 (1D P 15~71). Discrepancies were observed in 1.hc assessed areas of 
Safe1,ruarding, and Classification and Marking, and arc detailed below. 

1. Safeguarding. 

a. Ob.'iervation: Standard Fo1m (SF) 700 Security Container Information Sheets were not 

binations changed for the securily containers in room"■@ t • · 1- • I l ~ . 

(b) (7)(E) 
Requirement: Combinations on in-service equipment shal I be chttnged whenever a person 
Imowing the combination no longer requires access to it (TD P 15~71, Chapter V, Section 

4.3). 

Correcthtc Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch, to have the security container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. 

b. Observation: SF 702 Security Container Check Sheet for the safe located in roor'pp 
was not completed correctly. 

Requirement: When an authorized person first opens the container on a given day, he or 
she shalJ record the date, the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When the 
container is finally locked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared 

employee shall record the actual time and their own initials. On normal business days, 
reg,irdlcss of whether the equipment wa~ opened or not, the security container shall be 
checked by its primary or alternate custodians who have accc::;s to the equipment to ensure no 
surrep1itious attempt has been made to penetrate the security equipment, (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter ill, Section 3.6.b and c). 

Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requirement. 

. I ks c. Observation: End-of-daY. 
Security Checklist for l'0oms (b) (7)(E) 

d don the SF 701 Activity 

Requ.il•cmeut: TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 3.5 docs not specifical1y require the 
completion of the SF 701 for offices or secure work areas that are not an Open Storage Area 
or Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility. However, this is a .. Best Security 
Practice" that enhances the security-in-depth posture of the Department of the Treasury. 

Corrective Action: OSP recommends that the SF 701 be completed. 

2. Classification and Marking. 

a. Observation: Eight (8) memoranda/letters, one (I) slide presentation, and ten (10) 
classified emails were missing portion markings. 

Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including subject., 
titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparag1·aphs> cla5-.~ificd signature blocks, 
buJJets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to indicate 
which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified infonnation 

2 
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in cables, message trailic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, shall confonn 
to the same requirements as for hard-copy documents (JD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 
6.2.o.(4) and 6.6.a), 

Corrective Action: Ensure portion markings are used in all classified documents in 
accordance with the requirement. 

b, Observation: Seven (7) memoranda/letters and one (1) slide presentation were missing 
the pmper classification authority block. 

Requirement: Classified documents shall identify either the Original Classification 
Authority, Reason for Classification, and Declassification Im,i:ruction or the Derivative 
Classifier, Source(s), and Declassification Date/Event (ID P l 5-71 Chapter III, Section 6.3 
and 6.4). 

Corrective Action: Ensure employees apply the proper classification authority block per the 
1-equiremenl. 

c. Observation: One {l) slide presentation was missing the Derivative Classifier. Source, 
and Declassiiicalion Date/Event. 

Requirement: Documents are re<Juit·OO to identify the derivative classifier by name and 
position, or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
del'ivative1y classified document on the "Classified By'' line. Derivative classifiers shall 
identify the sourcc(s) and clate{s) of the source(s) ofdetivative classification in the "Derived 
From" line, and cmzy forward instructions for de.cJassification date/event in the "Declassify 
On" line (fD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Scction6.4). 

Corrective Action: Ensure employees identify the Derivative Classifier, Sourcc{s), and 
Declassification Date/Event in all slide presentations per the requirement. 

B. Global Security Opcrntions Center, Office of the Chief Information Officer 

2017, OSP inspected the office.,; ofGSOC, OCIO, (b) (7)(E) 
OSP conducted a physical walk-through of23 GSOC work stations, inspe<,'ted 

ffi'.o {2) security containers, and randomly selected four (4) employees to interview in order to 
evaluate and ensure compliance with information security policy and procedures. A total of 16 
classified documents consisting offeports, slide presentations and e-mails were reviewed for 
proper classification and markings. The assessed areas of Classification Management, 
Equipment, 'fransmission and Transportation, Safeguarding, and Pcrfmmancc Evaluations met 
the standards oullined in the Treasury Sccw-ity Manual (TD P 15-71 ), Discrepancies were 
observed in the assessed area of Classification and Marking, and are detailed below. 

1. Classification and Marking. 

a. Observation: Two (2) e-mails were overclassified. TI1e emails did not contain 
attachments, and the contents of the email were "For Official Use Only". 

3 
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Requirement: When users modify existing electronic entries which alter the classification 
level of the content or add new content, they shall change the required markings to reflect the 
classification markings for the resulting info1mation (TD 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 6.d). 

Corrective Action: Ensure employees apply the correct overall classification markings to 
their e-mails per the requirement. 

b. Observation: One (1) report, one (1) slide presentation, and six (6) e-mails were missing 
portion markings. 

Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinarily a pru:agraph. but including subject, 
titles, graphics, tables. charts, bullet statements, subparagi-aphs, classified signature blocks, 
bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to indicate 
which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified info1mation 
in cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, shall confonn 
to the same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 
6.2.a.(4) and 6.6.a). 

Corrective Action: Ensure portion markings are used in all classified documents in 
accordance with the requirement. 

c. Observation! One (1) slide presentation was missing the identifying Detivative Classifier 
and did not list the Multiple Sources used as basis for classification. The classification 
authority block was not in the proper location on the slide presentation. 

Requirement: Derivative classifiers are required to identify the delivative classifier by 
name and position, or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on 
each derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line. When a document is 
classified derivatively on the basis of more than one source, the derivative classifier shall 
include a listing of the source matetials either on, or attached to, each derivatively classified 
document (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 6.4). 

Corrective Action: Ensure all slide presentations identify the Derivative Classifier and 
Multiple Somces used per the requirement. 

d. Observation: One (1) email was under-classified, The email was marked "FOUO" hut 
contained an attached report classified as Secret. 

Requirement: Emails used as transmittal documents must bear proper classification 
markings to alert users of the highest classification level of any classified info1mation 
attached or enclosed. The transmittal email shall also include conspicuously on its face the 
statement "upon Removal of Attachments, this Document is (indicate Unclassified or correct 
classification level)" (ID P 15-71, Chapter III, Sections 6 .8). 

Col'rective Action: Ensure emails used as transmittal documents are marked per the 
requirement. 

4 
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ill. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 

A. Classification Management. All personnel interviewed demonstrated a :fundamental level 
of awareness regarding their responsibilities to properly handle, store, transmit, and derivatively 
classify national security info1mation. 

B. Equipment. All survey equipment that processes classified inf01mation was properly 
marked with the appropriate classification labels. 

C. Safeguarding. Classified documents were stored in GSA approved secmity containers 
(safes). However, in one instance the SF 702, Security Container Check Sheet, was not being 
completed correctly. The most common ei.TOr was that the daily opened by/closed by/checked by 
blocks were not filled h1. Additionally, the SF 700, Security Container Information sheets, were 
not being updated and the combinations changed as persons knowing the combinations no longer 
required access to the secudty containers. Collectively, these deficiencies make it difficult to 
assess whether proper open/close procedures are being followed and make it difficult to 
detem1ine who actually is responsible for the contents of the security containers. 

D. Transmission and Transportation. Collateral classified infonnation/material was assessed 
as being properly transmitted only on the Treasury Secure Data Network (TSDN). None of the 
individuals interviewed ever had any requirement to couder classified documents. 

E. Performance Evaluations. The employee performance plans reviewed contained the 
required critical element for security. 

F. Classification and Marking. 44 classified documents consisting of memoranda/letters, 
reports, slide presentations, and emails were reviewed, Of these, 29 were assessed as being 
improperly marked. The most common error was that portion markings were not applied. Only 
in one (1) instance was a classified document not marked as classified: an email used to transmit 
a classified attachment. In aH instances these deficiencies occurred in documents maintained and 
transmitted in TSDN, which affords some degree of protection from inadvertent disclosure or 
spiUage. However, failure to Properly mark classified documents in the TSDN environment 
makes it difficult for document owners and recipients to readily identify the proper document 
handling and transmission requirements, 

Document Review Totals 
Total number of documents reviewed 44 
Number of documents with discreoancies 29 
Percentage of documents with discreoancies 65% 
Total number of discreoancies 43 
A veraize number of discr"'"ancies oer document 1.5 

5 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

DEPARTMENTOFiHETREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D.C, 

January25,2018 

(b)(6) 
' • I • ! f I 

FROM: (b)(6) (b )(6) 
Directo1·, Office of Security Program 

SUBJECT: FY17 4Q Self-Inspection 1'~indings and Corrective Actions 

The Office of Secw1ty Programs (OSP) conducted 011 September 27,2017 
the offices of the Government Security Operations (',enter (GSOC) located 

J I ~ f 

(b) (7)(E) 
(b) {7J(E) The purpose of this inspection was to review, evaluate and assess GSOC's 

collateral classification activities and employees' compliance with information security practices 
and prncedures in order to ensure that GSOC met the minimum standards for safeguarding 
coJlateral classified infol'mation. OSP's self..inspections are conducted in accordance with 
Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 
21, "Self-Inspection Program for Classified Information 11. The OSP Self-Inspection Program 
Checl<list was UDod with the following nrons being assessed: Ch-tssificntion Management, 
Equipment, Safeguarding) Transmission and 'franspo1tation, Performance Evaluations, and 
Classification and Marking. 

During the inspection, OSP conducted a physical waThAhrough of23 GSOC work stations, 
inspected two (2) secmity containers, and randomly selected four (4) employees to interview in 
of<ler to evaluate and ensure compJiance with information security policies and procedures. A 
total of 16·classified documents consis(ing ofreporL~, slide presentations and e~mails were 
reviewed for proper classincation and markings. The assessed areas of Classification 
Management, Equipment, Transmission and Transportation, Safeguarding, and Perfonrumce 
Evaluations me( the standards outlined in the Treasury Security Manual (ID P 15-71). 
Discrepancies were observed in the assessed area of Classification and lvfarking, and are detailed 
below. 

Classification and Marking. 

1. Observation: Two (2) e-mails were ovcidassi:ficd. The emails did not contain attachments, 
and the contents of the email were "PorOfliciol Use Only". 

Requirement: When users modify existing electronic entries which alter the cla.<;sification level 
of the content or add new content, they shall change the required markings to reflect the 
classification markings for the resulting infonnation (TD 15-71, Chapter III, Seclion 6.d). 
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Corrective Action: Ensure employees apply the correct overall classification markings to their 
e-mails per the requirement. 

2. Observation: One (I) report, one (I) slide presentation, and six (6) e-rnails were missing 
portion markings. 

Requirement: Each pmiion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including subject, titles, 
graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparagraphs, classified signature blocks, buJlets and 
other portions within slide presentations, antl the like, shall be marked to indicate which portions 
are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified infonnation in cables, message 
traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, shall confo1m to the same 
requirements as for hard-copy doetunents (TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 62.a.(4) and 6.6.a). 

Corrective Action: Ensure portion markings are used in all c]assilled documents in accordance 
with the requirement. 

3, Observation: One (l) slide presentation wa>:: missing the identifying Derivative Classifier 
and did not list the Multiple Sources used as basis for classification. 111c classification authority 
block was nol in tl1c proper location on the slide presentation. 

Requirement: Derivative classifiers arc required to identify the derivative classifier by name 
and position, or by personal identifier, in a numner that is immediately apparent on each 
<letivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line. When a document is classified 
derivatively on the basis of more thnn 011c source, the dcdvativc classifier shall i.n.clude a listing 
of the source matelials either on~ or attached to, each derivatively c]aqsified document (TD P 15-
71, Chapter Ill, Section 6.4). 

Corrective Action: Ensure all slide presentations identify the Derivative Classifier and Multiple 
Sources used per the requirement. 

4. Observation: One (I) email was under~cla.~sificd. lbc email was marked "FOUO" but 
contained an attached report classified as Secret. 

Requirement: Emails used as h-ansnlitta1 documents must bear proper classification markings 
to alert lL'i-CJ'S of the highes( classification level of any cla.ssified infom1ation attached or enclosed. 
The transmittal email shall also include conspicuously on its face the statement "upon Removal 
of Attachments, this Document is (indicate Unclassified or con-ect classification level)" (TD P 
15-71, Chapter Ill, Sections 6.8). 

Corrective Action: Ensure emails used as transmittal documents are marked per the 
requirement. 

GSOC is required to report to OSP within 45 days of this memorandum that all coITective actions 
for each secmity observation identified above have been completed. GSOC is to provide a 
fo1mal memorandum to OSP with .Jctions taken in order to close out all security findings. 

If you have any questions regardi 
Infi:nmalion Security Specialist, at • 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, O,C, 

January 25, 2018 

(b )(6) 

FY 11 4Q Self-Inspection Findings and Corrective Actions 

The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted on August 8, 2017, a se1f:.inspection of the 
offices oflntemational Affairs (IA) located in the Main Treasury building. The purpose of this 
inspection was to review, evaluate and assess IA •s collateral classification activities as welJ as 
employees• compliance with information security practices and procedures in order to ensure 
that IA met the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral classified infonnation. OSP's 
self-inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order (HO) 13526 and the Treasury 
Secw'ity Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for Classified 
Jnfom1ation11

• The OSP Self-Inspection Program Checklist was used with the following areas 
being assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, Tnmsmission and 
'l'tansportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

During the inspection, OSP randomly selected IA rooms 
to evaluate and ensure employees were complying with · mmatrnn security po 1c1es an 
procedures. OSP interviewed a total of five (5) employees, and inspected five (5) workstations 
and four (4) security containers, A total of28 classified documents consisting of 
memoranda/letters, e-mails, reports, and a slide presentation were reviewed for proper 
classification and markings. The assessed areas of Classification Management, Equipment, 
Transmission and Transp01111tion, and Perfo1ma11ce Evaluations met the standards outlined in the 
Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71 ). Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of 
Safeguarding, and Classification and Marking, und are detailed below. 

A, Snfcguarding. 

1. Observation: Standard Form (SF) 700 Securily Conlaincr Infmmation Sheets were 11ot 

J d ed d I b' ationschangedforthesecuritycontainerslnrooms-• • • 
(b) (7)(E) 
Requirement: Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a person 
knowing the combination no longer requires access to it (TD P 15-71, Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security Branch, 
to have the security conlaincr combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. 
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2, Observation: SF 702 Security Container Check Sheet for the safe located in roomlllill 
was not completed correctly. 

Requirement: When an authorized person first opens the container on a given day, he or she 
shall record the date, the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 7(]2, When the container is 
fmally locked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared employee shall record 
the actual time and their own initials. On normal business days, regardless of whether the 
equipment was opened or not, the security container shall be checked by its primary or alternate 
custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no surreptitious attempt has been made to 
penetrate the seclll'ity equipment. (TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 3.6.b and e). 

Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requirement. 

3. Observation: End-of~da 
Security Checklist for room 

11.-.··· 1111 

(b) (7)(E) 
the SF 701 Activity 

Requirement: TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 3 .5 docs not specifically L"equire the con1pletion 
oftbe SF 701 for offices or secure work areas that are not an Open Storage Area or Sensilive 
Compartmented Information Facility. However, this is a "Best Security Practice,, that enhances 
the security-i.t1-dcpth postme of the Department of the Treasury. 

Corrective Action: OSP recommends that the SF 701 he completed. 

B. Classification and MarkinK. 

1. Observation: Eight (8) memoranclanctters, one (l) slide prc1:1'Cntation, and ten (10) classified 
emaifa were missing portion markings. 

Requirement: Each portion ofa document, ordinarily a pm11brraph, but including subject. titles, 
grapfiics, table.,;, charts, bullet slatemetlls, subparagraphs, classified signature blocks, bullets and 
other po1tions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to indicate which portions 
are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified lnfonnation in cables, message 
traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, shall conform to the same 
requirements as for han:J~copy dot.'Uments (TD P 15~71, Chapter III, Section 6.2.li.(4) and 6.6.a). 

Corrective Action: Ensure portion markings are used in all classified documents in accordance 
with the requirement. 

2. Observation: Seven (7) memoranda/letters and one (1) slide presentation were missing lhe 
proper classification authority block. 

Requirement: Classified documents shall identify either the Original Classification Authority, 
Reason for Classification, and Declassification Instruction or the Derivative Classifier, 
Soul'cc(s), and Declassification Date/Event (TD P 15-71 Chapter ITT, Section 6.3 and 6.4). 

Corrective Action: Ensure employees apply the proper classification authority block per the 
requirement. 
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3. Observation: One (1) slide presentation was missing the Derivative Classifier, Source, and 
Declassification Dnte/Evenl. 

Requirement: Documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by name and 
position, or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each derivatively 
classified document on the "Classified By" line. Derivative classifiers sbal1 identify the 
source(s) and date(s) of the source(s) of derivative classification in the "Derived From" line, and. 
cai1-y forward instructions for declassification date/event in the "DeclassH}' On" line (TD P l 5-
71, Chapter III, Section 6.4). 

Corrective Action: Ensure employees identify the Derivative Classifier, Source{s), and 
Declassification Date/Event in all slide presentations per the l'equirement. 

IA is required to report to OSP within 45 days of tltls memorandum that all corrective actions for 
each security observation identified above have been completed. IA is to provide a fo1111al 
memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order to close out all security findings, 

If you have any questions rcgardi 
Infomrntion Security Specialist, a 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WAS HINGTO N . D .C. 

April 18, 2017 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHING'fON, D.c: 

Janua1y31, 2017 

(b)(6) 
Assistant General, Office of General Co1111scl 

(b )(6) 
Deputy Director, Office of Security Progt·ams 

(b )(6) 
SUBJECT: Sclf.Jnspection Findings and Corrective Actions 

The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted a self-lnspection on the Office of General 
Counsel(OGC)onDecember29,2016inaccordance\ · · 3 6 dt e 

P 15-71. OSP inspected • 
nd interviewed random OGC 1s cleared employees. The purpose 

of the inspection was to evaluate nnd ensure employees are complying with information security 
policy and procedures, inspect for proper use of safeguarding classified infom1alion, review 
samplings of employees clas..,;;ification activity (derivative and original), ensure use of proper 
classification, .marking, downgrading, declassification, classification authority on electronic and 
hard copy information and i1ispect security containers. 

OSP reviewed 24 random samplings of derivative classified documents generated by OGC 
personnel to include electronic and hard copy documents. OSP discovered very minor 
discrepancies regarding not using p011ion markings on classified gencmted emails. OS P 
conducted on-the~spot training relating to classification marking requirements to educate and 
reinforce the policies on the proper use of portion markings on classified generated email and 
attachments. · 

OSP discovered several security discrepancies during tl1e inspection, relating to security 
containers. Our security findings arc provided below, to include the corrective actions required. 

Security Finding .l!Corrcctive Actions - Standard Fo1n1 700 (SF 700) Security Container 
Information sheet does not reHect cun-cnt names of cleared employees requiring access to the 
security container. The security contaillcrs identified below require updatihg and new 
combinations set. The personnel be1ow we1-c informed to contact the OSP, Physical Secmity 
Branch to schedule a time/date to update their SF 700 form and change security container 
combination. 

(h\ /R\ /h\ !7\!F\ 
(b) (6), (b) (7)(E) 

one sccmity container). 
ity container). 
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OGC is required to report with.in 45 days of this memorandum; security findings/corrective 
actions identified above have been completed. Provide a formal response via memorandum to 
OSP to close out these security findings. 

If you have 
Specialist at 

lit.• tll t,t 

(b)(6) 
of cqntact1 ttlDJllinformation Security 
.rtftsury.go'{ for assistance. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DEPARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 
WASHINGTON, O,C, 

July 23, 2(ll8 

(b )(6) 
Director of Operations 
J>omestic Finance 

lb I c6\ 
Director, Office of Security 

(b )(6) 

Domestic FinanC<l Self-Inspection Findings and Corrective 
Actions 

The Ofli.ce of Secmity Programs (OSP) conducted on May 16 and 17, 2018, a self-inspection of 
Domestic Finance O)F) workspaces located in the Main Treasury building. The purpose ofthis 
inspection was to review, evaluate and assess DF's collateral classUication activities as wcl] as 
employees' compliance with information security policies and procedures in order to ensure that 
DF met the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral classified infonnation. OSP's self
inspections al'e conducted in accmdance with Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the Treasury 
Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for Classified 
lnformation 11

, The OSP Self-Inspection Program Check:Jist was used with the following areas 
being assessed: CJassification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, Transmission and 
Transpo11ation, Perfo1mance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

(b) (7)(E) During the inspection, OSP 1'andomly selected DF cubicles in rooms o evaluate 
and ensure employees were complying with information secuiity policy and procedures, OSP 
intervicv.red.a total of eight {8) employees. and inspected five (5) Treasury Secure Data Network 
(TSDN) workstations and one (1) security container. Of the five (5) TSDN workstations 
inspected, three (3) were not able to be assessed due to either network connectivity issues or 
equipment not functioning. A total of 15 e-mails on TSDNwere reviewed for proper 
classification and markings. The a'isessed areas of Equipment, and Transmission and 
Transpo11ation met the standards outlined in the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71). 
Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of Classification Management, Safeguarding, 
Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking, and arc detailed below. 

A, Classification Management. 

(U) Obse1-vation: Two (2) employees were unable to recall the difference between original and 
derivative classification, or of the related guidance for derivative classificalion authority. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified info1mation shall 1·cccive training 
on the principles of derivative classification, identification, and required markings (1D P 15-71, 
Chapter 111, Scctioo 2.9). 

CO!ITPOI 118.. 
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(UJ Corrective Action: The employees received on-lhe-spol training by[l;>Jffl)on the 
differences between original and derivative classification. 

B. Safeguarding. 

1. eevi, Obsenration: The SF 700 Secmity Container lnfonnatiou Sheet was not properly 
updated and the combination changed for ·the security container in MdJIM 
(U) Requirement: Combinations on in-service equipment shall be chm1gcd whenever a person 
k:nowjng the combination no longer requires access to it_ or at least every three years, unless 
conditions dictate sooner (TD P 15-71, Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

(U) Cor .. ective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical ~ecurity 
Branch, to have the security container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. 
Request for this service may be submitted to wdf@treasury.gov. 

2, ("t?Ut, Observation: The SF 702 Security Container check Sheets for the safe located in 
E)J@IJwns not completed COll'Cctly. The last date of entry was September 231 2016. 

(U) Requirement: When an autho1izecl person first opens the container on a given day, he or 
she shall record the date, the actual time, and his or her initinls on the SF 702. 'When the 
container is finally locked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared employee 
shall record the actual time and their own initials. On n01mal business days, regardless of 
whether the equipment was opened or not, the security container shall be checked by its primary 
or alternate custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no su11:eptitious attempt has 
been made lo penetrate the security equipment (ID P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 3.6.b and c). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requirement. 

C. Pcdormance Evaluations. 

(U) Obse•·vation: Ofthc eight (8) employees intctviewed, four (4) employees were unable to 
provide copies of their performance evaluation records for review. The four (4) performance 
evaluation records that were reviewed contained the required critical element for security. 

{U) Requirement~ Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties involve 
significant creation, generation or handling/processing of classified infonnation shall have a 
critical element for security in their individual performance evaluations {TD P 15-71, Chapter 
lll, Section 22). 

{U) Corrective Action: Ensure all DF employees have a critical element for scco.rity in their 
performance evaluation records. 

D. Classification and Marking. 

1. {U) Observation: r111irteen (13) classified emails were missing portion markings. 

(U) Requirement: Each porlion ofa document, ordinarily a paragraph,. but including subject, 
titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statemenL~. subparagraphs, classified signature blocks, 
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bullets nnd other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to indicate 
which portions are classified and which are unc1assificd. Markings on classified infonnation in 
cables, message traffic, and mai~taincd in elecl.ronic format such a,_,;; e-mail, shall conform to the 
same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 6.2.a.( 4) and 
6.6.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the proper application of portion 
markings was provided bylDIIIJlto the employees. 

2, (U) Observation: One (I) email rrmrked as "Secret" was ovcrclassi±ied. The email did not 
have any attachments and the infonnation contained in the text of the email was unclassified. 

(U) Requirement: Information shall not be classified unless it has been detennined pursuant to 
Executive Order 13526 or any predecessor order to require protection against unauthorized 
disclosure (TD P I 5-71 Chapter III, Sections 5.4 and 5.6). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding safeguarding from ovcr-clam,;.ficati on 
was provided byttlllllto the employee. 

3. (U) Observation: Six (6) ema:ils used as transmittal documents forwarding classified 
attachments did not include the proper inst111ctions for the classification of the emails when 
separated .from the classified attachment. These six (6) emails were unclassified when separated 
from the classified attachments. 

(U) Requiremcmt! Emails used as transmittal documents shall indicate within the lext the 
highest level of classified infonnation it transmits, Where the transmittal itself is unclassified, 
the ernall shall be marked as either: Unclassified When the Classified Enclosure (for letters), is 
Detached; or Unclassified When Classified Attachment (for memos) is Detached (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 5.24 and 6.8). 

(U) Corl'Cetive Action: On-the-spot training on U1e proper marking of unclassified emails used 
as transmittal documents for classified attachments was provided byBl(llllto the 
employee. 

(U) DF is required to repo11 to OSP within 45 days of tJtis memorandum that all corrective 
actions for each security observation identified above and not corrected on~the-spot have been 
completed. DF is to provide a fonnal memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order to close 
out all security fi11dings. 

(U) If you have any questions regarding this memorandum, please contact • 
Information Security Specialist. at _,r email 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DEPARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 
WASHINGTON, O,C. 

May 24, 2018 

(b)(6) 
A ding Director, Economic Policy 

Director, Office of Security Programs 

(b )(6) 
Economic Policy Self-Inspection Mndings and Con-ective 
Actions 

The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted on Morch 13, 2018, a self-inspection of the 
offices of Economic Policy (EP) located in the Main Treasury building. The purpose of this 
inspection was to review, evaluate and assess EP'.s collateral classification activilies a.swell as 
employees' compliance with info1mation security policies a11d procedures in order to ensure that 
EP met the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral classified information. OSP1s self• 
inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order (BO) 13526 and the Treasury 
Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 21, "Self-Inspection Progl'am for Classified 
Information11

• The OSP Self-Inspection Program Checklist was used with the following areas 
being asscs.,;ed: Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, Transmission and 
Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

(b) (7)(E) During the inspection, OSP randomly selected EP room and 
-to evaluate and ensure employees were complying with infonnation security policies nnd 

procedures. OSP interviewed six (6) employees cleared for access to cJassified national security 
information; and inspected four (4) security containers. No classified documents \VCl'C assessed 
for Classification and Marking as none of the employees interviewed prepared classified 
documents, to include emails. There were no TSDN terminals in any of the inspected rooms. 
Documents contained in the four security containers were randomly selected for review; no 
documents were discovered that post-.dated October 2016. All documents revie\\'ed were not 
created by EP employees. Additionally, based on interviews with the custodians of the security 
containers, they were not sure of the continued need 1o maintain the documents. EP claimed no 
derivative classification decisions in its Agency Security Classtiication Management Program 
Data (SF 311) report submitted in J?Y 2017. Perl(nmance Evaluations were not assessed as none 
of the interviewed employees performed duties involving the significant creation, generation or 
handling/processing of classified information. Discrepandes were observed in the assessed areas 
of Classification Matiagcmcnt and Safeguarding, and arc detailed below. 
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A. Classification Management 

1, Observation: Two (2) employees were unable to recall the difference between original and 
dedvative classification, or of the related guidance for detivative classification authority. 

Requirement: Employees cleared fol' access to classified information shall receive training on 
the principles of derivative classification, identification. and required markings (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 2.9). 

Corrective Adion: Both employees received on-the-spot training by Jnfonnation Security 
SpecialistNll'ffil ... :m the difforences between original and derivative classification, and 
were give~um;mt !S00 handbook "Marking Classified National Security 
Inf01mation". 

2. Observation: Two (2) employees were aware of the requirement to rcpo11 security 
incidents/violations, but did not know lhe reporting procedures. 

Requirement: Departmental Offices employees knowledgeable of the loss or possible 
com.promise of classified information shal1 immediately report the circumstances to DO security 
otndals (TD P 15-71 Chapter Ill, Section 18.1). 

Corrective Action: Both employees received on-the-spot training by Infonnation Security 
Specialist on "spill" handling procedures and on the pl'ocedures for reporting 
security im:idents/violations. 

B. Safeguarding. 

1. Observation: The SF 700 Securily Container Information Sheets were not properly updaied 
and the combination changed for the security coutainers in rooms (b) (7)(E) 

Requirement: Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a person 
knowing the combination no longer requires nccess to it (TD P J 5-71, Chapt.cr V, Section 4.3). 

Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Secmity Branch, 
to have the security container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. Request for this 
service may be submitted to wdf@treasury.gov. 

F 702 Security Container Check Sheets for the safes located in rooms 
ere not completed correctly. 

Requirement: When an authorir.cd person first opens the container on a given day, he or she 
shall record the date, the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When the container is 
finally locked at the close of business, the srune person or another cleared employee shall l'ecord 
the actual time and il1eir own initials. On nonna1 business days, regardless of whether the 
equipment was opened or not, the security container shall be checked by its primary or alternate 
custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no surreptitious attempt has been made to 
penetrate the security equipment (fD P 15-71, Chapter Ill) Section 3.6.b and c). 

Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requirement. 
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(B)(7)(e) , 3. Observotion; Security ocated i.nl!Willand used to store classified 
information designated Confidential and Secret, is a bar-lock cabinet not authodzcd for storing 
classified infonnation. 

Requirement: Bar-lock cabinets are required to be phased out for storing Secret and 
Confidential information by DO/bureaus by October 1, 2012 (1D P 15-71, Chapter V, Sec1ion 
2.10). 

Corrective Action: AU classified documents contained in the bar-lock cabinet must be removed 
and stored in a GSAMapproved security container. 

EP is required to report to OSP within 45 days of this memorandum that all corrective actions for 
each security observation identified in section B, Safeguarding, have been completed. EP is to 
provide a formal memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order to c]ose out all security 
observations. 

If you have any questions regardin~mn, please contact 
Information Security Specialist, a~r email 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

COtJTROLis.:V 
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 

Michael W. Mason 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Security 

~ 
~ of Security Programs 

(U) Office of Security Programs Self-Inspection for 4th Quarter 
FY 2018 

(U) During the 4th Quarter FYI8, the Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted self
inspections during regular working hours to review, evaluate and assess individual Departmental 
Offices ' (DO) collateral classification activities and assess employees· compliance with 
information security practices and procedures. These activities support the development of 
corrective action plans to include tailored training initiatives. All inspections are conducted to 
ensure that Treasury organizations meet the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral 
classified information. OSP's self-inspections are conducted in accordance wilh Executive Order 
(EO) I 3526 and the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71). Chapter III. Section 21. "Self
Inspection Program for Classified Information." 

(U) The DO inspected this quarter was International Affairs (IA). The inspector wastu>JQ)] 
rmg, Information Security Specialist. The OSP Self-Inspection Program Checklist was used 
with the following areas being assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, 
Transmission and Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

IL INSPECTION RESULTS 

~ On August 28, 29, and September 12, 2018, OSP inspected the offices of IA located in the 
Main Treasury Building and at 1750 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Washin ton, DC. 20006. D. 
the inspection, OSP randomly selected IA cubicles in rooms . and 
of the Main Treasury Building, and rooms of the Office of Technical 
Assistance (OTA) at 1750 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, to evaluate and ensure employees were 
complying with information security policy and procedures. OSP interviewed a total of 11 
employees, and inspected six Treasury Secure Data Network (TSDN) workstations and nine 
security containers. A total of 28 classified documents consisting of five memoranda, two 
reports, and 21 e-mails were reviewed for proper classification and markings. The assessed areas 
of Classification Management, Equipment, and Transmission and Transportation met the 
standards outlined in the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71). Discrepancies were observed 
in the assessed areas of Safeguarding, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking, 
and are detailed below. 
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A. Safeguarding. 

1. (€UI~ Observation: The SF 700, Security Container Information forms, were not 
properly u dated and the combinations w~ for the security containers in Main 
Treas • ( container numbers Ll:llUllilllll), and for security container 
number located in [ti)JIJ.Ql1 of the OTA facility at 1750 Pennsylvania Ave, NW. 

(U) Requirement: Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a 
person knowing the combination no longer requires access to it or at least every three years, 
unless conditions dictate sooner (TD P 15-71, Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

(U) Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch, to have the security container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. 
Request for this service may be submitted to wdf@treasmy.gov. 

2. tetffl'Observation: The SF 702, Security Container Check Sheets, for the safes located 
(container number 
) IP! (container number 

number • ; and for security container • in 
at 1750 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, were not completed correctly. 

(container 
of the OT A facility 

(U) Requirement: When an authorized person first opens the container on a given day, he 
or she shall record the date, the actual time, and place his or her initials on the SF 702. When 
the container is finally locked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared 
employee shall record the actual time and initial the document. On normal business days, 
regardless of whether the equipment was opened or not, the security container shall be 
checked by its primary or alternate custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no 
surreptitious attempt has been made to penetrate the security equipment (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 3.6.b and c). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed, per the requirement. 

B. Performance Evaluations. 

(U) Observation: Of the 11 employees interviewed, two employees were unable to provide 
copies of their performance evaluation records for review, one had not yet been issued a 
performance work plan, and one did not occupy a position requiring the critical performance 
element for security. Out of the seven performance evaluation records that were reviewed 
only one contained the required critical element for security. 

(U} Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties 
involve significant creation, generation or handling/processing of classified information shall 
have a critical element for security in their individual performance evaluations (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure all IA employees occupying positions designated in TD P 
15-71, Chapter III, Section 22, have a critical element for security in their performance 
evaluation records. 
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C. Classification and Marking. 

1. (U) Observation: One email and one memorandum used as transmittal documents to 
forward classified attachments did not include the proper instructions for the classification of 
the documents when separated from the classified attachments. These two documents were 
unclassified when separated from the classified attachments. 

(U) Requirement: Transmittal documents shall indicate, within the text, the highest level of 
classified information it transmits. Where the transmittal itself is unclassified, the document 
shall be marked as either: Unclassified When the Classified Enclosure (for letters), is 
Detached; or Unclassified When Classified Attachment (for memos) is Detached (TD P 15-
71, Chapter III, Section 5.24 and 6.8). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training on the proper marking of unclassified emails 
used as transmittal documents for classified attachments was provided b~ to the 
employee. 

2. (U) Observation: 17 classified emails, one classified memorandum, and one report were 
missing portion markings. 

(U) Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including 
subject, titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparagraphs, classified signature 
blocks, bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to 
indicate which p01tions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified 
information in cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, 
shall conform to the same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter 
III, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 6.6.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: O~raining regarding the proper application of portion 
markings was provided by LW.IIDJII to the employees. 

3. (U) Observation: One classified memorandum was missing the "Classified By" line. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (TD P 15-71. Chapter III, 
Section 6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was 
provided bytmG)JI to the employee. 

4. (U) Observation: One classified memorandum was missing the "Derived From" line. 

(U) Requirement: The identification of the source(s) and date(s) of the source(s) shall be 
listed on the "Derived From" line, including the agency and, where available, the office of 
origin, and the date of the source or guide used (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 6. 4. b). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding identification of derivative sources 
was provided b~ to the employee. 
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5. (U) Observation: One classified memorandum was missing the declassification 
instructions. 

(U) Requirement: Derivative classifiers shall carry forward instructions on the "Declassify 
On" line from the source document to the derivative document, or the declassification 
instruction from an approved security dassiflcation guide (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 
6.4). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding declassification instructions was 
provided byrmJa to the employee. 

6. (U) Observation: Four classified emails did not identify the derivative classifier by name 
and position title; rather, only the employees' initials were used. Eight emails were missing 
the titles of the classifiers. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, 
Section 6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was 
provided byrmJa to the employees. 

7. (U) Observation: Three memoranda citing "Multiple Sources" in the "Derived From" 
portion of the classification authority block did not identify the sources used. 

(U) Requirement: When a document is classified derivatively on the basis of more than one 
source document or security classification guide, the "Derived From" line shall show the 
phrase "Multiple Sources" and the derivative classifier shall include a listing of the source 
materials either on, or attached to, each derivatively classified document (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III. Section 6.4.c). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the use of "Multiple Sources" was 
provided by rmJa to the employees. 

Ill. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 

A. (U) Classification Management. Within the DO inspected, 11 assigned individuals cleared 
for access to classified information were interviewed. All personnel interviewed demonstrated a 
fundamental level of awareness regarding their responsibilities to properly handle. store. 
transmit, and derivatively classify national security information. 

B. (U) Equipment. The SF 710, Unclassified Label, was applied byrmJa to all 
unclassified equipment not properly labelled within the cubicles and offices surveyed, such as 
photocopiers, printers, and computers, used only for unclassified processing in mixed 
environments where both classified and unclassified information processing occurred. 

C. (U) Safeguarding. Nine GSA approved security containers were in the immediate vicinity 
of the cubicles/offices inspected. However, only three were able to be opened for review; the SF 
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700, Security Container Information forms, in these three containers had not been updated and 
the combinations changed as persons knowing the combinations no longer required access to the 
security containers, or the combinations had not been changed within the past three years. 
Additionally, in nine instances the SF 702, Security Container Check Sheet, was not correctly 
completed. The most common error was that the daily opened by/closed by/checked by blocks 
were not filled in. Collectively, these deficiencies make it difficult to assess whether proper 
open/close procedures are being followed and make it difficult to determine who actually is 
responsible for the contents of the security containers. As a side note, most of the safes were not 
in active use, and contained classified documents of unknown value or need for continued 
retention. None of the documents in the safes were reviewed for classification markings as none 
of the individuals with access to the safes were the authors of those documents. 

D. (U) Transmission and Transportation. Collateral classified information/material was 
assessed as being properly transmitted only on TSDN. All of the individuals interviewed were 
familiar with the requirements for properly packaging collateral classified documents for 

transportation. 

E. (U) Performance Evaluations. Of the 11 employees interviewed, two were unable to 
provide copies of their performance evaluation records for review, one had not yet been issued a 
performance work plan, and one did not occupy a position requiring the critical performance 
element for security. Out of the seven performance evaluation records that were reviewed only 
one (1) contained the required critical element for security. 

F. (U) Classification and Marking. 28 classified documents consisting of memoranda, emails, 
and reports were reviewed. All of these documents were reviewed on TSDN. Of these, 22 were 
assessed as being improperly marked. The most common error was that portion markings were 
not properly applied to 19 documents. Twelve documents did not properly identify the 
derivative classifiers by either full name or were missing the title of the classifier. One email 
used as a transmittal document to forward classified attachments did not include the proper 
instructions for the classification of these documents when separated from the classified 
attachments. Additionally, one memorandum was missing the classification authority block 
identifying the derivative classifier, source(s) of derivation, and the declassification instructions. 
Failure to properly mark classified documents makes it difficult for document owners and 
recipients to readily identify the proper document safeguarding, handling and transmission 
requirements, increasing the risk of either a data spillage or inadvertent disclosure of classified 
information. 

Classified Document Review Totals 
Total number of documents reviewed 28 
Number of documents with discrenancies 22 
Percenta!le of documents with discreoancies 79% 
Total number of discreoancles 38 
Averaee number of discreoancies oer document 1.7 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

I. INTRODUCTlON 

DEPARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D.C, 

Jnnuruy 2, 2018 

■ . Michael W. Mason 
Deputy Assistant S ry r Sccuri 

(b) (6) 
Director, Office of Security Program 

Office of Security 1'1·ogram.s Self~lnspection for 1st Quarter 
Fi,cal Year (t'Y) 2018 

During the 1st Quarter FYIS, the Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted a self-inspection 
dming regular working hours to review, evaluate and assess individual Dcpa1imcntal Offices 
collateral classification activilies and a~sess employees' compliance with information security 
practices and procedures. l11ese activities suppo1i the devcJopment of co11-ective action plans to 
include tailored training initiatives. All inspections are conducted to ensure that Treasury 
organizations meet the minimum standards for safeguarding collaleral classified information. 
OSP's self-inspections are conducted in accordance with .Executive Order (EO) 13526 and (he 
Treasury Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 21, 11Self-lnspection Program for 
Classified Information". 

The Departmental Office inspected this quruter was the Office of General Counsel (OGC). llie 
inspectors wc1~eputy Director, Office of Security Programs, a1utUII} 

tfOrmatiou Security Specialist. The OSP Self-Inspection Program Checklist 
was used to assess the following areas: CiussificationManagcment, Equipment, Safeguarding, 
Transmission and Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

(b)(6) 1 

II. INSPECTION RESULTS 

Office of General Cuunsel 

On December 20, 2017, OSP inspected the offices of OGC located in the Main Treasury 
building. During the inspection, OSP randomly selected OGC rooms ~and 
-to evaluate and ensure employee.$ were complying with infonnati~ and 

procedures. OSP interviewed a total of four ( 4) employees, and inspected two (2) Treasul'y 
Secure Data Netwol'k (TSDN) workstations and two (2) security containers. 'l'cn (10) classified 
documents consisting of a cable/message, memorandu/letters, and e-muils were reviewed for 
proper classification and markings. The assessed areas of Classification Management, and 
Transmission and Transpotiation, met !he standards outlined in the Treasury Security Manual 
(fD P 15-71). P01formancc Evaluations were not assessed as none were available for review. 
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Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of Equipment, Safeguanling, Transmission 
and Transportation, and Classification and Marking, and are detailed below. 

A. Equipment 

1. Observation: The S1andard Form (SF) 710, Unclassified Label, was not used to label 
equipment, such as photocopiers, printers, and computers, used only for unclassified processing 
in mixed environments where both classified and unclassified infmmation processing occurred. 

Requirement: 111c SF 710, Unclassified Label, shall be used in a mixed environment in which 
classified and unclassified materials are being processed or stored (TD P 15-71, Chapter HI,. 

Section 3.9). 

Corrective Action: Obtain and label all unclassified equipment in those workspaces/offices 
where either classified materials or infrnmation are processed or stored. 

H. Safeguarding. 

1. Observation: The Standard Form {SF) 700 Security Container Information Sheet was not 
properly updated and the combination changed for the security container in 

Requirement: Combinations on in~service equipment shall be changed whenever a person 
knowing the combination no longer requires access to it (fD P 15-71, Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

Corrective Action: Coordinuto with the Office of Security Progrutn3, Physical SeoUt'ity B.ronoh, 
to have the security container combination changed and a new SF 700 prepared. 

2. Observation: The SF 702 Security Container Check Sheets for the safes Jocated in rooms 
~ere not completed c011-ectly. 

Requirement: When an authorized person first opens the container on a given day, he or she 
sha!I record the date, the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When U1e container is 
finally locked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared employee shall record 
the actual time and their own initials. On n01mal business days, regardless ofwhelher the 
equipment was opened or not, the securily container sha!J be checked by its ptimary or altcmate 
custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no surreptitious attempt has been made to 
penetrate the security equipment. (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 3.6.b and c). 

Corrective Adiom Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requirement. 

3. Observation: End-of-day security checks were not documented on the SF 701 Activity 
Security Checklist for 

Requirement: TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 3.5 does not specifically require the completion 
of the SF 701 for offices or secure work areas U1at arc not an Open Storage Area or Sensitive 
Compartmented Information Facility. However, this is a "Best Security Practice" that enhances 
the security-in-depth posture of the Department of the Tl'casury. 

Corrective Action: OSP recommends that the SF 701 be completed. 

2 
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4. Observation: Window blinds were not closed in offices while classified infonnation was 
processed on classified infonnation systems. 

Requirement: In TSDN work areas all windows which might reasonably afford visual 
observation of personnel, documents, material, or activities within the space, shall be made 
opaque or equipped with blinds, drapes, or other coverings to preclude observation (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter V, Sections 1 and 8,2,e). 

Corrective Action: Ensure all exterior windows are made opaque or the blinds/drapes closed 
while classified information is processed within office spaces. 

C. · Classification and Marking. 

l. Observation: Four (4) classified emails were missing portion marldngs. 

Requirement: F.ach portion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including subject, titles, 
graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparagl'aphs, classified signature blocks, bullets and 

other portions within slide presentations, and the like; shall be marked to indicate which portions 
m·e classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified infmmation in cables, message 
traffic, and maintained in electronic fo1mat such as e-mail, shall confonn to the same 
requirements as for hard-copy documents (TOP 15-71, Chapter III, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 6.6.a). 

Corrective Action: Ensure portion markings are used in aJl classified documents in accordance 
with the requirement. 

2. Observation: Two (2) memol'anda/le~ers and one (1) email were missing the Derivative 
Classifier, Source, and Declassification Date/Event. 

Requirement: Documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by name and 
position, or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each derivatively 
cl!i5sified document on the "Classified Bi' line, Dedvative classifiern shall identify the 
source(s) and date(s) of the source(s) of derivative classification in the "Derived From" line, and 
carry forward instructions for declassification date/event in the "Declassify On" line (TD P 15~ 
71, Chapter III, Section 4). 

Corrective Action: Ensure employees identify the De1i.vative Classifier, Source(s), and 
Declassification Date/Event in an slide presentations per the requirement. 

3. Observation: Two (2) emails used as transmittal documents were not properly marked. The 
emails were marked as classified based on the classification level of the attachment, but were 
unclassified without the attachment._ 

Requirement: Emails used as transmittal documents must bear proper classification markings 
to alert users of the highest classification level of any classified information attached or enclosed, 
The transmittal email shall also include conspicuously on its face the statement uupon Removal 
of Attachments, this Document is (indicate Unclassified or correct classification level)" (TD P 
15-71, Chapter III, Sections 6.8). 

3 
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Corrective Action: Ensure emails used as transmittal documents are marked per the 
requirement. 

UL SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 

A. Classification Management. All personnel interviewed demonstrated a fundamental level 
of awareness regarding their responsibilities to properly handle, store, transmit, and derivatively 
classify national secmity information. 

B. Equipment. The Standard Form (SF) 710, Unclassified Label, was not used to label 
equipment, such as photocopiers, printers, and computers, used only for unclassified processing 
in mixed environments where both classified and unclassified .infonnation processing occurred. 
Failure to label unclassified equipment, particularly Inf01mation Technology equipment, 
increases the risk for data spillages or inadve1tent disclosures of classified information. 

C. Safeguarding. Classified documents were stored in GSA approved security containers 
(safes). However, the SF 702, Security Container Check Sheets, were not being completed 
con-ectly. The most common error was that the daily opened by/closed by/checked by blocks 
were not filled in. Additionaily, in one instance, the SF 700, Secmity Container Infounation 
sheet, was not being updated and the safe combination changed as persons knowing the 
combination no longer required access to the secwity container. Collectively. these deficiencies 
make it difficult to assess whether proper open/close procedures are being followed and make it 
difficult to determine who actually is responsible for the contents of the security container. 

D. Transmission and Transportation. Collateral classified infommtion/material was assessed 
as being properly n·ansmitted only on the TSDN. None of the individuals interviewed ever had 
any requirement to courier classified documents. 

E. Performance Evaluations. Perfonnance evaluation plans were not available for review. 

F. Classification and Marking. Ten (10) classified documents consisting of a cable/message, 
memoranda/letters, and e-mails were reviewed. Of these, six (6) were assessed as being 
improperly marked. The most common en-or was that portion markings were not applied. In all 
instances these deficiencies occurred in documents maintained and transmitted in TSDN, which 
affords some degree of protection from inadvertent disclosure or spillage. However, failure to 
properly mark classified documents in the TSDN environment makes it difficult for document 
owners an.d recipients to readily identify the proper document handling and trausmission 
requirements, which increases the risk for inadvertent disclosures. 

Document Review Totals 
Total number of documents reviewed 10 
Number of documents with discreoancies 6 
Percentaee of documents with discrP.nancies 60% 
Total number of discreoancies 9 
Average number of discrenancies -oer document 1.5 
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OEPARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

May 24, 2018 

MEMORANDUM FOR; Luke Ballnrnn 

FROM; 

SUBJECT: 

Deputy Assistant Secretary, Legislative Affairs 

Director, Office of Security Programs (b )(6) 
Legi1ilative Affairs Self-Inspection Findings and Corrective 
Actions 

The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted on March 26, 2018, a self-inspection of the 
offices of Legislative Affairs (LA) located in the Main Treaswy building. The purpose of this 
inspection was to review, evaluate and assess LA 's collateral classification activities as well as 
employees' complianc~ with information security policies and procedures in order to ensure that 
LA met the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral classified information. OSP's self
inspections arc conducted in accordance with Executive Order (EO) I 3526 and the Treaswy 
~ecm'ity Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for Classified 
Information", The OSP Self-Inspection Program Checklist was used with the following areas 
being assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, Transmission and 
Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

(b) (7)(E) During the inspection, OSP randomly selected LA o 
evaluate and ensure employees were complying with information security policies and 
procedures. OSP interviewed six (6) employees cleared for access to classified national security 
infonnation; and inspected four (4) security containers. The three security containers located fo 

ere unable to be opened and fospected as the current custodians 
did not have a record of the com ·natio and had themselves never accessed the safes. The 
security container located in : ... 1<1s opened and the classified documents reviewed; 
none of the classified documents were prepared by LA personnel, and the newest document was 
prepared in 2013. No classified documents were assessed for Classification and Marking as 
none of the employees interviewed prepared classified documents. llilllllli s the only 
room jn LA containing a TSDN terminal. However. emails were not reviewed for Classification 
and Marking since the employee was unable to connect to the server. LA claimed no derivative 
classification decisions in its Agency Security Classification Management Prngram Data (SF 
311) report submitted in FY 2017 . .Performance Evaluations were not assessed as none of the 
interviewed employees performed duties fovolving the significant creation, generation or 
handling/processing of classified information. Tue assessed area ofEqu.ipment met the standards 
outlined in the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71). Discrepancies were observed in the 
assessed area,; of Classification Management and Safeguarding,, and arc detailed below. 
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A. Classification Management 

Observation: 111ree (3) employees were unable to recall the difference between uiiginal and 
derivative classification, or of the relaled guidance for derivative classification authority. 

Requirement: Employees cleiired fol' access to classified information shall receive training on 
the principles of derivative classification, identification, and required markings (TD P 15~7 l, 
Chapter Ill, Section 2.9). 

Corrective Action: All three employees received on-the-spot training by Information Security 
Specialist on the differences between original and derivative clliSsification) and 
were given a copy of the current ISOO handbook "Marking Classified National Security 
Infonnation". 

B. Safegmt rding 

I. Observation: The SF 700 Security Container Information Sheets were not 
and the combination changed for the security containers in 

Requirement: Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a person 
knowing rhe combination no longer requires access to it (TD P 15~7 l, Chapter V, Section 4.3}. 

Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security Branch, 
to have the security con!ainer combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. Request for this 
service may be submitted to wdfr@,treasury.gov. 

2. Observation: The SP 702 Security Container Check Sheets for the sales !oc.:itcd in rooms 
(bi\ 1(EI were not completed conectly. 

Requirement: When au authorized person first opens the container on a given day~ he or she 
shall record the date, the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When the container is 
finally locked at the close of business, the same person of another cleared employee shall record 
the actual time and their own initials. On nmmul business days, regardless of whether the 
equipment was opened or not, the security container shall be checked by its primary or alternate 
custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no surreptitious attempt has been made to 
penetrate the security equipment (TD P 15-71, Chapter 111, Section 3.6,b and c). 

Coru·eclive Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requirement. 

LA is required to report to OSP within 45 days of this memorandum that all corrective actions 
the two security observation identified in section B, Safoguardiug, have been completed. LA is 
to provide a formal memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order to close out all securily 
findings. 

If you have any questions regardin~dum, plea' 
Information Security Specialist, at-or email I 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHJNGTON, O,C, 

January 25,2018 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Paul Ahem 
Assistant General, Office of General Couns.el 

F'ROM: (b) (6) 
~ , • I ' • Director, Office o ms 

SUBJECT: FY181Q Self-Jnspe(.'fion Findings and Corrective Actions 

The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted on December 20, 2017, a self-inspection of 
the Office of General Counsel (OGC) located in the Main Treasury building. The purpose of this 
inspection was to review, evaluate and assess OGC's collateral dassifieation activities as well as 
employees' compliance with information security policies and proccdmes in order to ensure that 
OGC met the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral classified information. OSP's self
inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the Treasury 
Security Manual ID P 15-71, Chapter III) Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for Classified 
Information 11. The OSP Self-Inspection Program Checklist was used with the foHowing areas 
being usscsscd: Clrurnifico.tion Mnnogemcnt, Equipment, Sn.fcgunrding, Trnnsmission and 
Transportatio~ Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking, 

Dming the inspection, OSP randomly selected OGC lo 
evaluate and ensure employees were complying wiili onnat10n secunty po c1es an 
procedures. OSP interviewed a total of four (4) employees1 and inspected two (2) Treasury 
Secure Data Nelwotk (TSDN) workstations and lwo (2) security containers. Ten (JO) classified 
documents consisting of a cable/message, memoranda/letters, and e-mails were reviewed for 
pl'Oper classilication and markings. The assessed areas of Classification Management, and 
Transmission and Transpo11ation, met the standards outlined in the Treasury Security Manual 
(TOP 15~71). Perfonnance Evaluations were not assessed as none were available for review. 
Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of Equipment, Safeguarding, Transmission 
and Transportation, and Classification and Marking, and are detailed below. 

A. Equipment 

t. Observation: The Standard fonn (SF) 710, Unclassified Label, was not used to label 
equipment, such as photocopiers, printers, and computers, used only for unclassified processing 
in mixed environments where both classified and unclassified information processing occurred. 

Requirement: The SF 710, Unclassified Label, shall be used in a mixed environment in which 
classified and unclassified materials are being processed or stored (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, 
Section 3,9), 
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Corrective Action: Obtain and fabel aJI unclassified equipment in lhose wot'kspaces/ofiices 
where either classified materials or information are processed or stored. 

B. Safeguardh1g, 

1. Obse1·vation: The Standard Fom1 (SF) 700 Security Container Infonnation Sheet was not 
properly updated and the combination changed for the security container inl1lflllllll 
Requirement: Combinations on in-service. equipment shall be changed whenever a person 
knowing the comblnation no longer requires access toil (TD P 15-71, Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security Branch, 
to have the security container combination changed and n new S.F 700 prepared. 

2. Obsel'Vatiou: The SF 702 Security Container Check Sheets fortbe safeS located in rooms 
ere not completed conectly, 

Requirement: When an authorized person first opens the container on a given day. he or she 
shall record the date, tl1c actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When the container is 
finally locked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared employee shall record 
the actual time and their own initials. On noimal business days, regardless of whether the 
equipment was opened or not: the security container shall be checked by its primary or alternate 
custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no surreptiti011s attempt has been made to 
penetrate the security equipment. (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 3.6.b and c). 

Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per tlte requllemenL 

urit h ks 3. Observation: End f da 
Security Checklist for (b) (7)(E) 

ot documented on the SF 701 Activity 

Requirement: TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 3.5 does not specifically require the completion 
of the SF 701 for offices or secure work areas that are not an Open Storage Area or Sensitive 
Compa1tmcnted Information f'acility. However, this is a "Best Security Practice" that enhances 
the security-in-depth l)OSture of the Department of the Treasury. 

Corrective Action: osr recommends that the SF 701 be completed. 

4. Observation: Window blinds were not closed in offices while classified info1111atio11 was 
processed on classified information systems. 

Requirement: ln TSDN work areas all wi11dows which might reasonably atford visual 
observation of personnel. documents, material, or activities within the space, shall be made 
opaque or equipped with blinds, drapes, or other coverings to preclude observation (I'D P 15-71, 
Chapte1· V, Sections 1 and 8.2.c). 

Corrective Action: Ensure all exterior windows are made opaque or the blinds/drapes closed 
while classified information is processed within office spaces. 
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C. Classification and Marking. 

1. Observation: Four (4) classified emails were missing portion markings. 

Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including subjecl, titles, 
graphics, tables, charts, bullet slatements, subparagraphs, classified signatmc blocks, bullets and 
other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked lo indicate which po1tions 
are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified information in cables, message 
traffic, and maintained in electronic fonnat such as e~mail, shall confonn to the same 
requirements as for hard-copy documents (ID P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 6.6.a). 

Corrective Action: Ensure portinn markings are used in all classified documents in accordance 
with the requirement. 

2. Observation: Two (2) memoranda/letters and one (1) email were missing the Deiivativc 
Classifier, Source, and Declassification Date/Event. 

Requirement:. Documents are required to identify lhe derivative classi(ier by name and 

position> or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each derivatively 
classified document on the "Classified By'' line. Derivative classifiers shall identify the 
so□rce(s) and date(s) of the sourcc(s) of derivative cla%ification in the "Derived From" line, and 
caITy forward instmctions for declassification date/event in the "Declassify On" line (TD P I 5-
71, Chapter nr, Section 4 ). 

Corrective Action: Ensut"c employees identify the Derivative Classifier, Source(s), and 
Declassification Date/Event in all slide presentations per the l'equirement. 

3. Observation: Two (2) emails used as transmittal docurncn1s were not properly marked. The 
emails were marked as classified based on the classification level of the attachment, but were 
unclassified without the attachment. 

Requirement: Emails used as transmittal documents must bear proper classification markings 
to a]c11 users of the highest classification level of any classified information attached or enclosed. 
The transmittal email shall also include conspicuously on its face the statement "upon Removal 
of Attachments, this Document is (indicate Unclassified or correct classification level)'' (TD P 
15-71, Chapter III, Sections 6.8). 

Corrective Action: Ensure emails used as transmittal documents are marked per the 
requi.t·cment. 

OGC is required to report to OSP within 45 days of this memorandum that all corrective actions 
for each security observation identified above have been completed. OGC is to provide a fom1al 
memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order to cJose out nil security findings. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 

MEMORA!•iDUM FOR: Michael W. Maso 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

(b) (6) 
Dircctori Office of Security Prog 

(U) Office of Security Programs Self-Inspection for 3rd Quarter 
FY 2018 

(U) During the 3"1 Quarter FYl8, tl1c Office of Security Programs (OSP) cunduclcd se]f. 
inspections duiing regular working hours to review, evaluate and assess individual Departmental 
Offices (DO) collaternl classification activities and assess employees' compliance with 
informalion security practices and procedureH, These activities support the development of 
corrective actiun plans lo include tailored training initiatives. All inspections are conducted to 

ensure that Treasury organizations meel the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral 
classified informaticin. OSP1s self-inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order 
(EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter Hl, Section 21, "Sell' 
Inspection Program for Classified lnformation°. 

(li) llle DO inspected thLc; quarlcr were .Domestic Finance (Q 
Financing and financial Crimes {TFFC). The inspector was • • Information 
Security Specialist. The OSP SeJf .. Inspection Program Che 1st was with the following 
areas being assessed: Cla'lsification Management. Equipment, SafCguarding, Transmission and 
Transportation, Pe1f01mance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

II. INSPECTIONRESULTS 

A. Dom~tic Fiuance 

ecUf} On May 16 and 17, 2018, OSP inspected the offices ofDF located in the Main Treasury 
building. During tl1e inspection, OSP randomly selected DF cubicles in o 
evaJuate and ensure employees were complying with information security policy and procedures. 
OSP interviewed a total of eight (8) employees, and inspected five (5) Treasury Secure Data 
Network (TSDN) workstations and one (1) security container. Of the five (5) TSDN 
workstations inspected, three (3) were not able to be assessed due to either network connectivity 
issues or equipment not functioning. A total of 15 e-mails on TSDN were reviewed for p1•oper 
classification and ma1'kings. The assessed areas of Equipment. and Transmission nnd 
Transportation met the standards outlined in the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71 ). 
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Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of Classification Management, Safeguarding, 
Performance Evaluation~ and Classification and Marking, and are detailed below. 

1. Classification Management. 

(U) Observation: Two (2) employees were unable to recall the difference between original 
and derivative classification, or of the related guidance for derivative classification authority. 

(U) Requir~ment: Employees cleared for access to classified information shall recci vc 
training on the principles of derivative classification, identification, and required markings 
(fD P 15-71, Chapter lll, Section 2.9). 

(U) Corrective Action: '1be employees received on-the-spot training byfiil!{3]on the 
differences between original and derivative classification. 

2. Safegna1·ding. 

a. (Cffl' Observation: TI1e SF 700 Security Container Information Sheet was not properly 
updated and the combination changed for the secu1ity container in room 3312. 

(U) Requirelllent: Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a 
person knowing the combination no longer requires access to it or at least every lhrce years. 
unJess conditions dictate sooner (TD P I 5•71, Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

{U) Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch, lo have the security container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. 
Request for this service may be submitted to wdf@treasruyigQY, 

b. (Cf:FIJ Observation: The SF 702 Security Container Check Sheets for the safe located in 
ij■iflAWvas not completed coffectly. 'The last date of entry was September 23, 20] 6. 

(U) Requirement: When an authorized person first upcns the container on a given day, be 
or she shall record the date, the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702, When the 
container is finally Jocked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared 
employee shall record the actual time and their own initials. On norma1 business days, 
regardless of whether the equipment was opened or not, the security container shal I be 
checked by its primary or alternate cu.<dodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no 
surreptitious attempt has been made to penetrate the security equipment (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter m, Section 3.6.b and c). 

{U) Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requfrement. 

3. Performance Evaluations. 

(U) Observation: Of the eight (8) employees interviewed, four (4) employees were unable 
to provide copies of their perfo1mance evaluation records for review. The four (4) 
performance evaluation records that were reviewed contained the required c1itical element 
for security. 
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OO~ifTR-OL:lsUli 

{U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties 
involve significant creation, generation or handling/processing ofcJassified information shall 
have a critical clement for secruity in their individual pct'formance evaluations (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure all OF employees have a critical elemcnl for security in their 
performance evaluation records. 

4. Classification and Marking. 

a. (U) Observation: Thirteen (13) classified emails were missing portion markings. 

(V) Requirement: Each portion ofa document, ordinarily a paragi-aph, but including 
subject, titles, graphics, tables, cha11s, bullet statements, subp~ragraphs, classified signature 
blocks, bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to 
indicate which prntions arc classified and which arc unclassified. Markings on classified 
information in cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, 
shalJ confonn to the same requircmcn1s as for hard-copy documents (ID P 15-71, Chapter 
m, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 6.6.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: ~ining regarding the proper application of pmtlon 
markings was provided byLII.IVlao the employees. 

b. (U) Observation: One (1) email marked as "Secret" was overclassified. ·1·hc email did 
not have any attachments and the information contained in the text of the email was 
unclassified. 

(U) Requirement: Information shall not be classified unless it has been detennined pursuant 
to Executive Order 13526 or any predecessor order to _require protection against unauthorized 
disclosure (TD P 15-71 Chapter lll, Sections 5.4 and 5.6). 

(0) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding safeguarding from over
classification was provided bYlllllllto the employee. 

c. (U) Observation: Six (6) emails used as transmittal documents forwarding classified 
altachmcnts did not include the proper instrnctions for the classification of the emails when 
separated :from the classified attachment. These six (6) emails were unclassified when 
separated from the classified attachments. 

(U) Requirement: Emails used as transmittal documents shal] indicate within the text the 
highest level of cfossified information it transmits. Where the transmittal iti;elf is 
wicfassi:fied, the email 8ha11 be marked as either: Unclassified When the Classified 
Enclosure (for letters), is Detached~ or Unclassified When Classified Attachment (ror 
memos) is Detached (TD P 15-71, Chapter lll, Section 5.24 and 6.8). 

(U} Corrective Action: On-the-spol training on the proper marking of unclassified emails 
used as transmittal documents for classified attachments was provided by [mI&Jlo the 
employee. 
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CO~ITllOLLSY .. 

B. Office of Terrorist Financing and Financial Crimes 

~Ct!!) On May 22, 2018, OSP inspected the offices ofTFFC, located in the~ 
·1 · n . D rill the ins ection, OSP randomly sdectcd cubicles in rooms -

in order to evaluate and ensure coroplianc.e with information security 
policy and procedures. OSP interviewed nine (9) employees cleared for access to national 
security information; and inspected eight (8) TreasUiy Secure Data Network (TSDN) 
workstations and inspected five (5) security conlainers. A total of 49 classified documents 
consisting of 19 memoranda, one(]) PowerPoint presentation. nod 29 e-mails were reviewed for 
proper classification and markings. The assessed areas ofClassilication Management, 
Equipmenti and Transmission and Transportation and met lhc standards outlined in the Treasury 
Security Manual (TD P 15-71). Discrepancies were observed in the as.wssed areas of 
Safeguarding, Pmfonuance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking, and are detailed below. 

l. Safeguarding. 

a. t(?tfl) Observation: The SF 700 Security Container Information Sheets were not 
properly updated and the combination changed for the secwity containers in rooms ffl 

(U) Requirement: Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a 
person knowing the combination no longer require.,;; access lo it or at least every thn .. -c years, 
unless conditions dictate sooner (TD P 15-71, Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

(U) Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch, to have the security container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. 
Request for this service may be submit1ed lo wdf@treasury.gov. 

b. ,....!t!ll,Obscl'vation: The SP 702 Security Conlaincr Check Sheets for the safes located 
in 4 were not completed correctly. 

(U) Requirement: When an authorized person first opens the container on a given day, he 
or she shall record the date, the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When the 
container is finally locked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared 
employee shall record the actual time and their own initials. On normal business days, 
regardless of whether lhc equipment was opened or not, the se.curity container shal I be 
checked by its pdmary or allernate custodians who have access lo the equipment to ensure no 
surreptitious attempt has been made to penetrate the security equipment (fD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 3.6.b and c). 

(U) Corrective Action; Ensure the SF 702 is completed per lhe requirement. 

2. Performance Evuluations. 

(U) Observation: Of the nine (9) employees interviewed, only four (4) employees were able 
to provide copies of their perfonnonc.e evaluation records for review. All four (4) 
performance evaluation records did not contain a required critical element for security. 
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COl'ofTR.-QfslsED 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties 
involve significant (,'l'eation, generation or handling/processing of classified infmmalion shall 
have a critical element for security in their individual performance evaluations (TD P 15~71, 
Chapter Ill, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure all TFFC employees have a critical element for security in 
their performance evaluation records. 

3. CJassification and Marking. 

a. (U) Observation: 23 classified emails, nine (9) classified memoranda, and one (1) 
PowerPoint presentation were missing portion markings, 

(U) Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including 
subject, tjtles, graphicsi tables, charls, bullet statements, subparngraphs, classified signature 
blocks, bullets and othc1· portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to 
indicate which portions are clas!>ified and which arc unclassified. Markings on classified 
information in cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, 
shal1 conform to the same requil'Cments as for hm·d-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter 
m, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 6.6.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the proper application of portion 
marki.ttgs was provided byflllGllllllto the employees. 

b. (U) Obscnration: Seven (7) classified memorandum and three (3) classified emails were 
missing the "Classified by" line. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the «classified by" line (TD P 15-71 Chapter Ul, Section 
6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "CJassified by" line was 
provided by@3 o the empJoyees. 

C. (U) Observation: Seven (7) classified memornndum were missing the "D<...'Tived from" 
line. 

(U) Requirement: 'Ibe identification of the sourcc(s) and date(s) of the source(s) shall be 
listed on the .. Derived from" line, including the agency and~ where available, the office of 
origin, and the date of the source or guide used (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 6.4.h). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot lmining regarding identification of derivative sources 
was provided by lllmlllto the employees. 

d. (U) Observation: Seven (7) classified memoranda were missing the declassification 
instructions. 
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(U) Requirement: Derivative classifiers shall carry forward instructions on the "Declassify 
on" line from the source docwncnt to the derivative document, or the declassification 
ins1ruction from an approved securily classification guide (TD P 15-71 Chapter III, Section 
6.4). 

(U) Correcti\'e Action: On-the-spot training regarding declassification instructions was 
provided by IIIBllll!to the employee, 

e. {U) Observ:dion: Ten (10) classified emails did not identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position title; rather, only the employees' initials were used. 

(U) Requirem~nt: DO/bureau documents are required 1o identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is im111ediatcly apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified by" line (ID P 15-71 Chapter JU, Section 
6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective At.1ion: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified by" line was 
pl'Ovided by--to the employees, 

f. (U) Observation: Three (3) emails used as transmitlal documents forwarding. classified 
attachments. did not include the proper ins1ruclions for the classification of the emails when 
separated from the classified attachment. These five emails were either classified a-; 
"Confidential" or "Unclassified" when separated from the classified aUachmeots. 

(U) Requirement: Emails used as transmittal documents shall indicate within the text the 
highest level of classified information it transmits. Where the transmittal itself is 
tmclassitie<l, the email shall be marked as either: Unclassified When the Classified 
Enclosure (for letters), is Detached; or Unclassified When Classified Attachment (for 
memos) is Detached (TD P 15~71, Chapter TII, Section 5.24 and 6.8), 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding use of emails as transmittal 
documents was provided by [SIG)JI to the employees. 

III. SUMMARY OF OBSERVA'fIONS 

A •. (U) C]assification Management. Within the Depmtmental Offices inspecled, 17 assigned 
individuals cleared for access to cla.<1sified information were interviewed. All personnel 
inl~rviewcd demonstrated a fundamental level of awareness regarding their responsibilities to 
properly handle, store, transmit, and derivatively classify national security infommtion. 
However, the highest level of awareness was amongst the TFFC _personnel, who routinely 
reviewed and processed classified information. Two (2) DF personnel could not recall the 
distinction between original and derivative classification; but these individuals had limited 
cx.posure to classified information within the past 12 months. AU employees interviewed were 
provided a copy of the current ISOO handbook "Marking Classified National Security 
Infonnation". 

B. (lJ) Equipment. The SF 710, Unclassified Label, was applied by [6JIC3Jto all 
unclassified equipment not properly labelled, such as photocopiers, printers, and computers, used 
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only for unclassified processing in mixed environments where both classified and unclassified 
information processing occurred. 

C. (U) Safeguarding. Classified documents were stored in GSA approved security containers 
(safes). However, in five (5) instances the SF 702, Security Container Check Sheet, was not 
coITectly completed. The most common etTor was that the daily opened by/closed by/checked by 
blocks were not filled in. Additionally. for these five (5) safes, the SF 700, Security Container 
Information sheets, had not been updated and the combinations changed as persons knowing the 
combinations no longer required access to the security containers or the combinations had not 
been changed within the past three (3) years. Collectively, these deficiencies make it difficult to 
assess whether proper open/close procedures are being followed and make it difficult to 
determine who actually is responsible for the contents of the security containers. 

D, (U) Transmission and Transportation, Collateral classified infmmation/material was 
assessed as being properly b'aflSlilitted only on the TSDN. All of the individuals interviewed 
were famiJiar with the requirements for properly packaging collateral classified documents for 
transportation. 

E. (U) Performance Evaluations. Out of the 17 individuals interviewed, nine (9) were unable 
to produce documentation verifying they had a critical element for security in their individual 
perfonnance evaluations. Out of the remaining, four (4) perfonnance evaluations met the 
standard and four ( 4) did not. 

F. (U) Classification and Marking, 64 classified documents consisting of memoranda, emails, 
and a PowerPoint presentation were reviewed. Of these, 58 were assessed as being improperly 
marked. The most common error was that portion markings were not properly applied to 46 
memoranda, emails, and the PowerPoint presentation. Nine (9) emails used as transmittal 
documents forwarding classified attachments did not include the proper instructions for the 
classification of the emails when separated from the classified attachment. One (1) email 
marked as "Secret" was overclassi:fied, The email did not have any attachments and the 
infonnation contained in the text of the email was unclassified. In all instances these 
deficiencies occurred in emails maintained and transmitted in TSDN, which affords some degree 
of protection from inadvertent disclosure or spillage. However, failure to properly mark 
classified documents in the TSDN environment makes it difficult for document owners and 
recipients to readily identify the proper document handling and transmission requirements. 
Additionally, seven (7) memoranda were missing the classification authority block identifying 
the derivative classifier, source(s) of derivation, and the declassification instructions. 

Classified Document Review Totals 
Total number of documents reviewed 64 
Number of documents with discrenancies 58 
PercentaQ:e of documents with discrenancies 91% 
Total number of discrepancies 90 
Avera2:e number of discrenancies per document 1.6 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

C8Pti' I lt'5ilstslsll 

DePARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D,C, 

SEP 1 8 2018 

(b)(6) 
Associate Director, International Affair 

(b) (6) 
Director, Office of Security Prngrams 

(b )(6) 

(U) International Affairs Self~Inspcction Findings and 
Corrective Actions 

(U) The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted on May 22, 2018, a self-iru.-pection of 
International Affairs (IA) workspaces located in the Main Treasury building, and l 750 
Pe11nsylvaniaAve, NW, Washington, DC, 20006. The purpose of this inspection was to review, 
evalu8.te and assess JA's collateral classification activities as well as employees' compliance with 
information s1.,-curity policies and procedures in order to ensure tfod IA met the minimum 
standards for safeguarding collateral classified infonnation. OSP's self-inspections are 
conducted in accordance with Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual 
TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 21, "Self~Inspection Program for Classified Info1mation11 , The 
OSP Self· Inspection Program Checklist was used with the fo1lowing areas being assessed: 
Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, Transmission and Transportation, 
Performance Evaluntions, and Classiiicat:ion and Marking. 

~e inspection, OSP randomly selected IA cubicles in 
~fthc Main Treasury Building, and • 
Technical Assistance (OTA) at 1750 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, to evaluate and ensure employees 
were comp1ying with infom1ation securhy policy and procedures. OSP interviewed a total of 
eleven (11) employees, and inspected six (6) Treasury Secure Data Net,,vork (TSDN) 
workstations and nine (9) security containers. A total of 28 classified documents consisting of 
five (5) memoranda, two (2) reports, and 21 e-mails were reviewed for proper classification and 
markings. The assessed areas of Classification Management, Equipment, and Transmission and 
Transportation met the standards outlined.in the Treasury Secmity Manual {TD P 15•71). 
Discrepancies were observed in the a<:sessed areas of Safeguarding, Performance Evaluations, 
and Classification and Marking, and are detailed below. 

A. Safeguarding. 

1. (@til!) Observation: The SF 700 Security Container Information Sheets were nlj~
updated and the combination changed for the security containers in Main Treasury[l(I ;I 
( container and for security containe1' ocated in room 
-fthe OTA facility at 1750 Pennsylvania Ave, NW. 
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(U) Requirement: Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a person 
knowing· the combination no longer requires access to it or at least every three years, unless 
conditions dictate sooner (TD P 15-71, Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

(U) Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch, 1o have the security container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. 
Request for this service may be submitted lo wdf@treasury.gov. NOTE: OTA provided 
documentation to OSP that this request was submitted for securit-

2. (CUI) Observation: The SF 702 Security Container Check Sheets for the safes located in 
Main Treasury lb) (7)lEi containc 

conta· 

iner 111111111111•: TA facility at 1750 
Pennsylvania Ave., NW, were not completed correctly, 

(U) Requirement: When an authorized person first opens the container on a given day, he or 
she shall record the date, the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When the 
container is finally locked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared employee 
shall record the actual time and their own initials. On nonnal business days, regardless of 
whether the equipment was opened or not, the security container shall be checked by its primary 
or alternate custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no surreptitious attempt has 
been made to penetrate the security equipment (TD P 15-71~ Chapter III, Section 3.6.h and c). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requirement. 

B. Perforlllancc Evaluations. 

(U) Observation: Of the eleven (11) employees interviewed, two (2) employees were unable to 
provide copies of their perfo1mance evaluation records for review, one (1) had not yet been 
issued a perfonnance work plan, and one (1) did not occupy a _position requiring the er hi cal 
performance element for security. Out ofthe seven (7) performance evaluation records that were 
reviewed only one (1) contait1ed the required critical element for security. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified info1mation whose duties involve 
significanl creation, generation or handling/processing of classified inf0rmation sha.11 have a 
critical element for security in their individual performance evaluations (TD P J 5-71, Chapter 
III, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure all IA employees occupying positions designated in TD P 15-
71, Chapter III, Section 22, have a critical element for security in their performance evaluation 
records. 

C. Classification and Marking. 

1. (V) Observation: One (1) email and one (1) memorandum used as transmittal documents 
forwarding classified attachments did not include the proper instructions for the classification of 
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the documents when separated from the classified attachments. These two (2) documents were 
tmclassificd when separuted from the classified attachments. 

(U) Rcquirentent: Transmittal documents shall indicate withln the text the highest level of 
classified infotmalion it transmits. Where the transmittal itself is unclassified, the document 
shall be marked as cithcl': Unclassified When the Classified Enclosure (for letters), is Detached; 
or Unclassified When Classified Attachment (for memos) is Detached (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, 
Section 5.24 and 6.8). 

(U) Corrective Action~ On-the-spot training on the proper marking of unclassified emails used 
as transmittal documents for classified attachments was provided by[ti)llfF.:o the 
employee. 

2. (U) Obsct-vation: 17 classified emails, one (1) classified memorandum, and one (1) report 
were missing porlion markings. 

(U) Require1nent: Each po1tion ofa document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including subject.,. 
titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparagrapbs, cJnssified signature blocks, 
bullet<; and other pol'tions within slide presentations, and the like, shaJI he marked to indicate 
which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified infrumation in 
cables, message tratlic, and maintained in eleclronic fonnat such as e-mail, shall conform to the 
same requirements as for hard-copy documents (fD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 
6.6.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the proper application of portion 
markings was pmvided by the employees. 

3. (t:) Observation: One (1) classified memorandum was missing the "Classified by" line. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified by" line (TD P 15-71, Chaptet HI, Section 
6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the 1'Classified by" line wa'i provided by 
!'v1r. Corson to the employee, 

4. (U) Observation: One (1) classified memorandum was missing the "Derived from" Jine. 

(lJ) Requirement: The identification of the source(s) and date(s) of the source(s) shal1 be listed 
on the "Derived from" line, including the agency and, where available, the office of origin, and 
the date of the source or guide used (TD P 15-71, Chapter m} Section 6.4.b). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding identification of derivative sources was 
provided by IJDllll:o the employee. 

5. (U) Observation: One (1) classified memorandum was missing the declassification 
instructions. 
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(U) Requil'ement: Derivative classifiers shall carry forward instructions on the "Declassify on1
' 

line from the source document to the derivative docmncnt, or the dcclassi fication instiuction 
from an approved security classiiication gui<le (TD P 15-71, Chapter ill, Section 6.4). 

( U) Corrective Action: On-the-sfmt tmilllng regarding declassification instmctions was 
provided by liJIIDllto the employee. 

6. (U) Obsen•ation: Four (4) classified emails did not identify the derivative classifier by name 
and position title; rather, only the employees' initials were used. Eight (8) emails were missing 
the titles ofthe classifiers. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the «classified by" line (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 
6.4.a). 

~ivc Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified by" line wa." provided by 
lll.lVlalto the employees. 

7. (U) Obscrvution: Three (3) memoranda citing "Multiple Sources" in the "Derived From)) 
portion of the classification authority block did not identify the sources used. 

(U) Requirement; When a document is classified derivatively on the basis of more than one 
source document or security classification guide, the "Derived from11 line shall show the phrase 
"Multiple Sources>! and the derivative classifier shall include a listing of the source materials 
eilher on, or attached to, each derivatively classified document (ID P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 
6.4.c). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the use of"Multiple Sources0 was 
provided by o the employees. 

(U) IA is required to repmi to OSP within 45 days of this memorandum that all con-ective 
actions for each security observation identified above and not con·ected on-the-spot have been 
completed. IA is to provide a formal memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order to close 
out all security findings.. 

(U) If you have any questions reg~randum, 
Information Security Specialist, at~r email 
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MEMORANDUM IIOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

DEPARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D,C. 

Office of Security Programs Selfwlnspection for 2nd Quarter 
FY2018 

During the 2nd Quarter FY18, the Office of Secutity Programs (OSP) conducted scJfwinspcctions 
during regular working hours to review, evaluate and assess individual Departmental Offices 
(DO) collateral classification activities and assess employees' compliance with information 
securily practices and procedures. These activities support the development of co11·cctive action 
plans to include taHored training initiatives, All inspections are conducted to ensure that 
Treasury organizations meet the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral classified 
infotmation. OSP's sclfwinspcctions arc conducted in occordnnco with Executive Order (F..O) 
13526 and the Treasury Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 21, 11SeJf-lnspection 
Program for Classified Information". 

The Departmental Offices inspected lhis quarter were Office of the Chicflnformation Officer 
(OCIO) Treasury Secure Data Network (TSDN) Progr~P), Economic Policy 
(EP), and Legislative Affairs (LA). The inspector wa~~ Infonnation Security 
Specialist. The OSP Sci f-InspccLion Program Checklist was used with the following areas being 
assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, Transmission and 
Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking, 

II. INSPECTION RESULTS 

A. Office of the Chief Information Officer Treasury Secure Data Network Program 

On Februaiy 6, 2018 OSP inspected the oilices of OCIO TSDN Program located in the Main 
Treasury building. During the inspection, OSP randomly selected TSDN Program cubicles fa 
Mitid3Mn evaluate and ensure employees were complying with infmmation security policy 
and procedures. OSP interviewed a tota1 of four (4) employees (two (2) federal civilian and two 
(2) contractor employees), and inspected four (4) workstations and one (1) security container. A 
total of 22 classified e-mails were reviewed for proper classification and markings. The assessed 
areas of Classification Management and Transmission and T!'ansportation met the standards 
outlined in the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71), Discrepancies were observed in the 
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assessed areas of.Equipment, Safeguarding, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and 
Marking, and are detailed below, 

I. Equipment. 

Observation: The Standard Form (SF) 710, Unclassified Label, was not consistently used to 
label all unclassified DO LAN lemtlnals used for processing unclassified infomrntion in a 
work environment containing classified equipmeoL 

Requirement: The SF 710, Uncla/'l~ificd Label, shall be used in a mixed environment in 
which classified and unclassified materials arc processed or stored (fD P 15.71, Chapter III, 
Sections 3.8 and 3.9). 

Corrective Action: Obtain SF 71 Os and label all unclassified equipment in those 
workspaces/offices where classified materials or information are processed or stored. 

2. Safeguarding. 

Obsen•ation: The SF 700 Security Container Information Sheet was not properly updated 
and the combination changed for the security container in Pf P 
Requirement: Combinations on in•service equipment shall be changed whenever a _person 
knowing the combination no longel' requires access to it (TD P 15· 71, Chapter V, Section 
4.3). 

Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch, to have the security container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. 
Request for this service may be submitted to ~easury.gov. 

3, Performance E·uluation.s. 

Observation: Of the two (2) federal civilian employees interviewed, one (1) had a 
peifonnancc work plan available for review; the other was a new cmpJoyec and had yet to be 
issued a perfonnance work plan. The perfonnance work plall revie~ed did not include the 
critical element required for personnel whose duties involve significant creation, generation 
or hand1ing/processing of classified information. 

Requirement: Empfoyees having regular, hands-on work with classified infonnation in any 
type of capacity shall include the critical perfo1mance clement for the management of 
classified infonnation {TD P 15-7 I, Chapter III, Section 22.2), 

Cnrrective Actiom Amend the employee's performance work plan with the required critical 
clement. 

4. Classification and Marlting. 

a. Observation: Nineteen (19) classified emails were missing portion markings, 

Requirement: Each.porlion of a docume11t, ordinarily a paragraph, but. including subjccl, 
titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparagraphs,, classified signature blocks, 
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bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to indicate 
which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified information 
in cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic fmmat such as e-mail, shall conform 
to the same requirements as for hard-copy docwnents (I'D P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 

6.2.a.(4) and 6.6.01). 

Corrective Action: Ensure portion markings are used in all classified docwncnts in 
accordance wHh the requirement. 

b, Observation: One (1) email marked as "Confidential" was overclassified. The email did 
not have any attachments and the information contained in the text of the email was 
unclassified. 

Requirement: Infonnation shall not be classified unless it has been dete1mincd pursuant to 
Executive Order 13526 or any predecessor order to require protection against unauthori7..ed 
disclosure (TD P 15-71 Chapter 111, Sections 5.4 and 5.6). 

Corrective Action: Ens me employees apply the proper classification Icvel to emails. 

c. Observation: Five (5) emails used as transmittal documents forwarding classified 
attachments did not include the proper instructions for the classification of the emails when 
separated from lhe classified attachment. These five emails were unclassified when 
separated from the classified a11achments. 

Requirement: Emails used as transmittal documents shall indicate within the text the 
highest level of classified infonnation it transmits. Where the transmittal itself is 
unclassified, the email shall be marked as either: Unclassified When the Classified 
Enclosure (for letters), is Detached; or Unclassified When Classified Attachment (for 
memos) is Detached (fD P 15-71, Chapter 111, Section 5.24 and 6.8). 

Corrective Action: Ensure employees properly mark emails used as transmittal documents. 

B. Tax Po]icy 

On February 12, 2018, OSP inspected the offices ofTP, located in the Main Treasury Building, 
OSP cclnducled an inspection of interviewed four ( 4) 
employees cleared for access to national security information; and inspected one (1) secmily 
container in order to evaluate and ensure compliance with info1mation security policy and 
procedures. No classified documents were assessed for Classification and Marking as none of 
the employees interviewed prepared clac,sified documents, to include emails. There were no 
TSDN terminals in any of the inspected rooms. Additionally, the sole security container in room 
PWJvas not used to store classified documents; only documents containing Personal Identifying 
Information (PH) were contained therein. TP claimed no derivative classification decisions in its 
Agency Security Classification Management Program Data (SF 311) rcpott submitted in FY 
2017. Performance Evaluations were not assessed as none of the interviewed employees 
performed duties involving the significant cre-ation, generation or handling/processing of 
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classified information. Discrepancies were observed in the areas of Classification Management 
and Transmission and Trnnsp01iation. 

1. Classification Management. 

Observation: One (I) employee was unable to recall the difference between original and 
derivative c:las:;ification, or of the related guidance for derivative classification authority. 

Requirement: Employees cleared for access to clas.."iified information shaJI receive training 
on the principles of derivative classification, identification, and .required marlcing."i (fD P 15~ 
71, Chapter Ill, Section 2.9). 

Corrective Action: The employee received on~the~spot lraining by (b)(6) 
Jnfcnmation Security Specialist on the differences between original and derivative 
classification, and \\'aS given a copy of the cunent ISOO handbook "Marking Classified 
National Secudty Information"'. 

2. Transmission and Transportation. 

Observation: Two (2) cmp]oyecs were unable to recall the proper puckuging and 
transmission prnccdures. 

Requirement: Clm:isified documents and information shall be transmitted and received in an 
authorized manner which ensures that evidence of tampe1ing can be detected, that 
inadvertent uccess can be pnxlurJt:tl~ and Urnt pruvidcs a method which assures timely 
delivery to tl1e intended recipients (fD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 11.4). 

Corrective Action: Both employees received on-the-spot training by (b)(6) 
Info1mation Security Specialist on the proper procedures for packaging and transmitting 
classified information. 

C. Economic Policy 

On March 13, 2018, OSP inspected the offices ofEP, located in the Main Treasury Building. 

OSP conducted an inspection o •••••••••■ interviewed six 
(6) employees cleared for access to national sec1uity infonnation; and inspected four (4) security 
containers in order to evaluate and ensure compliance with information security policy and 
procedures, No classified documents Were assessed for Classification and Marking as none of 
the employees intctviewcd prepared classified documents, to include emails. There were no 
TSDN terminals in any of the inspected rooms. Documents contained in the four sccutity 
containers were nmdomly selected for review; no documents were discovered that po.st-dated 
October 2016. All documents reviewed were not created by EP employees. Additionally, based 
on interviews with the custodians of the security containers, they were not .sure of the continued 
need to maintain the documents. EP claimed no derivative classification decisions in its Agency 
Security Classification Management Program Data (SF 311) report submitted in FY 2017. 
Perfomiance Evaluations were not assessed as none of the interviewed employees performed 
duties involving the significant creation, generation or handling/processing of classified 
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info1mation. Disci-epancies we1-e observed in the assessed area.~ of Classification Management 
and Safeguarding, and are detailed below. 

1. Classification Management. 

a. Observation! Two (2) employees were unable to rec-all the difference between original 
and derivative classification, or of the related guidance for derivative classification authority. 

Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified infonnation shall receive training 
on the principles of derivative classification, identification, and required markings (TD P 15-
71, Chapter III, Section 2.9), 

Concctive Action: Both employees received on-the-spot training by (b )(6) 
Information Security Specialisl on the differences between original and derivative 
classification, and were given a copy of the current ISOO handbook "Marking Classified 
National Security Jnformalion". 

b. Observation: Two (2) employees were aware of the requirement to report secw'ity 
incidents/violations, but did not know the reporting procedures, 

Requirement: Departmental Offices employees knowledgeable of the loss or possible 
compromise of classified infonnation shall immediately report the circumstances to DO 
security officials (TD P 15-71 Chapter Ill, Section 18.1). 

Con-cctive Action: Both employees received on-the-spot training by (b) (6) 
Information Security Specialist on "spill" handling procedures and on the procedures for 
reporting security incidents/violations. 

2. Safcgum·ding. 

a. Observation: The SF 700 Security Container Information Shee~ 
updated and the combination changed for the security containers in ~and 

AilMI 
Requirement: Combinations on in-seivice equipment shall be changed whenever a person 
knowing I.he combinaticm no longer requires access to it (fD P 15-71, Chapter V, Section 
4.3). 

Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch. lo have the security container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. 
Request for this service may be submitted to wdf@treasury.gov, 

e · • ' ' ecurity Container Check Sheets for the safes located in 
ere not completed correctly. 

Requirement: When all authorized person first opens the container on a given day. he or 
she shall record the date, lhe actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When the 
container is finally Iockcd at the close of business, the same person or another cleared 
employee shall record the actual time and their own initials. On n01mal business days, 
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rcgru:dlcss of whether the equipment WdS opened or not, the security container shall be 
checked by its primary or alternate custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no 
surreptitious attempt has been made to penetrate the sccwity equipment (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 3.6.b and c). 

Corrective Adion: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requirement. 

~. Observation: Security lucated in(WJ@Lnd used to store 
classified info1mation designaled Confidential and Secret, is a bar-lock cabinet not 
auth01ized for storing classified infonnation. 

Requil·ement: Bar-lock cabinets arc required to be phased out for storing Secret and 
Confidential information by DO/bureaus by Oclober 1, 2012 (TD P 15-71, Chapter V, 
Section 2. 10). 

Correetive Action: All classified documents contained in the bar-lock cabinet must be 
removed and stored in a GSA-approved security container. 

D. Legislative Affairs 

On March 26, 2018, OSP inspected the offices of LA. located in the Main Treasury Building, 
OSP conducted an inspection of rooms interviewed six (6) 
employees cleared for access to national security infonnation; and inspected four ( 4) security 
containers in order to evaluate and ensure complianc tion sccuri olicy and 
procedures. The three security containers located in : ere unable to 
be opened and inspected as the current custodians did not have a recmd of the combinations and 
had themselves never accessed the safes. The secutity container located inlllfllllllvas 
opened and the classified documents reviewed~ none of the classified documents -were prepared 
by LA personnel, and the newest document was prepared in 2013. No classified documents were 
assessed for Classification and Marking as none of the employees interviewed prepared 
classified documenls. s the only room in LA containing a TSDN tcnninal. 
However, emails were not reviewed for Classification and Marking since the employee was 
unable to connect to the server. LA claimed no derivative classification decisions in its Agency 
Security Classification Management Program Data (SF 31 l) report submitted in FY 2017. 
Perfonnance Evaluations were not assessed as none of the interviewed employees perfonned 
duties involving the significant creation) generation or handling/processing of classified 
information. 1110 assessed area of equipment met the standards outlined in the Treasury Secmity 
Manual (TD P 15-71). Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of Classification 
Management and Safeguarding, and are detailed below. 

1. Classification Management. 

Observation: Three (3) employees were unable to- recall the dif1Crence between original and 
derivative classification, or of the related guidance for derivative classification authority. 

6 
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Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information shaJI receive training 
on the principles of derivative classification, identification, and required 111arkh1gs (TD P 15-
71, Chapter III, Section 2.9). 

Corrective Action: Both employees received on-the-spot I.raining by (b) (6) 
Information Security Specialist on the differe.nces between original and derivative 
classification, and were given a copy of the current ISOO handbook ,;Marking Classified 
National Security Information". 

2. Safeguarding. 

a. Ob!icrvation: The SF 700 Secmity Container Tnfonnalion Sheets were not properly 
,. and the combination changed for the security containe1, in IIDfllilllllllad 

Requirement: Combinations on in-service equipment sha11 be changed whenever a person 
knowing lhc combination no longer requires access to it (TD P 15-71, Chapter V~ Section 
4.3). 

Correcth'e Action: Coordinate wilh the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch, to have the security container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. 
Request for this service may be submitted to wdt@treasury.gov, 

b. Observation: The SF 702 Security Container Check Sheets for the safes located in 
lb) (7)(E) were not completed correctly. 

Requirement; When an authorized person first opens the containel' on a given day, he or 
she shall record the date. the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When the 
container is finally locked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared 
employee shall record the actual time and their own initials. On normal business days, 
regardless of whether the equipment was opened or not, the security container shall be 
checked by its _primary or alternale custodians who have access to the equipment to erumre no 
sutTeptitious attempt has been made to penetrate the security equipment {TD P 15-71, 
Chapter Ill, Section 3.6.b and c). 

Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed pel' the 1-equirement. 

ID. SUMMARYOFOBSERVATIONS 

A. CJassification Mnnagcmcnt. Within the Departmental Offices inspected, 20 assigned 
individuals cleared for access to classified information were interviewed. All personnel 
inte.rviewed demonstrated a fundamental level of awareness regarding their responsibi1ities to 
properly handle, store, transmit, and detivatively classify national security information. 
However, the l1ighcst level of awareness was amongst the TSDN Program.personnel, who 
routinely reviewed and processed classified information. Not all TP, EP, and LA personnel 
could recall the distinction between odginal and derivative classification; but these individuals 
had limited or no exposure to any classified information within lhe past 12 months. 
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B. Equipment. The SF 710, Unclassified Label, was not used to Jabcl equipment, such as 
photocopiers, printers, and computers, used only for unclassjfied processing in mixed 
environmenls where both classified and unclassified info1mation processing occurred. Failure to 
label unclassified equipment, particularly Information Technology equipment, increases the risk 
for data spillages or inadvertent disclosures of classified infmmation. 

C. Safeguarding. Cla<;sified documents were stored in GSA approved security containers 
(safes). However, in nine (9) instances the SF 7021 Security Container Check Sheet, was not 
ccmeclly completed. The most common enur was that the daiJy opened by/closed by/checked by 
blocks were not filled in. Additionally, for nine (9) safes, the SF 700, Security Container 
Inf-Ormation sheets, were not being updated and the combinations changed as persons knowing 
the combinations no longer required. access to the security containers or the combinations had not 
been changed within the past three (3) years. Collective]y, these deficiencies make it difficult to 
assess whether propt,'l' ope.'lllclosc procedures are being followed and make it difficult to 
detennine who actually is responsible for the contents of the security containers. Fu1ihermore, 
the security containers located in the offices ofTP, EP, and LA should be reviewed to detenninc 
the continued need for all of their security conlainers. The sole security container in 1P was not 
used 1o store classified documents. The cus{odians for the three (3) safes used in EP had no 
familiarity with the documents contained in them. The safes contained classified documents 
dating back to 1994. Three of the safes located in LA were unable to be opened by the current 
custodians as they never used them and did not have the combinations; therefore, it is not known 
if the safes even containe.d classified documents. The sole safe within LA that could 00 opened 
did not have any documents that post-dated 2013. The classified documents maintained in the 
EP and LA security containers should be reviewed for continued retention and all un-nceded 
documents disposed of in accordance with Treasury's records management and classi tied 
document destruction policies. The bm·-lock cabinet used for storing classified documents in EP 
@ii@ihnuld be immediately cleaned out, classified documents appropriately disposed of: 
and the cabinet removed from the inventory. Excess safes should be either be decommissioned 
or re~umcd to the Treasury's inventory for reuse elsewhere. 

D. Transmission itnd Transporta1ion. Collateral classified infonnation/matetial was assessed 
as being properly transmitted only on the TSDN, None of the individuals interviewed ever had 
any requirement to courier classified documents or send/receive classified mail. 

E. Performance Evaluations, Out of the 20 individuals interviewed, only the two (2) 
individuals assigned to the TSDN Program clearly had duties that involved the .sibrnlficant 
cl'eation, generaiion or handling/processing of classified information. However, only one had a 
perfonnance work plan available for review and it lacked the required perfo1mance element. 
The other employee had yet to be issued a performance work plan. With regards to the 
remoining employees in TP, EP, and LA, their respective DOs should conduct position 
.sensitivity reviews in accordance with TD P 15~71, Chapter I, Section l, lo determine their 
continued need for access to classified info1mation as well as to determine more accurately 
whether the provisions of TD P 15-71, Chapter JU, Section 22 apply to them. 
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F. Classification and Marking. 22 classified documents consisting of emails were reviewed. 
Of these, 20 were assessed as being impl'Operly marked. The most common error was that 
portion markings were not applied within the bodies of the emails or in the subject lines. Five 
(5) emails used as transmittal documents forwarding classified attachments did not include the 
proper instructions for the classification of the emails when separated from the classified 
attachment. These five emails were unclassified when sepm'ated from the classified attachments. 
One (1) email marked as "Confidential" was overclassified. The email did not have any 
attachments and the information contained in the text of the email was unclassified. In all 
instances these deficiencies occul'l'ed in emails maintained and transmitted in TSDN, which 
affords some degree of protection from inadve11ent disclosure or spillage. However, failure to 
properly mark classified documents in the TSDN environment makes it difficult for document 
owners and recipients to readily identify the proper document handling and transmission 
requirements. 

Classified Document Review Totals 
Total number of documents reviewed 22 
Number of documents with discr~ncies 20 
Percenta2:e of documents with discrenancies 91% 
Total number of discrenancies 25 
A vera12:e numbel' of discrenancies per document 1.25 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

OEPARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 
WAS.HINGTON, D.C. 

May 24 ~ 2018 

(b)(6) 
Director, Management and Services 
Tax Policy 

(b)(6) 
Director, Office of Security Programs 

(b)(6) 

SUBJECT: Tax Policy Self-lnspedion Findings and Corrective Actions 

The Office of Security Programs (OSP} conducted on February 12, 2018, a self-inspection of the 
offices of Tax Policy (TP) located in the Main Treasury building. 111c purpose of this inspection 
was to review, evaluate and assess TP's collateral classification activities as wel1 as employees• 
compliance with information security policies and procedures in order to ensure that TP met the 
minimum standards for safeguarding coHatcral classified infonnation. OSP's self-inspections are 
conducled in accordance with Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the Treasury Sccurjty Manual 
TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for Classified Information 11

• The 
OSP Self-Inspection Program Checklist was used with the following areas being assessed: 
Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, Transmission and Tram,'})4:)rtation, 
Performance Evaluations, and Classification and M!trking. 

(b) (7)(E) During the inspection, OSP randomly selected TP o 
evaluate and ensure employees were complying with info1mation security policies and 
procedures. OSP interviewed four (4) employees cleared for access to classified national 
security info1mation, and inspected one (I) security container. No classified d0'-'llments were 
assessed for Classification and l\1a.rking as none of the employees interviewed prepared 
classified documents, to include emails. 'lbere were no TSDN terminals in any of the inspected 
rooms, Additionally, the sole security container in tu#QIOl►as not ll.'red to store cla~sified 
documents; only documents containing Personal Tdentifying Infonnation (PII) were contained 
therein. TP claimed no derivative classification decisions in its Agency Security Classification 
Management Program Data (SF 311) report submitted in FY 2017, Performance Eva] uations 
were not assessed as none of the jntcrvicwcd. employees performed duties involving the 
significant creation, generation or handling/processing of classified information. Discrepancies 
were observed in the areas of Classification Management and Transmission and Transportation. 

A. Classification Management 

Observation: One (1) employee was unable to recall the difference between original and 
derivative classification, or of the related guidance for derivative classification authority. 
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Requirement: Employees cleared for accc:-is to cla,;sificd information shull receive training on 
the principles of derivaiive classification, identification, and requirc.d markings (fD P 15-71, 
Chapter Ill, Section 2.9). 

Corrective Action: TI1e employee received on-the-spot training by Information Security 
S pecialisl on the differences between original and derivative classification, and 
was given a copy oftbc current 1800 handbook '"Marking Classified Nationul Security 
Information". 

B, Transmis11ion and Transportation 

Obscl'Vntion: Two (2) employees were unable to recall the proper packaging and transmission 
procedures. 

Requirement: Classified documents and information shall be lransmitted and received in an 
authorized ru.a.rn.1cr which ensures that evidence oftampedng can be detected, that inadvertent 
access can be precluded, and that provides a method which assures timely delivery to the 
intended recipients {TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 11.4). 

Corrcctiv~employces received on-the-spot training by Information Security 
Specia1ist~:m the proper procedures for packaging and tmnsmitling classified 
infonnation. 

No further actions arc required ofTP since tbe corrective actions for each security observation 
identified above have been completed, 

If you have any questions regardin~~m, please cont.act 
Information Security Specialist, at~r email 
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C@l'iffi@f'l>CED 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

July 23 • 2013 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Marshall Billingslea 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

.Assistant Secretary for Terrorist Financin 

(b )(6) 
Director, Office of Security Programs 

(b){o) 
Terrorist Financing and Financial Crimes Self-lnspec.tion 
Findings and Corrective Actions 

The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted on May 22, 2018, a self-inspection of 
Terrorist Financing and Financial Crimes {TFFC) workspaces located in the Main Treasury 
building. The purpose of this inspection was to review, t;valuate and assess TPFC's collateral 
classification activities as well as employees' compliance with information securily policies and 
procedures in order to ensure that TFFC met the minimum standards for safoguarding coHatcral 
classified information. OSP's self-inspections al'C conducted in accordance with Executive Order 
(EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section21> 11Self
Inspection Program for Classified Information". The OSP SeJI:.Jns_pection Program Checklist 
was used with the following areas being assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, 
Safeguarding, Transmission and Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification 
and Marking. 

(b) (7)(E) ~ OSP randomly selected TFFC cubicles in 
~ order to evaluate nnd ensure compliance with information security 
policy and procedures. OSP interviewed nine (9) employees cleared for access to national 
security infonnation; and inspected eight (8) Treasury Secure Data Network (TSDN) 
workstations and inspected .five (5) security containers. A total of 49 classified documents 
consisting of 19 memoranda, one {1) Powcl'Point presentation, and 29 e-mails were reviewed for 
proper classification and markings. The assessed areas of Classification Management, 
Equipment, and Transmission and Transportation and met the standards outlined in the 'freasury 
Security Manual (TD P 15-71 ). Discrepancies were obseivcd in the assessed areas of 
Safeguarding, Performance Evaluations, and Classificalion and Marking, and are detailed below. 

A. Safeguarding. 

1. ~Observation: TI1e SF 700 Security Container Information Sheets were not properly 
updated and the combination changed for the security containers in 1d 

rii±H 
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(U) Requirement: Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a person 
knowing U1e combination no longer requires access to it or at least every three years. unless 
c()nditions dictate sooner (TD P 15~ 71, Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

(U) Corrcdivc Action: Coordinate with the Office of Secufity Programs, Physical Security 
Brancl:t, to have the security container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. 
Request for this service may be submitted to wdf@treasurv.gov. 

2. 2 Security Container Check Sheets for the safes located in 
ere not completed co.rrectly. 

(U) Requirement: When an authorized person first opens the container on a given day, he or 
she shall record the date, the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When the 
container is finally locked al the close of business, the same person or another cleared employee 
sha.11 record tl1e actual time and their own initials. On no11nal business days, regardless of 
whether the equipment was opened or not, the security container shall be checked by its primal'y 
or alternate custodians who have access to the equipment to ensw-e no surreptitious attempt has 
been made to penetrate the security equipment (TD P 15-71, Chapter ill, Section 3,6.b and c). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requirement. 

B. Performance Evaluations. 

(U) Obscnration: Of the nine (9) employees interviewed, only four ( 4) employees were able to 
pfovide copies of their performance evaluation records for i·evicw. All four (4) pelfonnnncc 
evaluation records did not contain a required ctitical element for security. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties involve 
significant cl'ealion, generation or handling/processing of classified infol'mation sha11 have a 
critical element for security in their individual performance evaluations (TD P 15h71~ Chapter 
Ul, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure all 'fF.FC em_ployces have a critical element fol' security in their 
pe1formancc evaluation records. 

C. Classification and Marking. 

1. (U) Observation: 23 classified emails. nine (9) classified memoranda, and one (1) 
PowerPoint presentation were missing portion markings. 

(U) Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinadly a paragn1ph, but including subject, 
titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparagraphs~ ·classified signature blocks, 
bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to indicate 
which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified infonnation in 
cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic fo1mat such as e-mail, shall conform to the 
same requirements as for hardhcopy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter HI, Section 6.2,a.( 4} and 
6.6.a). 
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(U) CoITCctivc Action: 0--aining regarding the proper application of portion 
markings was prnvided by I • to the .employees. 

2. (U) Observation: Seven (7) classified memorandum and three (3) classified emails were 
missing the "Classified by" line. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identilY the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier~ in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the ''Classified by" line (TD P 15-71 Chapter HJ, Section 
6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified by" line was provided hy 
o the employees. 

3. (U) Observation: Seven (7) classified memorandum ,;vcrc missing the "Derived from" line. 

(U) Requirement: The identification of the source(s) and date(s) of the somce(s) shall be lis(ed 
on the "Derived from" tine, including the agency and, where available, the office of origin, and 
the date oflhe source or guide used (TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 6.4.b). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-lhe-spot training regarding identification of derivative sources was 
provided bYi1IGIIIIIIII to the employees. 

4. (U) Observation: Seven (7) classified memoranda were missing the declassificution 
instructions. 

(U) Requiremt!nt: Derivative classifiers shall cmry forward instructions on the "Declassify on" 
line from the source document to the derivative document, or the declassification instruction 
from an approved security classification guide (TD P 15-71 Chapter III, Section 6.4), 

(U) Correcthre Action: On-the-spot training regarding declassification instructions was 
provided biDIGDllllfo the employee. 

S. (U) Observation: Ten (10) classified emails did not identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position title; l'ather> only the employees' iriitiaJs were used. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that fa immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified by" line (TD P 15-71 Chapter JJI, Section 
6.4.a). 

(U) Currective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified by" line was provided by 
(b)(6) o the employees. 

6. (U) Observation: Three (3) emails used as transmittal documents forwarding classified 
attachments did not include the proper instructions for the classification of the emails when 
separated from the classified attachment. These five emails were either classified as 
"Confidential" or "Unclassified" when separated from the classified attachments. 
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(U) Requirement: Emails used as transmittal documents shall indicate within the text the 
highest level of classified information it transmits. Where the transmittal itself is unclassified, 
the email shall be marked as either: Unclassified When the Classified Enclosure (for letters), is 
Detached; or Unclassified 'When Classified Attachment (for memos) is Detached (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 5.24 and 6.8). 

{U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding use of emails a~ transmittal documents 
was provided bylJleJlll:o the employees. 

(U) TFFC is rec1uired to report to OSP within 45 days of this meruornndt1m that all corrective 
actions for each sccul'lty observation identified above and not corrected on-the-spot have been 
completed. TFFC is to provide a formal memorandum to OSP with aclions taken in order to 
close out all security findings. 

(U) If you have any q ucstions regarding this memorandum, 
lnforrnntiou Security Specialist, at or email 
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MEMORANDUM t'OR: 

THRU: 

}'ROM: 

SUllJECf: 

DEPARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D,C, 

May 24, 2018 

Tony Arcadi 
Associate Chief Information Officer 
Enterprise Infrastrncture Operations Senices: 

~·1,11 
~fSecurity Programs 

Treasury Secure Data Network Program Self.Inspection 
Findings and Corrective Actions 

TI1e Office of Security Progl'ams (OSP) conducted on February 6, 201&1 a sclf•inspection of the 
Office of the Chief Information Officer, Enterprise Infrastructure Operations Services (EIOS), 
Treasury Secure Data Network (TSDN) Program located in the Majn Treasury building. The 
purpose of this inspection was to review, evaluate and assess the TSDN Program's collateral 
dassification activities as well as employee.;;' com_pHance wilh information security policies and 
procedures in order to ensure that the TSDN Program met the minimum standards for 
safeguarding colJateral classified info1mation. OSPs sc1Mnspections aJc conducted in 
accordance with Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual ID P I 5-71, 
Chapter III) Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for Classified Info11nation'1• The OSP Self
Inspection Program Checklist was used wiU1 the foIJowing areas being a'>sessed: Classification 
Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, Transmission and Trw1sportation, Perfonnancc 
Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

During the inspection, OSP randomly selected TSDN Program cubicles located in [(fJIPIP-o 
evaluate and ensure employees were complying with information security policies and 
procedures, OSP interviewed a total of four (4) employees (two (2) federal civilian and two (2) 
contractor empJoyees), imd inspected four (4) workstations and one (1) security container. A 
total of22 classified e-mails were reviewed for proper classification and markings. The assessed 
areas of Classification Management and Transmission and Transportation met the standaid,; 
outlined in the Treasmy Secmity Manual (TD P J 5-71). Discrepancies were observed in the 
assessed areas of Equipment, Safcguatding, Performance Evaluations~ and Classification and 
Marking, and arc detailed below. 
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A. Equipment 

Observation: The Standard Forni (SF) 710, Unclassified Label, was not consistently used to 
label all unclassified DO LAN tenninals used for processing unclassified infonnation in a ·work 
environment containing classified equipment. 

Requirement. TI1e SF 710, Unclassified Label, shall be used in a mixed environment in which 
classified and unclassified materials are processed or stored (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Sections 
3,8 and 3.9), 

Corrective Action: Obtain SF 7 lOs and label all unclassified equipment in those 
W01'kspaces/offices where classified materials or information are processed or stored. 

B. Safeguarding. 

Observation: The SF 700 Security Container Information Sheet was not properly updated and 
the combination changed for the secwity container inMQfl 
Requirement: Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a person 
knowing the combination no longer requires access to it (fD P 15-71, Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs. Physical Security Branch, 
to have the secw·ity container combinations changed and new SF 700s prepared. Request for tltis 
service muy be submitted to wdr@trensury.goy. 

C. Pcrfornumec Evaluations. 

Observation: Oftl1e two (2) federal civilian employees interviewed, one (1) had a performance 
work plan available for review; the other was anew employee and had yet to be issued a 
peiforman(,-e work plan. The pc1f01mance work plan reviewed did not include the critical 
element required for personnel whose duties involve significant creation, generation 01· 
handling/processing of classified information. 

Requirement: Employees having regular, hands~on work with classified infmmation in any 
type of capacity shaJI include the e,Titical perfonnance element for the management of classified 
info1mation (TD P 15-71, Chapter ll!, Section 22.2). 

Corrective Action: Coordinalc with the Office of Human Resources and the employee's EIOS 
supervisor to amend the performance work plan with the required critical clement. 

D. Classifin.tion and Marldng. 

l. Observation; Nineteen (19) classified emails were missing po11ion markings. 

Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinariJy a paragt·aph, but including subject, titles, 
graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparngraphs, classified signature blocks, bullets and 
other pOTtions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to indicate which portions 
arc classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified information in cables, message 
traffic, and maintained in electronic fomlat such as e-mail, shall conform to lhe same 
requirements as for hard~copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 6.2.a(4) and 6.6.a). 
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Corrective Action: Ensure po1tion markings are used in all classified documenL-.; in accordance 
with the requirement. 

2. Observation: One (1) email marked as ''Confidential" was overclassified. 1be email did not 
have any attachments and the information contained in the text of the email was unclassified. 

Requirement: Infmmaflon shall not be classified unless it has been determined pw·suant to 
Executive Order 13526 or any predecessor order to require protection against unauthorized 
disclosure (TD P 15-71 Chapter III, Sections 5.4 and 5.6). 

Corrective Action: Ensure employees apply the proper classification level to emails, 

3, Observation: Five (5) emails used as trm1Smittal documents forwarding classified 
attachments did not include the _proper instructions for the classification of the emails when 
separated from the cla~sified attachment. These five emails were unclassified \\"hen separated 
from the classified attachmenl-:, 

Requirement: Emails used as transmittal documents shall indicate within the text the highest 
level of classified infmmation it transmits. Where the lransmitta1 itself is unclassified, the email 
shall be marked as either; Unclassified When the Classified Enclosure (for letters), is Detached; 
01 Unclassified When Classified Attachment (for memos) is Detached (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, 
Section 5.24 and 6.8). 

Corrective Action: Ensure employees properly mark emails us(.,-d as transmittal documents. 

BIOS is required to report to OSP within 45 days of this memorandum that all corrective actions 
for each seoudty observation identified above have been completed. EIOS is to provide a formal 
memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order to close out aU secrnity findings. 

If you have any questions regardin~~m. please 
Information Security Specialist, at_,r email I 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D,C. 

July 16, 2019 

(b)(6) 
Director of Opera lions 
Domestic Finance 

lb)(6) 
Director, Office of Security Progr 

(b )(6) 

(U) Domestic Finance SeJf .. Jnspection Findings and Corrective 
Actions 

(U) The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted on June II and 13, 2019 a self-inspection 
of Domestic Finance (OF) workspaces located in the Main Treasury building. The purpose of 
this inspection was to review, evaluate and assess DPs collateral classification activities as well 
as employees' compliance with information security policies and procedures in order to ensure 
that DF met the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral classified information. OSP's 
self~inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order (BO) 13526 and the Treasury 
Security Mnnunl TD P 15-7 l, Chapter Ill, Section 21, "Self •Inspection Program for Classified 
Information", The OSP Self-Inspection Program Checklist was used with the following areas 
being assessed: Classification Management, Equipment. Safeguarding, Transmission and 
Transportation, Perfonnance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

tet!ft; During the inspection, OSP randomly selected OF cubicles in rooms (b) /7)(E) 

- to eva1uale and ensure employees were complying with infonnation security policy nnd 
procedures. OSP interviewed five employees cleared for access to national security infonnation. 
inspected two Treasury Secure Data Network (TSDN) workstations, and inspected one security 
container. A total of twelve documents were reviewed for proper classification and markings. 
The security container held two classified documents which appeared to be over nine years old. 
These documents shouJd be reviewed to detennine their continued need for retention. Classified 
documents no longer needed should be destroyed in accordance with the standards outlined in 
TD P 15-71, Chapter ID, Section 16, Destruction of Classified and Seasitive Information. The 
assessed areas of, Equipment and Safeguarding met the standards outlined in the Treasury 
Security Manual (TD P 15-71). Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of 
Classification Management, Transmission and Transportation, Perfonnance Evaluations, and 
Classification and Marking as detailed below. 

A. Classltlcalion Management. 

(U) Observation: One employee was unable to recall the difference between original and 
derivative classification. 
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(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified infonnation shall receive training 
on the principles of derivative classification, identification, and required markings (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter ill, Section 2.9). 

{U) Corrective Action: The employee received on-the--spot training by--on the 
differences between original and derivative classification. 

B. Transmission and Transportation 

(U) Observation: Four employees were unable to recall the pOOper packaging and transmission 
procedures. 

(U) Requirement: Classified documents and information sha11 be transmitted and received in an 
authorized manner which ensures that evidence of tampering can be detected, that inadvertent 
access can be precluded, and that provides a method which assures timely delivery to the 
intended recipients (TD P 15-71, Chapter ill, Section I 1.4). 

(b)16) (U) Corrective Action: All of the employees received on-the-spot training by 
Infonnation Security Specialist on the proper procedures for packaging and transmitting 
classified infonnation. 

C. Performance Evaluations 

(U) Observation: Of the five employees interviewed, no performance work plans were 
available for review. These employees stated that to the best of their recollection, their 
perfonnance evaluations last year did not contain the required critical performance element for 
security. Of these employees, at least two performed duties likely requiring this performance 
element as they accessed TSDN, created and sent classified emails. and reviewed or prepared 
classified documents. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties involve 
significant creation, generation or handling/processing of classified infonnation shall have a 
critical element for security in their individual performance evaluations (TD P 15-71, Chapter 
Ill, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure all DF employees occupying positions designated in TD P 15~ 
71, Chapter m, Section 22, have a critical element for security in their perfonnance evaluation 
records. 

D. Classification and Marking 

1. (U) Observation: Five emails marked as "Secret" were overclassified. These email were 
unclassified replies to emails used as transmittal documents for "Secret11 level attacbments, and 
the attachments were not appended to the replies; in all instances the infonnntion contained in 
the- text of the emails was unclassified. 

(U) Requirement: lnfonnation shall not be classified unless it has been determined pursuant to 
Executive Order J 3526 or any predecessor order to require protection against unauthorized 
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disclosure (TD P 15-71 Chapter ID, Sections 5.4 nnd 5.6). Emails used as a transmittal 
document shall indicate the highest level of classified information it transmjts on its first and last 
page. Where the transmittal document itself is unclassified, the document shall be marked 
"Unclassified When Classified Attachment is Detached" (TD P 15-71, Chapter m, Section 5.24). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training on the proper marking of unclassified emails was 
provided byll!ll'liJllll to the employees. 

2. (U) Observation: Four classified emails. one classjficd memorandum, and one PowerPoint 
presentation did not identify the derivative classifier bY name and position title; rather, only the 
employee's initials~ or first initial and last name were used. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
first and last name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately 
apparent on each derivatively classified document on the ''Classified By" line (TD P 15~7I. 
Chapter ID, Section 6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was provided by 
111111111 to the employees. 

3. (U) Observation: Four classified emails and one classified PowerPoint presentation were 
missing portion markings. 

(U) Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including suhjec~ 
titles, graphiC5, tables. chans. bullet stacements, subparagraphs, cJassltled signature blocks, 
bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shalJ be marked to indicate 
which portions are classified and which are unclassified, Markings on classified information in 
cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e~mail, shall conform to the 
same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter ID, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 
6.6.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: O~ training regarding the proper application of partion 
marldngs was provided by 1111111111 to the employees. 

(U) DF is required to report to OSP within 45 days of this memorandum that alJ corrective 
actions for each security observation identified above and not corrected on-the-spot have been 
completed. The only remaining observation requiring corrective action is to ensure that all OF 
employees. occupying positions designated in TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 22, have a critical 
element for security in their perfprmance evaluation records. DF is to provide a form11J 
memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order to close out al) security findings. 

(U) If you have any questions regarding this memorandum, please contnct (bl(6) 
Deputy Director. at or email @treasury.gov. (b)l6) ibJ(6) 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

I. INTRODUCTION 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D .C . 

Thomas J. Wolverton 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Security& Counterintelligence 

rmmi.1111111 
~ of Security Programs 

(U) Office of Security Programs Self-Inspection for 2nd 

Quarter FY 2019· 

(U) During the 2nd Quarter Fiscal Year (FY) 2019, the Office of Security Programs (OSP) 
conducted self-inspections during regular working hours to review, evaluate and assess 
individual Departmental Offices' (DO) collateral classification activities and assess employees' 
compliance with information security practices and procedures. These activities support the 
development of corrective action plans to include tailored training initiatives. All inspections are 
conducted to ensure that Treasury organizations meet the minimum standards for safeguarding 
collateral classified information. OSP's self-inspections are conducted in accordance with 
Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71) , Chapter III, 
Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for Classified Information." 

(U) The DO inspected this quarter were Legislative Affairs (LA), Office of Foreign Assets 
Control (OFAC), and Office of the General Counsel (OGC). The inspector was (b )(6) 
Information Security Specialist. The OSP Self-Inspection Program Checklist was used with the 
following areas being assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, 
Transmission and Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

II. INSPECTION RESULTS 

A. Legislative Affairs 

"('ett'lrOn March 19, 2019 OSP inspected the works aces of LA located in the Main Treasury 
Building. OSP conducted an inspection of rooms 
interviewed five employees cleared for access to national security information; and inspected one 
security container in order to evaluate and ensure compliance with information securi policy 
and procedures. The security container located in room was 
unable to be opened and inspected as the current custodian was newly assigned to the safe, did 
not have a record of the combination. and had never accessed the safe. However, according to 
(b )(6) . Senior Advisor, the only change to the contents of that safe since it was last 
inspected by OSP on March 26, 2018 was the addition of classified documents removed from 
other LA safes that were decommissioned in FY 2018. These documents were legacy documents 
that were prepared in FY' s outside of the scope of this inspection. Classification and Marking 
was not assessed as none of the employees interviewed prepared any derivatively classified 
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documents. Since LA's last inspection by OSP on March 26, 2018, the TSDN terminal located 
in had been removed. Emails were not reviewed for Classification and Marking 
since none ofLA's current employees had accessed TSDN. Performance Evaluations were not 
assessed as none of the interviewed employees performed duties involving the significant 
creation, generation or handling/processing of classified information. The assessed areas of 
Classification Management, Equipment, Transmission and Transportation met the standards 
outlined in the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71). A discrepancy was observed in the 
assessed area of Safeguarding as detailed below. 

Safeguarding. 

'fetHt Observation: The SF 700, Security Container Information form, was not properly 
updated and the combination was not changed for the security container in Main Treasury 
[fPNDI (container ). 

(U) Requirement: The SF 700 shall be completed in its entirety to reflect the name, address, 
and telephone number of DO/bureau employees responsible for its classified contents. 
Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a person knowing the 
combination no longer requires access to it or at least every three years, unless conditions 
dictate sooner (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 3.4, and Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

(U) Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch, to have the security container combinations changed and a new SF 700 prepared. 
Request for this service may be submitted to wdf@treasury.gov. 

(U) Recommendation: Conduct a review of the legacy files contained within the security 
container to determine which documents require continued retention. Classified documents 
no longer needed should be destroyed in accordance with the standards outlined in TD P 15-
71, Chapter III, Section 16, Destruction of Classified and Sensitive Information. 

B. Office of Foreign Assets Control 

"'tet,1j On March 20, 2019 OSP inspected the offices of OF AC, located in the Freedman's Bank 
(b) (7)(E) ~ inspection, OSP inspected offices in m-.- in order to evaluate and ensure compliance with information security 

policy and procedures. OSP interviewed eight employees cleared for access to national security 
information; and inspected seven TSDN workstations and six security containers. A total of 51 
classified documents consisting of 14 memoranda, two PowerPoint presentations, and 35 e-mails 
were reviewed for proper classification and markings. The assessed areas of Equipment, and 
Transmission and Transportation met the standards outlined in the Treasury Security Manual 
(TD P 15-71). Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of Classification Management, 
Safeguarding, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking, and are detailed below. 

1. Classification Management 

(U) Observation: One employee was unable to recall the difference between original and 
derivative classification. 

2 
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(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information shall receive 
training on the principles of derivative classification, identification, and required markings 
(TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Sectton 2.9). 

(U) Corrective Action: The employee received on-the-spot training by~ on the 
differences between original and derivative classification. 

2. Safeguarding 

~: A security container located in a hallway on the second floor with 
~and used to store classified information is a bar-lock cabinet not 
authorized for storing classified information. 

{U) Requirement: Bar-lock cabinets were required to be phased out for storing Secret and 
Confidential information by DO/bureaus by October 1, 2012 (TD P 15-71, Chapter V, 
Section 2.10). 

(U) Corrective Action: All classified documents contained in the bar-lock cabinet must be 
removed and stored in a GSA-approved security container. 

b. -tefli7 Observation: The SF 702 Security Container Check Sheets for the safes
contained no annotations. The concern is that these security 

containers are not being checked daily or the required documentation is not annotated each 
time the safe is opened. 

(U) Requirement: When an authorized person first opens the container on a given day, he 
or she shall record the date, the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When the 
container is finally locked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared 
employee shall record the actual time and their own initials. On normal business days, 
regardless of whether the equipment was opened or not, the security container shall be 
checked by its primary or alternate custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no 
surreptitious attempt has been made to penetrate the security equipment {TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 3.6.b and c). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requirement. While the 
"checked by'' column is not required to be annotated, OSP recommends as a best security 
practice that this column be used to document that the safe was checked on normal business 
days regardless of whether the equipment was opened or not. 

c. fC'lffl< Observation: The SF 700 Security Container Information Sheets were not 
properly updated and the combinations changed. Security was assigned to a 
new custodian who did not know its combination and was unable to access it. Security 
(b) (7)(E) was missing its SF 700. 

(U) Requirement: The SF 700 shall be completed in its entirety to reflect the name, address, 
and telephone number of DO/bureau employees responsible for its classified contents. 
Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a person knowing the 
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combination no longer requires access to it or at least every three years, unless conditions 
dictate sooner (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 3.4, and Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

(U) Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch, to have the security container combination changed and new SF 700s prepared. 
Request for this service may be submitted to wdf@treasury.gov. 

d. (U) Observation: Two employees were unaware of the requirement to close window 
blinds in offices that process classified information on classified information systems. 

(U) Requirement: All windows which might reasonably afford visual observation of 
personnel, documents, material, or activities within the space shall be made opaque or 
equipped with blinds, drapes or other coverings to preclude observation (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter V, Section 8.2.e) 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot trainin 
while using TSDN was provided by • • 

2. Performance Evaluations 

on the requirement to close window blinds 
to the employees. 

(U) Observation: Of the eight employees interviewed, five performance work plans were 
available for review. Only one contained the required critical element for security, four did 
not; the remaining employees were unsure if this element was present. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties 
involve significant creation, generation or handling/processing of classified information shall 
have a critical element for security in their individual performance evaluations (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure all OFAC employees occupying positions designated in TD 
P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 22, have a critical element for security in their performance 
evaluation records. 

3. Classification and Marking 

a. Observation: Two emails marked as "Secret" were overclassified. One email was used 
as a transmittal document for a "Secret" level attachment, and one email did not have any 
attachments; in both instances the information contained in the text of the emails was 
unclassified. 

Requirement: Information shall not be classified unless it has been determined pursuant to 
Executive Order 13526 or any predecessor order to require protection against unauthorized 
disclosure (TD P 15-71 Chapter III, Sections 5.4 and 5.6). Emails used as a transmittal 
document shall indicate the highest level of classified information it transmits on its first and 
last page. Where the transmittal document itself is unclassified, the document shall be 
marked "Unclassified When Classified Attachment is Detached" (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, 
Section 5.24). 
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(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training on the proper marking of unclassified emails 
was provided by B'9III to the employees. 

b. (U) Observation: Twenty-nine classified emails, one memorandum, and two PowerPoint 
presentations were missing portion markings. 

{U) Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including 
subject, titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparagraphs, classified signature 
blocks, bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to 
indicate which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified 
information in cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, 
shall conform to the same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter 
III, Section 6,2,a.(4) and 6.6.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: O~raining regarding the proper application of portion 
markings was provided by~ to the employees. 

c. (U) Observation: Ten memoranda and two classified PowerPoint presentations were 
missing the "Classified By" line. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, 
Section 6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was 
provided byB'9111 to the employee. 

d. (U) Observation: Ten memoranda and two classified PowerPoint presentations were 
missing the "Derived From" line. 

(U) Requirement: The identification of the source(s) and date(s) of the source(s) shall be 
listed on the "Derived From" line, including the agency and, where available, the office of 
origin, and the date of the source or guide used (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 6.4.b). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding identification of derivative sources 
was provided byB'9111 to the employee. 

e. (U) Observation: Ten memoranda and two classified PowerPoint presentation were 
missing the declassification instructions. 

(U} Requirement: Derivative classifiers shall cany forward instructions on the "Declassify 
On" line from the source document to the derivative document, or the declassification 
instruction from an approved security classification guide (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 
6.4). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding declassification instructions was 
provided byB'9111 to the employee. 
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f. (U) Observation: Sixteen classified emails did not identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position title; rather, only the employees' initials, or first initial and last name were 
used. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, 
Section 6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was 

provided by-- to the employees. 

g. (U) Observation: One memorandum citing "Multiple Sources" in the "Derived From" 
portion of the classification authority block did not identify the sources used. 

(U) Requirement: When a document is classified derivatively on the basis of more than one 
source document or security classification guide, the "Derived From" line shall show the 
phrase "Multiple Sources" and the derivative classifier shall include a listing of the source 
materials either on, or attached to, each derivatively classified document (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 6.4.c). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the use of "Multiple Sources" was 
provided by-- to the employee. 

h. (U) Observation: One email marked "Confidential" was underclassified; the email was 
used as a transmittal document for a "Secret" level attachment. 

(U) Requirement: A transmittal document shall indicate the highest level of classified 
information it transmits on its first and last page. Where the transmittal document itself is 
classified, the document shall be marked "Upon Removal of Attachment this Document is 
Classified (fill in appropriate level) (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 5.24). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-s!X)t tr~rding the ~se of transmittal documents for 
classified attachments was provided bylWllillllll to the employee. 

C. Office of the General Counsel 

~On March 27, 2019 OSP inspected the offices ofOGC located in the Main Treasury 
~an's Bank Building. During the inspection, OSP inspected OGC rooms 
~ located in the Main Treasury Building, and rooms (b) (7)(E) 
located in the Freedman's Bank Building to evaluate and ensure employees were complying with 
information security policies and procedures. OSP interviewed a total of five employees, and 
inspected three TSDN workstations and two security containers. Twelve classified e-mails were 
reviewed for proper classification and markings. The assessed areas of Equipment, 
Safeguarding, and Transmission and Transportation met the standards outlined in the Treasury 
Security Manual (TD P 15-71). Performance Evaluations were not assessed as none were 
available for review and the interviewed employees were unable to recall whether their 
perfonnance work plans contained the required critical performance element for security. 
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Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of Classification Management and 
Classification and Marking, and are detailed below. 

1. Classification Management 

(U) Observation: One employee was unable to recall the requirements for hand-carrying 
classified information within the office/department. 

(U) Requirement: Within a DO/bureau facility, classified information may be hand-carried 
between offices by direct contact of the officials/employees involved or via cleared support 
staff. The information shall have the appropriate classified document cover sheet affixed to 
it and be placed inside a single, sealed, opaque envelope/file folder or security locking bag 
(TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 12.3). 

(U) Corrective Action: The employee received on-the-spot training by~ on the 
requirements for hand-carrying classified information within the offlce/deparbnent. 

2. Classification & Marking 

a. (U) Observation: Twelve classified emails were missing portion markings. 

(U} Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including 
subject, titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparagraphs, classified signature 
blocks, bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to 
indicate which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified 
information in cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, 
shall conform to the same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter 
III, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 6.6.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the proper application of portion 
markings was provided by1JIC9111 to the employees. 

b. (U) Observation: Seven classified emails did not identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position title; rather, only the employees' initials, or first initial and last name were 
used. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (TD P 15~71, Chapter III, 
Section 6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was 
provided by~ to the employees. 

c. (U) Observation: Two emails marked "Secret" were overclassifled; the emails were used 
as a transmittal document for "Secret" level attachments, but the text of the emails were 
unclassified. 
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(U) Requirement: A transmittal document shall indicate the highest level of classified 
information it transmits on its first and last page. Where the transmittal document itself is 
unclassified, the document shall be marked "Unclassified When Classified Attachment is 
Detached" (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 5.24). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training re arding the use of transmittal documents for 
classified attachments was provided by • • to the employee. 

d. (U) Observation: One email citing "Multiple Sources" in the "Derived From" portion of 
the classification authority block did not identify the sources used. 

(U) Requirement: When a document is classified derivatively on the basis of more than one 
source document or security classification guide, the "Derived From" line shall show the 
phrase "Multiple Sources" and the derivative classifier shall include a listing of the source 
materials either on, or attached to, each derivatively classified document (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 6.4.c). 

(U} Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the use of "Multiple Sources" was 
provided by rmIGJII to the employee. 

III. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 

A. (U} Classification Management. Within the DO inspected, 18 assigned individuals cleared 
for access to classified information were interviewed. All personnel interviewed demonstrated a 
fundamental level of awareness regarding their responsibilities to properly handle, store, 
transmit, and derivatively classify national security information. Two minor discrepancies were 
that one employee could not recall the difference between original and derivative classification 
and one employee could not recall the specific requirements for hand-carrying classified 
information within the office/department. 

B. (U) Safeguarding. Nine GSA approved security containers were inspected; however, only 
three were able to be opened for review. The remainder were not opened due to the custodians 
not being available to open the safes or the custodians not knowing the safe combinations. The 
SF 700, Security Container Information forms, in two of these containers had not been updated 
to include the required information for the current custodians, and the combinations changed as 
persons knowing the combinations no longer required access to the security containers, or the 
combinations had not been changed within the past three years. Additionally, in four instances 
the SF 702, Security Container Check Sheet, was not correctly completed. The most common 
error was that the daily opened by/closed by/checked by blocks were not filled in. Collectively, 
these deficiencies make it difficult to assess whether proper open/close procedures are being 
followed and make it difficult to determine who actually is responsible for the contents of the 
security containers. Also, one safe was discovered that is a bar-lock cabinet not authorized for 
storing classified information. As a side note, most of the safes contained classified documents 
of unknown value or need for continued retention. 

C. (U) Performance Evaluations. Of the 18 employees interviewed, only five were available 
for review; of these, only one contained the required critical element for security. Five 
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individuals in LA did not likely occupy positions requiring the critical performance element for 
security. Four employees' performance work plans did not contain the required critical element 
for security, and eight were uncertain. 

D. (U) Classification and Marking. Sixty-three classified documents consisting of 47 emails, 
14 memoranda, and two PowerPoint presentations were reviewed. Sixty of these were assessed 
as being improperly marked. The most common error was that portion markings were not 
properly applied to 44 documents. Sixteen documents did not properly identify the derivative 
classifiers by either full name and were missing the title of the classifier. Four emails were 
overclassifled and one email was underclassified. One email and one memorandum citing 
"Multiple Sources" in the "Derived From" portion of the classification authority block did not 
identify the sources used. Additionally, ten memoranda and two PowerPoint presentation were 
missing the classification authority block identifying the derivative classifier, source(s) of 
derivation, and the declassification instructions. Failure to properly mark classified documents 
makes it difficult for document owners and recipients to readily identify the proper document 
safeguarding, handling and transmission requirements, increasing the risk of either a data 
spillage or inadvertent disclosure of classified information. 

Classified Document Review Totals 
Total number of documents reviewed 63 
Number of documents with discreoancies 60 
PercentaP-e of documents with discrenancies 95% 
Total number of discrepancies 111 
Average number of discrepancies per document 1.85 
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DEPARTMCNTOFTHETREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

JU/I O 4 2019 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Andrew Eck 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Deputy Assistant Secretary, Legislati 

(b)(6) 
Director, Office of Security Progra 

(UJ Legislative Affairs Self-Inspection 
Actions 

(b)(o J 
' > ' ' ' t • 

(U) The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted on March 19, 2019 n self-inspection of 
the workspaces of Legislative Affairs (LA) located in the Main Treasury Building. The purpose 
of this inspection was to review, evaluate. and assess LA's collateral classification activities as 
well as employees' compliance with information security policies and procedures in order to 
ensure that LA met the minimum standards for safeguarding coUrueral classified information. 
OSP1s self-inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the 
Treasury Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter ill, Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for 
Classified Informal.ion". The OSP SeJf-Inspt:elion Program Checklist was used with the 
following areas being assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, 
Transmission and Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

~Ct1t, During the inspection, OSP inspected (b) {7\(E) 

interviewed five employees cleared for access to national security infonnation; and inspected one 
security container in order to evaluate llDd ensure compliance with information security policy 
and procedures. The security container located in was 
unable to be opened and inspected as the current custodian was newly assigned to the safe, did 
not have a record of the combination, and had never accessed the safe. However, according to 
(b)i6) , Senior Advjsor, the only change to the contenls of that safe since it was last 
inspected by OSP on March 26, 2018 was the addition of classified documents removed from 
other LA safes that were decommissioned in FY 2018. These documents were legacy documents 
that were prepared in FY's outside of the scope of this inspection. Classification and Marking 
was not assessed as none of the employees interviewed prepared any derivatively classified 
documents. Since LA's last inspection by OSP on March 26, 201S, the TSDN tenninnl located 
in had been removed. Emails were not reviewed for Classification nod Marking 
since none of LA's current employees had accessed TSDN. Perfonnance Evaluations were not 
assessed as none of the interviewed employees performed duties involving the significant 
creation. generation or handling/processing of classified information. The assessed areas of 
Classification Management, Equipment, Transmission and Transportation met the standards 
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outlined in the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71). A discrepancy was observed in the 
assessed area ~f Safeguarding as detailed below. 

Safeguarding. 

'tefffl Observation: The SF 700, Security Container Information fonn, was not properly 
updated and lhe combination was not changed for the security container in Main Treasury room 
(b) (7JiE) 

{U) Requirement: The SF 700 shall be completed in its entirety to reflect the name, address, 
and telephone number of DO/bureau employees responsible for its classified contents. 
Combinations on in~service equipment shall be changed whenever a person knowing the 
combination no longer requires access to it or at least every three years, unless conditions dictate 
sooner (TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 3.4, and Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

(U) Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch, to have the security container combinations changed and a new SF 700 prepared. 
Request for this setvice may be submitted to wdf@treasur}"..gov. 

(U) Recommendation: Conduct a review of the legacy files contained within the security 
container to determine which documents require continued retention, Classified documents no 
longer needed should he destroyed in accordance with the stnodards outlined in TD P 15-71, 
Chapter Ill, Section J 6, Destruction of Classified and Sensitive Infonnation. 

(U) LA is required to report to OSP within 45 days of this memorandum that the corrective 
action listed above has been completed. Although not required, OSP recommends that LA 
complete the recommended review of legacy classified documents to verify the need for their 
continued retention. LA is to provide a fonnal memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order 
to close out all security findings. 

lb)(6) (U) If you have any questions regarding this memorandum,~ , 
Information Security Specialist, at oremail-@treasury.gov. 
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DEPARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

JUU O 4 2019 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Paul Ahem 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

As.slslant General Counsel, Office of 

(b)i6) 
Director, Office of Security Programs 

(U) Office of the General Counsel Se 
Corrective Action., 

gs and 

(U) The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted on March 27, 2019 a self-inspection of 
the Office of General Counsel (OGC) workspaces located in the Main Treasury Building and the 
Freedman's Bank Building. The purpose of this inspection was to review, evaluate, and assess 
OGC's collateral classification activities as well as employees' compliance with information 
security policies and procedures in order to ensure that OGC met lhe minimum standards for 
safeguarding collateral classified infonnation. 0SP's self-inspections are conducted in 
nccordance with Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual TD P IS-71, 
Chapter ill, Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for Classified Information". The OSP Self
Inspection Program Checklist was used with the following areas being assessed: Classification 
Management, Equipment, Safegwarding, Transmission and Transportation, Performance 
Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

-tel:lfj-During the inspection, OSP inspected 0G located in the 
Main Treasury Building. and • located in the Freedman's Bank Building to 
evaluate and ensure employees were complying with information security poJicics and 
procedures, OSP interviewed a total of five employees, and inspected three TSDN workstations 
and two (2) security containers. Twelve classified e-mails were reviewed for proper 
classification and markings. The assessed areas of Equipment, Safeguarding, and Transmission 
and Transportation met the standards outlined in the Treasury Security Mauual (TD P 15-71), 
Performance Evaluations were not assessed as none were available for review and the 
interviewed employees were unable to recall whether their perfonnance work plans contained the 
required critical performance element for security. Discrepancies were observed ln the assessed 
areas of Classification Management and Classification and Marking, and are detailed below. 

A. ClasslOcatlon Management 

(U) Observation: One employee was unable to recall the requirements for hand-carrying 
classified jnfonnation within the office/department. 

(U) Requirement: Within a DO/bureau facility, classified information may be hand~carried 
between offices by direct contact of the officials/employees involved or via cleared support staff. 
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The information shall bnve the appropriate classified document cover sheet affixed to it and be 
placed inside a single. sealed, opaque envelope/file folder or security locking bag (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter m, Section 123). 

(U) Corrective Action: The employee received on-the-spot training by-- on the 
requirements for hand-carrying classified information within the office/department. 

B. Classification & Marking 

1. CU) Observation: Twelve classified emails were missing portion markings. 

(U) Requiremenh Each portion of a document. ordinarily a paragraph, but including subject. 
titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements. subparagraphs, classified signature blocks. 
bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to indicate 
which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified information in 
cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, shall conform to the 
same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter ID, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 
6.6.a). 

(UJ Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the proper application of portion 
markings was provided byBfllll to the employees. 

2. (U) Observation: Seven classified emails did not identify the derivative classifier by name 
and position title; rather1 only the employees' initials, or first initial and last name were used. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediate1y apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 
6.4.a). 

(UJ Corre<tlve Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was provided by 

--to the employees. 

3. (U) Observation: Two emails marked "Secret11 were overclassified: the emails were used as 
a transmittal document for"Secret'' level attachments, but the text of the emaHs were 
unclassified, 

(U) Requirement: A transmittal document shalJ indicate the highest level of classified 
infonnation it transmits on its first nnd last page. Where the transmittal document itself is 
unclassified. the document .shall be marked "Unclassified When Classified Attachment is 
Detached" (TD P 15-71, Chapter m, Section 5.24). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the use of transmittal documents for 
classified attachments was provided bytmIIJIIIIII to the employee. 

4. {U) Observation: One email citing "Multiple Sources" in the "Derived Fromu portion of the 
classification authority block did not identify the sources used. 
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(U) Requirement: When a document is classified derivatively on the basis of more than one 
sourte document or security classification guide, the "Derived From" line shall show the phrase 
.. Multiple Sources" and the derivative classifier shall include a listing of the source materials 
either on. or attached to, each derivatively classified document (TD P 15-71, Chapter ID, Section 
6.4.c). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the use of .. Multiple Sources', was 
provided byllBJII to the employee. 

(U) OGC is required to report to OSP within 45 days of this memorandum that all corrective 
actions for each security observation identified above and not corrected on-the-spot have been 
completed, The only remaining corrective action not corrected is for Performance Evaluations, 
itemB, above. OGC is to provide a formaJ memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order to 
close out the security finding. 

(lJ) If you have any questions regarding this memorandum. 
Information Security Specialist, at or email 

lease contact 
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DEPARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 

WASl~INGTON, D.C. 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Thomas J. Wolverton 
AcUng Deputy Assistant 
Counterintelligence 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

(b)(6) 
Director, Office of SecurJty Progra 

(U) Office or Security Programs Self-Inspection for 3"' 
Quarter FY 2019 

(U) During the 3"' Quarter Fiscal Year (FY) 2019, the Office of Security Programs (OSP) 
conducted a self-inspection during regular working hours to review, evaluate and assess 
Departmental Offices' (DO) collatera1 classification activities and assess employees' compliance 
with information security practices and procedures. These activities support the development of 
corrective action plans to include tailored training initiatives. AU inspections are conducted to 
ensure that Treasury organizations meet the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral 
classified information. OSP's self-inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order 
(EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71), Chapter ID, Section 21, "Se]f. 
Inspection Program for Classified Information." 

(U) The DO inspected this quarter was Domestic Finance (DF). The inspector wastlfll 
- Information Security Specjalist. The OSP Self-Inspection Program Checklist was used 
with the following areas being assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, 
Transmission and Transportalion, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

II. INSPECTION RES UL TS 

,etflj On June 11 and 13, 2019 OSP inspected the workspaces of DF located in the Main 
Treasury Building. OSP conducted an inspection of rooms (b) (7)tE) 
interviewed five employees cleared for access to national security information; inspected two 
Treasury Secure Data Network (TSDN) workstations; and inspected one security container in 
order to evaluate and ensure compliance with information security policy and procedures. A 
total of twelve documents were reviewed for proper classification and markings, The security 
container held two classified documents which appeared to be over nine years old. These 
documents should be reviewed to determine their continued need for retention. Classified 
documents no longer needed should be destroyed in accordance with the standards outlined in 
TD P 15~7 I, Chapter ID, Section 16, Destruction of Classified and Sensitive lnfonnation. The 
assessed areas of, Equipment and Safeguarding met the standards outlined in the Treasury 
Security Manual (TD P 15-71). Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of 
Classification Management, Transmission and Transportation, Perfonnance Evaluations, and 
Classification and Marking as detailed below. 
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A. Classification Management. 

(U) Observation: One employee was unable to recall the difference between original and 
derivative clussification. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information shall receive 
training on the principles of derivative classification, identification, and required markings 
(TD P 15-7 I, Chapter ill, Section 2.9). 

(U) Corrective Action: The employee received on-the-spot training bylJDIII on the 
differences between original and derivative classification. 

B. Transmission and Transportation 

Observation: Four employees were unable to recall the proper packaging and transmission 
procedures. 

Requirement: Classified documents and information shall be transmitted and received in an 
authorized manner which ensures that evidence of tampering can be detected, that 
inadvertent access can be precluded, and that provides a method which assures timely 
delivery to the intended recipients (TD P 15-71, Chapter ill, Section I l.4). 

Corrective Action: All of the employees received on-the-spot training by (b)(6) 

Information Security Specialist on the proper procedures for packaging and transmitting 
classified infonnntion. 

C. Perrormance Evaluations 

(U) Observation: Of the five employees interviewed, no performance work plans were 
available for review. These employees stated that to the best of their reco!Iection, their 
performance evaluations last year did not contain the required critical perfonnance element 
for security. Of these employees, at least two perfonned duties likely requiring this 
performance elemenL as they accessed TSDN, created and sent classified emails, and 
reviewed or prepared classified documents. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties 
involve significant creation, generation or handling/processing of classified information shall 
have a critical element for security in their individual performance evaluations (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter m, Section 22). 

(U) CorrecUve Action; Ensure all DF empJoyees occupying positions designated in TD P 
15-71, Chapter m, Section 22, have a criticaJ element for security in their performance 
evaluation records. 

D. Classification and Marking 

1. Observation: Five emails marked as .. Secret'' were overcJassified. These email were 
unclassified replies to emails used as transmittal documents for "'Secret" level attachments, 
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and the attachments were not appended to the replies; in all instances the infonnation 
contained in the text of the emails was unclassified. 

Requirement: Information shall not be classified unless it has been determined pursuant to 
Executive Order 13526 or any predecessor order to require protection against unauthorized 
disclosure (TD P 15-71 Chapter III, Sections 5,4 and 5.6). Emails used as a transmittal 
document shall indicate the highest level of classified information it transmits on its first and 
last page. Where the transmittal document itself is unclassified, the document shall be 
marked "Unclassified When Classified Attachment is Detached" (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, 
Section 5.24). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the•spot training on the proper marking of unclassified emails 
was provided by 11111111 to the employees. 

2. (U) Observation: Four classified. emails. one classified memorandum, and one 
PowerPoint presentation did not identify the derivative classifier by name and position title; 
rather, only the employee's initials, or t1rst initial and last name were used. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
first and last name and position or by personal identifier. in a manner that is immediately 
apparent on each derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 6.4.a), 

(OJ Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was 
provided byllBJIIII to the employees. 

3. (U) Observatiom Four classified emails and one clussified PowerPoint presentation were 
missing portion markings. 

{U) Requirement: Each portion of a documen1, ordinarily a paragraph, but including 
subject, titles, graphics, lables, charts. bullet statements, subparagraphs. classified signature 
blocks, bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the Jike, shaH be marked to 
indicate which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified 
information in cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, 
shall conform to the same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter 
III, Section 6.2.n.(4) and 6.6.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the proper application of portion 
markings was provided by-10 the employees. 

Ill. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 

A. (U) Classification Management. Within the DO inspected, five assigned individuals 
cleared for access to classified information were interviewed. All personnel interviewed 
demonstrated a fundamental level of awareness regarding their responsibilities to properly 
handle, store, transmit, and derivatively classify national security information. A minor 
discrepancy was that one employee could not recall the difference between original and 
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derivative classification. This employee, however, was a consumer of classified products and 
had not exercised derivative classification authority in at least three years. 

B. (U) Transmission and Transportation. Four employees were unable to recall the proper 
packaging and transmission procedures. However, none of these employees were required to 
hand-carry classified infonnation, which likely contributed to their Jack of familiarity with these 
procedures. 

C. (U) Performance Evaluations. Of the five employees interviewed, none of their 
performance work plans co~tained the required critical perfonnance element for security, Of 
these, at least two employees likely occupy positions requiring the critical performance element 
for security. 

D. (U) Classification and Marking. Twelve classified documents consisting of nine emails, 
two memoranda, and one PowerPoint presentation were reviewed. Seven of these were assessed 
as being improperly marked. Portion markings were not properly applied to five documents. Six 
documents did not properly identify the derivative classifiers by full name and were missing the 
title of the classifier. Five emails were overclassified. Failure to properly mark classified 
documents makes it difficult for document owners and recipients to readily identify the proper 
document safeguarding, handling and transmission requirements, increasing the risk of either a 
data spillage or inadvertent disclosure of classified information. 

Classified Document Review Totals 
Total number of documents reviewed 12 
Number of documents with discreoancies 7 
Percentaee of documents with discrPnancies 58% 
Total number of discreoancies 16 
A verae:e number of discre2ancies per doc um_~!!~·- 1.3 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

WASHINGTON, O,C. 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mkhael W. Mason 
Deputy Assistant ecurity 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ib)(6) 
Director, Office of Security Programs 

(UJ Office of Security Pro1<ams Self-Inspection for 1st Quarter 
FY2019 

(U) During the I" Quarter FY 2019, the Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted self• 
inspections during regular working hours to review. evaluate and assess individual Departmental 
Offices1 (DO) collateral classification activities and assess employees' compliance with 
information security practices and procedures. These activities support the development of 
corrective action plans to include tailored tmi.ning initiatives. All inspections are conducted to 
ensure that Treasury organizations meet the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral 
classified information. OSP's .self-inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order 
(EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71 ), Chapter Ill, Section 21, "Self
lnspection Program for Classified Information. 11 

(U) The DO inspected this quarter was the Government Security Operations Center (GSOC), 
Office of the Associate Chief Information Officer, Cyber Security. The inspector wa-■ 
_, Information Security Specialist The OSP Self.Jnspectioa Program Checklist was used 
with the following areas being assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, 
Transmission and Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

II. INSPECTION RESULTS 

IL"'J.•.11 t I I II I ' 

(B)(7)(e) 
and 20, 2018, OSP inspected the workspaces of GSOC located in -ail1fl: inspection, OSP randomly selected GSOC cubicles and 

offices located within~ evaluate and ensure employees were complying with 
infonnation security policy and procedures. OSP interviewed a total of nine employees, and 
inspected two Treasury Secure Data Network (TSDN) workstations and two security containers. 
A total of seven classified documents consisting of five e-mails and two PowerPoint 
presentations were reviewed for proper classification and markings. The assessed areas of 
Equipment, Safeguarding. and Transmission and Transportation met the standards outlined in lhe 
Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71 ). Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of 
Classification Management, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking, and are 
detailed below. 
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A. Classification Management. 

1. (U) Observation: One employee was unaware of the requirement for properly using 
cover sheets. 

(U) Requirement: Classified document cover sheets are used to alert personnel that a 
document, file, or fo1der to which it is affixed, respectively contains Top Secret, Secret, or 
Confidential classified information and must be protected. Classified document cover sheets 
shall be placed on 1111 classified documents or classified folders when withdrawn from secure 
storage for internal and external transmission and handling/processing (TD P 15-71 Chapter 
III, Section 3.7). 

(U) Corrective Action: The employee received on-the-spot training byllltlllll on the 
proper use of cover sheets. 

2, (U) Observation: Two employees were unable to recall the difference between original 
and derivative classification. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information shall receive 
training on the principles of derivative classification, identification, and required markings 
(TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 2.9). 

(U) Corrective- Action: The employees received on-the-spot training by [IIJIIIII on the 
differences between original and derivative classification. 

B. Performance Evaluations.. 

(U) Observation~ Of the nine employees interviewed. only three were federal employees. 
None of the federaJ employees were able to provide copies of their performance evaluation 
records for review; however, all stated that their FY 2018 perfonnance evaluations did not 
contain the required critical element for security. The GSOC Associate Chief Information 
Security Officer confirmed that none of the federal employees assigned to GSOC had the 
required critical element for security in their perfonnance evaluation records. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties 
involve significant creation, generation or handling/processing of classified information shall 
have a critical element for security in their individual perfonnance evaluations (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Actiom Ensure aJJ GSOC employees occupying positions designated in TD 
P 15~ 71, Chapter Ill, Section 22, have a critical element for security in their perfonnance 
evaluation records, 

C. Classification and Marking. 

t. Observation: Two emails marked as .. Secret" were overclassified. The emails did not 
have any attachments and the information contained in the text of the email was unclassified. 
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Requirement: Information sha11 not be classified unless it has been determined pursuant to 
Executive Order 13526 or any predecessor order to require protection against unauthorized 
disclosure (TD P 15-71 Chapter 111, Sections 5.4 and 5.6). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training on the proper marking of unclassified emails 
was provided bylliJlllllll to the employees. 

2. (U) Observation: Five classified emails aod two PowerPoint presentations were missing 
portion markings. 

(U) Requirement: Each portion of a document. ordinarily a paragraph, but including 
subject, titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparagraphs, classified signature 
blocks. bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to 
indicate which portions are classified !lild which are unclassified. Markings on cla.'isified 
information in cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail. 
shall conform to the same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter 
II[, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 6.6.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the proper application of portion 
markings was provided bylliJlllllll to the employees. 

3. (U) Observation: One classified PowerPoint presentation was missing the ••c1a~sified 
By" line. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the ·•classified By" line (TD P 15-7 I, Chapter III, 
Section 6.4.a). 

(U} Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the .. Classified By" line was 
provided by-to the employee. 

4. (U) Observation: One classified PowerPoint presentation used "Derived By" instead of 
"Classified By" to identify the derivative classifier. 

(U) Requirement: Derivatively classified documents shaJJ use "Classified By" to identify 
the derivative classifier (TD P 15•71, Chapter III, Section 6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was 
provided by- to the empJoyee. 

S. {U) Observation: One classified PowerPoint presentation was missing the ' 1Derived 
From" line. 

(U) Requirement: The identification of the source(s) and date(s) of the source(s) shall be 
listed on the "Derived From" line, including the agency and, where available, the office of 
origin, and the date of the source or guide used (TOP 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 6.4.b). 
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(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding identification of derivative sources 
was provided byl!IDIIIII to the employee. 

6. (U) Observation: One classified PowerPoint presentation was missing the 
dec)assification instructions. 

(U) Requirement: Derivative classifiers shall carry forward instructions on the "Declassify 
On" line from the source document to the derivative document. or the declassification 
instruction from an approved security classification guide (TD P J 5-71, Chapter Ill. Section 
6.4). 

{U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding declassification instructions was 
provided byl!IDIIIII to tbe employee. 

7. (U) Observation: Three classified emails did not identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position title; rather, only the employees' first initial and last name were used. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (1D P 15-71, Chapter ID, 
Section 6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the ''CJassified By,♦ line was 
provided byBDIII to the employees. 

8. ([J) Observation: One email citing "MulLipJe Sources" in the "Derived From" portion of 
the classification authority block did not identify the sources used. 

(U) Requirement: When a document is classified derivatively on the basis of more than one 
source document or security classification guide, the "Derived From" line shall show the 
phrase "Multiple Sources" and the derivative classifier shall include a listing of the source 
materials either on, or attached to, each derivatively classified document (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter ID, Section 6.4.c). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the use of "MultipJe Sources" was 
provjded by- to the employee. 

III. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 

A. (U) Classifieation Management. Within the DO inspected, nine assigned individuals 
cleared for access to classified information were interviewed. One employee could not identify 
the precise requirements for using classified document cover sheets. Additionally, two 
employees could not recall the distinction between original and derivative classification. 

B. {U) Performance Evaluations. None of the three federal employees interviewed had the 
required critical performance clement for security in their FY 2018 performance appraisals. 

C. (U} Classification and Marking. Seven classified documents consisting of five emails and 
two PowerPoint presentations were reviewed. All of these were assessed as being improperly 
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marked. The most common error was that portion markings were not properly applied to aU 
seven documents. Three documents did not properly identify the derivative classifiers by either 
full name or were missing the title of the classifier. Two emails were overclassified and one 
email citing "Multiple Sources" in the "Derived From" portion of the classification authority 
block did not identify the sources used. Additionally. one PowerPoint presentation was missing 
the classification authority block identifying the derivative classifier, source(s) of derivation, and 
the declassification instructions. Failure to properly mark classified documents makes it difficult 
for document owners and recipients to readily identify the proper document safeguarding, 
handling and transmission requirements, increasing the risk of either a data spillage or 
inadvertent disclosure of classified information. 

ClassiOed Document Review Totals 
Total number of documents reviewed 7 
Number of documents with discrenancies 1 
Percenta- of documents with discren<>ncies i00% 
Total number of discreoancies 15 
A vera~e number of discrepancies per document 2.1 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

'i'Sli'illQJiM!llt 

D£PARTMENTOFTHETREASURY 
WASHINGTON, O.C, 

MAR I 4 2019 

(b )(6) 
Associate Chief Information Officer f 

Director, Office of Security Programs 

(U) Government Security Operations Center Seif.Inspection 
Findings and Corrective Actions 

(U) The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted on December4 and 20, 2018 a self· 
inspection of the Government Security Operations Center (GSOC) workspaces located in Suite 
485, Vienna. Virginia. The purpose of this inspection was to review, evaluate1 and assess 
GSOC's collateral classification activities as well as employees' compliance with infonnation 
security policies and procedures in order to ensure that GSOC met the minimum standards for 
safeguarding collateral classified information. OSP's self-inspections are condw::ted in 
accordance with Executive Order (EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual TD P 15-71, 
Chapter m, Section 21, "Self-Inspection Program for Classified lnfonnation". The OSP Self
Inspection Program Checklist was used with the following areas being assessed: Classification 
Management, Equipment, Safeguarding. Transmjssion and Transportation. Performance 
Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

~ During the inspection, OSP randomly selected GSOC cubicles and rooms located in Ill 
-to evaluate and ensure employees were complying with infonnation security policy and 
procedures. OSP interviewed a total of nine employees, and inspected two Treasury Secure Data 
Network (TSDN) workstations and two security containers. A total of seven classified 
documents consisting of five c~mails and two PowerPoint presentations were reviewed for proper 
classification and markings, The assessed areas of Equipment. Safeguarding, and Transmission 
and Transportation met the standards outlined in the Trensury Security Manual (TD P 15-71). 
Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of Classification Management, Performance 
Evaluations, and Classification and Marking, and are detailed below. 

A. Classification Management. 

1. (U) Observation: One employee was unaware of the requirement for properly using cover 
sheets. 

(U) Requirement: Classified document cover sheets are used to alert personnel that a 
document. file. or folder to which it is affixed, respectively contains Top Secret, Secret, or 
Confidential classified information and must be protected. Classified document cover sheets 
shall be placed on all classified documents or classified folders when withdrawn from secure 
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storJge for internal and external transmission and handling/processing (TD P 15-71 Chapter Ill. 
Section 3.7). 

(U) Corrective Action: The employee re<:eived on-the-spot training byflIIJIIII on the 
proper use of cover sheets. 

2. (U) Observation: Two employees were unable to recall the difference between original and 
derivative classification. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cJeared for access to cl11SSified information shall receive training 
on the principles of derivative classification, identification, and required markings (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter DI, Section 2.9). 

(lJ) Corrective Action: The employees received on-the-spot training byflIIIIIIII on the 
differences between original and derivative classification. 

B. Performance Evaluations. 

(U} Observation: Of the nine employees interviewed, only three were federd) employees. None 
of the federal employees were able to provide copies of their perfonnance evaluation records for 
review; however, all stated that their FY 2018 performaru:e evaluations did not contain the 
required critical element for security. The GSOC Associate Chief Information Security Officer 
confirmed that none of the federal employees assigned 10 GSOC had the required critical element 
for security in their performance evaluation records. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access lo classified information whose duties involve 
significant creation, generation or handling/processing of classified information shall have a 
critical element for security in their individual perfonnance evaluations (ID P 15-71, Chapter 
lli, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure all GSOC employees occupying positions designated in TD P 
15-71, Chapter III, Section 22, have a critical element for security in their performance 
evaluation records. 

C. Closslllcation and Marking. 

J. (U) Observation: Two emails marked as "Secret" were overclassified. The emails did not 
have any auachments and the information contained in the text of the emaiJ was uncJassified. 

(U) Requirement: Information shall not be classified unless it has been determined pursuant to 

Executive Order 13526 or any predecessor order to require protection against unauthorized 
disclosure (TD P 15-71 Chapter m, Sections 5.4 and 5.6). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training on the proper marking of unclassified emails was 
provided byBIJIII to the employees. 

2. (U) Observation: Five classified emails and two PowerPoint presentations were missing 
portion markings. 
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(U) Requirement: Each ponion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including subject. 
titles, graphics, tables. charts, bullet statements, subparagraphs, cJassified signature blocks, 
bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to indicate 
which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified information in 
cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, shall conform to the 
same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TOP 15-71, Chapter ill, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 
6.6.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the--spot training regarding the proper application of portion 
markings was provided by mmtllll 10 the employees. 

3. (U) Observation: One classified PowerPoint presentation was missing the .. Classified By" 
line. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (TD P 15~71, Chapter ill, Section 
6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was provided by 
mmtllll 10 the employee. 

4. (U) Observation: One classified PowerPoint presentation used "Derived By" instead of 
"Classified By" to identify the derivative classifier. 

(U) Requirement: Derivatively classified documents shaJI use «classified Bi' to identify the 
derivative classifier (TOP 15-71, Chapter m, Section 6.4.a). 

(U) Correclive Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was provided by 
- to the employee. 

5. (U) Observation: One classified PowerPoint presentation was missing the "Derived From" 
line. 

(U) Requirement: The identification of the source(s) and dale(s) of the source(s) shall be listed 
on the "Derived From" line, including the agency and, where available, the office of ocigin, and 
the date of lhesource or guide used (TD P 15-71, Chapter m, Section 6.4.b). 

(U) Corrective Action: On.the-spot training regarding identification of derivative sources was 
provided b~ to the employee. 

6. (U) Observation: One classified PowerPoint presentation was missing the declassification 
instructions. 

{U) Requirement: Derivative classifiers shall carry forward instructions on the "Declassify On" 
line from the source document to the derivative document, or the declassification instruction 
from an approved security classification guide (TOP 15-71, Cbapter ill, Section 6.4). 
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(U) Corrective Action: On--the~spot training regarding declassification instructions was 
provided by-- to the employee. 

7. (U) Observation: Three classified emails did not identify the derivative classifier by name 
and position title; r&1.ther, only the employees' first initial and last name were used. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (TD P 15~71, Chapter ill, Section 
6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding !he "Classified By" line was provided by 
--to the employees. 

8. (U) Observation: One email citing "Multiple Sources" in the ''Derived From" ponion of the 
classification authority block did not identify the sources used. 

(U) Requirement: When a document is classified derivatively on the basis of more than one 
source document or security classification guide, the "Derived From" line shall show the phrase 
"Multiple Sources" and the derivative classifier shall include a listing of the source materials 
either on, or attached to, each derivatively classified document (TD P l 5-71, Chapter III, Section 
6.4.c). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the use of"Mulliple Sources" was 
provided by-- to the employee. 

(U) GSOC is required to report to OSP within 45 days of this memorandum that all corrective 
actions for each security observation identified above and not corrected on-the-spot have been 
completed. The only remaining corrective action not corrected is for Perfonnance Evaluations, 
item B. above. GSOC is to provide a formal memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order to 
close out aJJ security findings. 

(b)(6) (U) If you have any questions reg~morandum, ~ , 
Infonnation Security Specialist, at-or email-@treasury.gov. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON. O.C. 

JUtl O 4 2019 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Andrea Gack! 
Director, Office of Foreign Assets Contr 

FROM: (b)(6) 
Director, Olllce of Security Programs (b )(6) 

SUBJECT: (U) Ofl'"tce of Foreign Assets Control Self-Inspection Findings 
and Corrective Actions 

(U) The Office of Security Programs (OSP) conducted oo March 20, 2019 a self-inspection of 
the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) workspaces located in the Freedman's Bank 
Building. The purpose of this inspection was to review, evaluate, and assess OFAC's colJaternl 
classification activities as well as employees• compliance with infonnation security policies and 
procedures in order to ensure that OFAC met the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral 
classified information. OSP's self-inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order 
(EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual TD P 15-71, Chapter m, Section 21, "Self
Inspcction Program for Classified Jnfonnation». The OSP Sclf-lnspection Program Check.list 
was used with the following areas being assessed: Classification Management. Equipment, 
Safeguarding, Transmission and Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification 
and Marking. 

eCl:Jl?" During the inspection, OSP inspected offices in rooms ib) (7)(EJ 
in order to evaluate and ensure compliance with information security 

policy and procedures. OSP interviewed eight employees cleared for access to nationaJ security 
information; and inspected seven TSDN workstations and six security containers. A total of 51 
classified documents consisting of 14 memoranda, two PowerPoint presentations, and 35 e~mails 
were reviewed for proper classification and markings. The assessed areas of Equipment, and 
Transmission and Transportation met the standards outlined in the Treasury Security Manual 
(TD P 15-71). Discrepancies were observed in the assesaed areas of Classification Managemen~ 
Safeguarding, Performance Evaluations, nnd Classification and Marking, and are detailed below. 

A. Classification Mam,gement 

(U) ObsenaUon: One employee was unable to recall the difference between original and 
derivative classification. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information shall receive training 
on the principles of derivative classification, identification, and required markings (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter m, Section 2.9). 
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(U) Corrective Action: The employee received on-the-spot training by&IIII on the 
differences between original and derivative classification. 

B. Safeguarding 

tion: A security container located in a hallway on the second floor with. 
and used to store classified infonnation is a bar-Jock cabinet not authorized 

for storing classified information. 

{U) Requirement: Bar-lock cabinets were required to be phased out for storing Secret and 
Confidential information by DO/bureaus by October I, 2012 (TD P 15-71, Chapter V,Section 
2.10). 

(U} Corrective Action: All dassified documents contained in the bar-lock cabinet must be 
removed and stored in a GSA-approved security container. 

2. ~Observation: The SF 702 Security Container Check Sheets for the sar--•re 
contained no annotations. The concern is that these security containers 

are not being checked daily or the required documentation is not annotated each time the safe is 
opened. 

(U) Requirement: When an authorized person first opens the container on a given day. he or 
she shall record the date. the actual time, and his or her initials. on the SF 702. When the 
container is finally locked at the close of business. the same person or another cleared employee 
shatJ record the actual time and their own initials, On nonnal business days. regardless of 
whether the equipment was opened or not, the security container shall be checked by its primary 
or alternate custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure no surreptitious attempt has 
been made lo penetrate the security equipment (TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 3.6.b and c). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is completed per the requirement. While the 
••checked by'' column is not required to be annotated, OSP recommends as a best security 
practice that this column be used to document that the safe was checked on nonnal business days 
regardless of whether the equipment was opened or not. 

3. (effl' Observation: The SF 700 Security Container Information Sheets were not properly 
updated and the combinations changed. Security containefffPI was assigned to a new 
custodian who did not know its combination and was unable to access iL Security container 
@WOii was missing its SF 700. 

(U) Requirement: The SF 700 shall be completed in its entirety to reflect the name, address, 
and teJephone number of DO/bureau employees responsible for its classified contents. 
Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a person knowing the 
comblnation no longer requires access to it or at least every three years, unless conditions dictate 
sooner(TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 3.4, and CbaptcrV, Section 4.3). 
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(U) Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch, to have the security container combination changed and new SF 700s prepared. Request 
for this service may be submitted to wdf@trcasu1y.gov. 

4. (U) Observation: Two employees were unaware of the requirement to close window blinds 
in offices that process classified infonnation on classified information systems. 

(U) Requirement: Ali windows which might reasonably afford visual observation of pe,sonnel, 
documents, materia1, or activities within the space shall be made opaque or equipped with blinds, 
drapes or other coverings to preclude observation (TD P 15-71, Chapter V, Section 8.2.e) 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training on the requirement to close window blinds while 
using TSDN was provided bl\lEIIIII to the employees. 

C. Performance Evaluations 

(U) Obsenatlon: Of the eight employees interviewed, five performance work plans were 
avajlabJe for review. Only one contained the required critical element for security. four did not; 
the remaining employees were unsure if this element was present. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties involve 
significant creation, generation or handling/processing of classified infonnation shall have a 
critical element for security in their individual performance evaluations (TD P 15~7 l, Chapter 
m, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure all OFAC employees occupying positions designated in TD P 
15~71, Chapler ill, Section 22. have a critical element for security in their performance 
evaluation records. 

D. Classillcation and Marking 

l. Observation: Two emails marked as "Secret" were overclassified. One email was used as a 
transmittal document for a "Secret" level attachment, and one email did not have any 
attachments; in both instances the information contained in the text of the emails was 
unclassified. 

Requirement: Information shall not be classified unless it has been determined pursuant to 
Executive Order 13526 or any predecessor order to require protection against unauthorized 
disclosure (TD P 15-71 Chapter ID, Sections 5.4 and 5.6). Emails used as a transmittal 
document shall indicate the highest level of classified information it transmits on its first and last 
page. Where the transmittal document itself is unclassified. the document shall be marked 
"Unclassified When Classified Attachment is Detached" (TD P 15-71, Chapter ID, Section 5.24). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the~spot training on the proper marking of unclassified emalls was 
provided by- to the employees. 

2. (U) Obse"ation: Twenty-nine classified emails, one memorandum. and two PowerPoint 
presentations were missing portion markings. 
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(U) Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including subject, 
titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements. subparagraphs, classified signature blocks, 
buUets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked to indicate 
which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified infonnation in 
cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e~mail, shalJ conform to the 
same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter ill, Section 6.2.a.(4) and 
6.6.a). 

{U) Corrective Action: On-<he-spot training regarding the proper application of portion 
markings was provided byr!DIIII to the employees. 

3. (U) Observation: Ten memoranda and two classified PowerPoint presentations were missing 
the "Classified By" line. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 
6.4.a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "Classified By" line was provided by 
r!DIIII to the employee. 

4. (U) Observation: Ten memoranda and two classified PowerPoint presentations were missing 
the "Derived From" line. 

(U) Requirement: The identification of the source(s) and date(s) of the source(s) shall be listed 
on the "Derived From" line, including the agency and, where available, rhe office of origin., and 
the date of the source or guide used (TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Sectioo 6.4.b). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the~spot training regarding identification of derivative sources was 
provided byDDKIJIII to the employee. 

5. (U) Observation: Ten memoranda and two classified PowerPoint presentation were missing 
the declassitiCation instructions. 

(U) Requirement: Derivative classifiers shall carry fonvard jostructions on the "Declassify On" 
line from the source document to the derivative document, or the declassification instruction 
from an approved security classification guide (TD P 15~ 71, Chapter m, Section 6.4). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding declassification instructions was 
provided byDDKIJIII to the employee. 

6. (U) Observation: Six.teen classified emails did not Mentify the derivative classifier by name 
and position title~ rather, only the employees' initials, or first initial and last name were used. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier by 
name nnd position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately apparent on each 
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derivatively classified document on the '1CJassitied By" line (TD P 15-71, Chapter m 1 Section 
6.4.o). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the "'Classified By'" line was provided by 
IJIIIIIII to the employees. 

7. (U) Obsenatiom One memorandum citing .. Multiple Sources" in the "'Derived Fmm" 
ponion of the classification authority block did not identify the sources used. 

(U) Requirement: When a document is clnssified derivatively on the basis of more than one 
source document or security classification guide, the "Derived From" line shnll show the phrase 
"Multiple Sources" and the derivative classifier shall include a listing of the source materials 
either on, or attached lo, each derivatively classified document (TD P 15-71, Chapter IIl, Section 
6.4.c). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the use of "Multiple Sources" was 
provided byll:JDJIIII to the employee. 

8. (U) Observation: One email marked "Confidential'" was underclassilied; the email was used 
as a transmittal document for a "Secret" ]eve! attachment. 

(U) Requirement: A transmittal document shall indicate the highest level of classified 
information it transmits on its first and Jast page. Where the transmittal document itself is 
classified, the document shall be marked "Upon Removal of Attachment this Document is 
Classified (fill in appropriate level) (TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 5.24). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training regarding the use of transmittal documents for 
classified attachments was provided bylllllll to the employee. 

(U) OFAC is required to report to OSP within 4S days of this memorandum that all corrective 
actions for each security observation identified above and not corrected on-the-spot have been 
completed. OFAC is to provide a fonnal memorandum to OSP with actions taken in order to 
close out all security findings. 

(b )(6 I (U) If you have any questions regarding this memorandum, please contact , 
Infonnation Security Specialist, at or email @treasury.gov. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHlNGTON, O.C. 

(b )(6) MEMORANDUM FOR: ThomasJ. Wolverton 
Deputy Asslslant Secre 
CounterinteUigence 

' ' 

FROM: (b )16) 

Director, Office or 

SUBJECT: (U) Office or Security Program,; Self-Inspection for 4lh 
Quarter FY 2019 

I. (U) INTRODUCTION 

(U) During the 4'' Quarter of Fiscal Year (FY) 2019, the Office of Security Programs (OSP) 
conducted a self-inspection during regular working hours to review, eva1uate and assess 
Departmental Offices' (DO) collateral classification activities and assess employees' compliance 
with information securily practices and procedures. These activities support the development of 
corrective action plans to include tailored training initiatives. All inspections are conducted to 
ensure lhat Treasury organizations meet the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral 
classified information. OSP's self-inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order 
(EO) 13526 and the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71), Chapter ID, Section 21, "Self
Inspection Program for Classified Informatlon.11 

(U) The DO inspected this quarter was the Office of Terrorist Financing and Financial Crimes 
(TFFC). The inspectors were , lnfonnation Security Specialist, an~ 
fli5§1Eecurity Specialist. The OSP Self-Inspection Program Checklist was used with the 
foUowing areas being assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, 
Transmission and Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

II. (U) INSPECTION RES UL TS 

(Cl:!!) On September 26 and 27, 2019 OSP inspected the workspaces ofTFFC located in the 
M.Un Treasury Building. OSP conducted an inspection of rooms (b) (7)(E) 

; interviewed eight employees cleared for access to national security 
infonnation; inspected seven Treasu Secure Data Network (TSDN) workstations; and four 
security containers in order to eva1uate and ensure 
compliance with in ormation security policy and procedures. AU security containers held 
classified documents that appeared to be over nine years old. These documents should be 
reviewed to determine their continued need for retention. Classified documents no longer 
needed shou1d be destroyed in accordance with the standards outlined in TD P 15-71~ Chapter 
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DI. Section 16, Destruction of Classified and Sensitive Information. The assessed areas of 
Classification Management and Equipment met the standards outlined in the Treasury Security 
Manual (TD P 15-71). Discrepancies were observed in the assessed areas of Safeguarding, 
Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking as detailed below. 

A. (U) Safeguarding 

1, (U) Observation: The SF 700 Security Container Informati~ 
updated and the combination changed for the security container-

(U) Requirement: The SF 700 shall be completed in its entirety to reflect the name, 
address, and telephone number of DO/bureau employees responsible for its classified 
contents. Combinations on in-service equipment shall be changed whenever a person 
knowing the combination no longer requires access to it or at least every three years, unless 
conditions dictate sooner (TD P 15-71, Chapter !Il, Section 3.4 and Chapter V, Section 4.3). 

(U) Corrective Action: Coordinate with the Office of Security Programs, Physical Security 
Branch to have the security container combinations changed and a new SF 700 prepared. 
Request for this service may be submitted to wdf@treasury.gov. 

2, (U) Observation: The SF 702 Security Container Check Sheets for safes • 
are not 

being properly annotated. During the on-sight OSP self-inspection an employee failed to 
annotate the opening of their safe ff Ml· 
(U) Requirement: When an authorized person first opens the container on a given day, he 
or she shall record the date, the actual time, and his or her initials on the SF 702. When the 
container is finally locked at the close of business, the same person or another cleared 
employee shall record the actual time and their own initials. On nonnal business days, 
regardless of whether the equipment was opened or not, the security container shall be 
checked by its primary or alternate custodians who have access to the equipment to ensure 
no surreptitious attempt has been made to penetrate the security equipment (TD P 15-71. 
Chapter Ill, Sections 3.6b and c). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure the SF 702 is complete per the requiremenL While the 
"checked by" column is not required to be annotated, OSP recommends as a best security 
practice that this column be used to document that the safe was checked on nonnaJ business 
days regardless of whether the equipment was opened or not. 

3. (U) Observation: During the review of the securit on Sellillte ber 26 
~ a sensitive compartmented infonnation (SCI) document 

m • as found stored in the .safe. is not a Sensitive ompartment 11•-==ity (SCIF). The Office of Special Security Programs (SSP) was 
immediately notified and retrieved the SCI document from the OSP inspectors. (Note:. 
lb) (61 are cleared up to and including the level of information found.) 
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(U) Requirement: All SCI must be processed, stored, used. or discussed in an accredited 
SCIF (Intelligence Community Directive (!CD) 703, Section E, paragraph 3b; and !CD 705, 
Section D, paragraph I). 

(U) Corrective Action: SSP will conduct a preliminacy inquiry into the circumstances 
surrounding the storage of SCI material in a space not accredited for the storage of SCI 
material. 

B, (U) Performance Evaluations 

(U) Observation: Of the eight employees interviewed. no perfonnnnce work plans were 
available for review. These employees stated that to the best of their recollection, their 
performance evaluations last year did not contain the required critical performance element 
for security. Of these employees, all perfonned duties likely requiring this performance 
element as they accessed TSDN. created and sent classified emails, and reviewed or 
prepared classified documents. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties 
involve significant creation. generation or handling/processing of classified information 
shall have a critical element for security in their individual performance evaluations (TD P 
15-71, Chapter ill, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure all TFFC employees occupying positions designated in TD 
P 15-71, Chapter m, Section 22, have a critical element for security in their performance 
evaluation records. 

C. (U) Classification and Marking 

I. (U) Observation: Seven documents, one PowerPoint presentation, and five e-mails 
missing the classification authority block (this includes the required elements: "Classified 
By:", "Derived From:", and "Declassify On:"). 

(U) Requirement: Identifying the Derivative Classifier, Source(s). and Declassification 
Date/Event: Derivative classifiers shalt carry forward instructions on the "Declassify on" 
line from the source document to the derivative document., or the declassification instruction 
from an approved security classification guide. When a document is classified derivatively 
on the basis of more than one source or more than one element from a classification guide, 
the "Declassify on" line shall reflect the longest duration of any of its sources (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter ill, Section 6.4). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot training on the required markings was provided by. 
\b\ (6) to the employees. 

2. (U) Observation: Two emails marked as "Secret" were overclassified. These emails 
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were unclassified replies to emails used as transmittal documents for "Secret" level 
attachments, and the attachments were not appended to the replies; in all instances the 
infonnation contained in the text of the emails was unclassified. 

(U) Requirement: Information shall not be classified unless it has been determined 
pursuanl to Executive Order I 3526 or any predecessor order to require protection against 
unauthorized disclosure (TD P 15-71 Chapter ill, Sections 5.4 and 5.6). Emails used as a 
transmittal document shall indicate the highest Jevel of classified. information it transmits on 
its first and last page. Where the transmittal document itselfis unclassified, the document 
shall be marked "Unclassified When Classified Attachment is Detached" (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III. Section 5.24). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-s t training an the proper marking of unc)assified emails 
to the employees. was provided b 

3. (U) Observation: Two classified emails, one classified memorandum, and one 
PowerPoint presentations did not identify the derivative classifier by name and position titler, 
rather. only the employee's initials or first initial and last name were used. 

(U) Requirement: DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative classifier 
by first and last name and position or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately 
apparent on each derivatively classified document on the "Classified By" line (TD P 15-71, 
Chapter III. Section 6.4a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On~ning regarding the .. Classified By .. line was 
provided bimllilll and- lo the employees. 

4. (U) Observation: Three classified memorandum and one PowcrPoint presentation were 
missing portion markings. 

(U) Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including 
subject, titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparagraphs. classified signature 
blocks, bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall be marked lo 
indicate which portions are classified and which are unclassified. Markings on classified 
infonnation in cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format such as e-mail, 
shall conform to the same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD P 15-71, Chapter 
ill, Section 6.2a(4) and 6.6a). 

(U) Corrective Action: ~ traini~g the proper application of portion 
markings was provided byfllllDIIIII and- to the employees. 

5. (U) Observation: One classified memorandum was missing a banner line. 

(IJ) Requirement: The overall marking is determined by the highest classification level of 
any one portion within the document. The highest overall level shall appear at the lop and 
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bottom of the front/back covers (if any), on the title page (if any) and the first page of each 
classified document. This marking shaU be clearly distinguished from the written text (TD P 
!5-7[, Chapter III, Section 6.2a(l)J. 

(U) Corrective Action: 0~ traia~g the proper application of banner line 
marlongs was provided b~ and- to the employees. 

6. (U) Observation: One classified memorandum was missing the date of origin. 

(U) Requirement: The date of origin of the document shalJ be indicated in a manner that is 
immediately apparent (TD P 15-71, Chapter Ill, Section 6.2b). 

(U) Corrective Action: ~ traini~g the proper application of required 
markings was provided b~ and- to the employees. 

7. (U) Observation: One classified working paper was missing two of the three required 
marking elements - date of origin and banner lines. 

(U) Requirement: A working paper is any document or material (regardless of media) 
expected to be revised as a finished product retention or dissemination. Working papers 
containing classified information shall be dated when created, marked with the highest level 
of classified infonnation it contains and include portion/paragraph. subject line markings to 
indicate those sections that are classified (the level thereof) and those parts which are 
unclassified, and declassification instructions (TD P 15-71, Chitpter Ill, Section 27). 

(U) CorrecUve Action: 0~ traini~g the proper application of required 
markings was provided by-and- to the employees. 

111. (U) SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 

A. (U) Classification ManagemenL Within the DO inspected, eight assigned individuals 
cleared for access to classified infonnation were interviewed. All personnel interviewed 
demonstrated a fundamenta1 level of awareness regarding their responsibilities to properly 
handle, store, transmit, and derivatively classify national security information. 

B. (U) Performance Evaluations. Of the employees interviewed, none of their performance 
work plans contained the required critical performance element for security. Of these, every 
employee interviewed likely occupies a position requiring the critical performance element for 
security. 

C. (U) Clmsification and Marking. 17 classified documents consisting of seven emails, nine 
memorandums. and one PowerPoint presentation were reviewed. Of those documents assessed, 
a majority of these did not properly identify the derivative classifiers by fu]l name and were 
missing the title of the classifier, source infonnation, and declassification instructions. Failure to 
mark properly classified documents makes it difficult for document owners and recipients to 
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identify readily the proper document safeguarding. handling and transmission requirements. 
increasing the risk of either a data spillage or inadvenent disclosure of classified information. 

Classified Document Review Totals 
Total number of documents reviewed 
Number of documents with discrepancies 
Percentatze of documents with disc rev ancies 
TotaJ number of discremmcies 
Averaee number of discreoancies ner document 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

I. (U) INTRODUCTION 

60N'fftt)LL!i!D-

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, 0.C. 

Thomas J. Wolverton 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Security and 
Counterintelligence 

~of Security Programs (Acting) 

(U) Office of Security Programs Self-Inspection for 1st 

Quarter Fiscal Year 2020 

(U) During the I" quarter of Fiscal Year (FY) 2020, the Office of Security Programs (OSP) 
conducted a self-inspection during regular working hours to review, evaluate and assess 
Departmental Offices' (DO) collateral classification activities and assess employees' compliance 
with information security practices and procedures. These activities support the development of 
corrective action plans to include tailored training initiatives. All inspections are conducted to 
ensure that Treasury organizations meet the minimum standards for safeguarding collateral 
classified information. OSP's self-inspections are conducted in accordance with Executive Order 
13526 and TD P 15-71 (the Treasury Security Manual), Chapter III, Section 21, "Self-Inspection 
Program for Classified Information." 

(U) The DO ins ected this uarter was the Office of Foreign Assets Cont~ The 
inspectors were • • , Information Security Specialist, andml\VIIII, Security 
Specialist. The elf- nspection Program Checklist was used with the following areas being 
assessed: Classification Management, Equipment, Safeguarding, Transmission and 
Transportation, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking. 

II. (U) INSPECTION RESULTS 

~ From December 30, 2019 to January 22, 2020 OSP inspected the workspaces of OFAC 
located in the Freedman's Bank Building (the Treasury Annex). OSP conducted an inspection of 
(B)(7)(e) interviewed 10 employees cleared for access to classified national 
security information; inspected four Treasury Secure Data Network (TSDN) workstations; 
evaluated 31 documents (both electronic and in hard copy), of which 6 were free of any errors; 
and one GSA-approved security container (76370) in order to evaluate and ensure compliance 
with information security policy and procedures. The security containers held two classified 
documents (working papers) that were over 180 days old. These documents should be reviewed 
to determine their continued need for retention. If retention is required, these documents must be 
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marked as final documents, in accordance with 32 CFR 2001.22 and TD P 15-71, Chapter III, 
Section 6.10. Classified documents no longer needed should be destroyed in accordance with the 
standards outlined in TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 16, Destruction of Classified and 
Sensitive Information. The assessed areas of Classification Management and Equipment met the 
standards outlined in the Treasury Security Manual (TD P 15-71). Discrepancies were observed 
in the assessed areas of Safeguarding, Performance Evaluations, and Classification and Marking 
as detailed below. 

(Oct-Dec). Finally, safe 
number of file folders on top o 

A. (U) Safeguarding 

as noted that two GSA,sed s~e) - a 
vacant cube and a~ 

-did not have an 702. Additionally, a third safe, a 
ated adjacent t had a SF 702 dated 2011 
in vacant cube potted plant and a 

1. on: A printer - HP Color LaserJet 
- located in a common area space adjacent to third floor 

connecte to e TSDN. The area in which the printer is located does not meet CFR 
2001.43(b)(2) (requirements for physical protection) and 2001.53 (open storage area 
construction) requirements. 

(U) Requirement: Secret infonnation shall be stored in the same manner as Top Secret 
information. Except for storage in a GSA-approved container or a vault built to FED 
STD 832, one of the following supplemental controls ls required: (1) Inspection of the 
container or open storage area every four hours by an employee cleared at least to the 
Secret level; or (Ii) An IDS with the personnel responding to the alarm arriving within 30 
minutes of the alarm annunciation (TD P 15-71, Chapter V, Section 2.4b). 

(U) Corrective Action: Coordinate with the TSDN Program Manager to have the printer 
immediately removed. 

2. (U) Observation: A Top Secret document was stored in a GSA-approved security 
container in an area not meeting 32 CFR 2001.43(b)(l) requirements. 

(U) Requirement: Top Secret information shall be stored in a GSA-approved security 
container, a vault built to Federal Standard (FED STD) 832, or an open storage area 
constructed in accordance with§ 2001.53. In addition, supplemental controls are 
required as follows: (I) In a GSA-approved security container with one of the following 
supplemental controls: Secret-level cleared guard/duty personnel shall inspect the 
security container once every two hours; An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) with 
responders arriving within 15 minutes of the alarm annunciation; (3) Security-in-depth 
when the GSA-approved security container is equipped with a lock meeting Federal 
Speciflcatton FF-L-2740; or (2) In either of the following: An open storage area (secure 
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room) or vault which is equipped with an IDS with responders arriving within 15 minutes 
of the alarm annunciation if the area is covered by security-in-depth or a five-minute 
alarm response ifit is not (TD P 15-71. Chapter V, Section 2.4a(l)). 

(U) Corrective Action: Store all classified Top Secret material in a GSA-approved 
security container located in a room meeting 32 CFR 2001.43 storage requirements and 
2001.53 construction standards. 

B. (U) Performance Evaluations 

(U) Observation: Four of the 10 employees interviewed were able to access their 
performance plans. None of those employees could show where the requirement was written 
into their performance plan. Of the remaining six employees, to the best of their recollection, 
none believed the requirement was part of their last performance evaluation. Of these 
employees, all performed duties likely requiring this performance element as they accessed 
TSDN, created and sent classified emails, and/or reviewed or prepared classified documents. 

(U) Requirement: Employees cleared for access to classified information whose duties 
involve significant creation, generation, or handling/processing of classified information 
shall have a critical element for security in their individual performance evaluations {TD P 
15-71, Chapter III, Section 22). 

(U) Corrective Action: Ensure all OF AC employees occupying positions designated in TD 
P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 22, have a critical element for security in their performance 
evaluation records. 

C. (U) Classification and Marking 

1. (U) Observation: 12 documents missing the classification authority block (this includes 
the required elements: "Classified By:", "Derived From:", and "Declassify On:"). 

(U) Requirement: All classified documents must show the information identifying the 
derivative classifier, source(s), and declassification date/event (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, 
Section 6.4). 

~ctive Action: On-the-spot training on the required markings was provided by 
llDIVla andl!JI.GIIII to the employees. 

2. (U) Observation: One document was missing the required information of the 
"Classified By:" line and one e-mail identified the derivative classified by first initial and 
last name only. 

(U) Requirement DO/bureau documents are required to identify the derivative 
classifier by name and position, or by personal identifier, in a manner that is immediately 
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apparent on each derivatively classified document on the "Classified by" line (TD P 15-
71, Chapter III, Section 6.4a). 
~ctive Action: On-the-spot training on the required markings was provided by 
D11911 andmmlll to the employees. 

3. (U) Observation: Two emails marked as "Secret" were overclassified. One e-mail was 
an unclassified response to a classified e-mail; the second e-mail was an unclassified 

(b)(1) reply which was supposed to have a attachment which was missing 
from the e-mail. 

(U) Requirement: Information shall not be classified unless it has been determined 
pursuant to Executive Order 13526 or any predecessor order to require protection against 
unauthorized disclosure (TD P 15-71 Chapter III, Sections 5.4 and 5.6). Emails used as a 
transmittal document shall indicate the highest level of classified information it transmits 
on its first and last page. Where the transmittal document itself is unclassified, the 
document shall be marked "Unclassified When Classified Attachment is Detached" (TD 
P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 5.24). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-th, train~roper marking of unclassified 
an email was provided byrmI(il_ and~ to the employees. 

4. (U} Observation: Six classified documents and I I e-mails were missing portion 
markings. 

(U) Requirement: Each portion of a document, ordinarily a paragraph, but including 
subject, titles, graphics, tables, charts, bullet statements, subparagraphs, classified 
signature blocks, bullets and other portions within slide presentations, and the like, shall 
be marked to indicate which portions are classified and which are undassified. Markings 
on classified information in cables, message traffic, and maintained in electronic format 
such as e-mail, shall conform to the same requirements as for hard-copy documents (TD 
P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 6.2a(4) and 6.6a). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-themot train~g the proper application of portion 
markings was provided byEl:JI and~ to the employees. 

5. (U) Observation: Two e-mails were incorrectly marked with the dissemination control 
"NOFORN." Neither e-mail contained material portion marked as "NF." 

(U) Requirement: The banner line shall specify the highest level of classification of 
information contained within the document and the most restrictive control markings 
applicable to the overall document {TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 6.2a(l)). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-thejt training r~e proper application of banner 
line markings was provided byrtD:liJM andD.llfl.ll to the employees. 
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6. (U) Observation: Two classified working papers exceeded the 180-day time limil and 
were marked in the same manner prescribed for a finished document at the same 
classification level. 

(U) Requirement: A working paper is any document or material (regardless of media) 
expected to be revised as a finished product retention or dissemination. Working papers 
containing classified information shall be dated when created, marked with the highest 
level of classified information it contains and include portion/paragraph, subject line 
markings to indicate those sections that are classified (the level thereof) and those parts 
which are unclassified, and declassification instructions (TD P 15-71, Chapter III, Section 
27). 

(U) Corrective Action: On-the-spot tra:■egar~er application of 
required markings was provided by(mJGJ andUAWIIII to the employees. 

III. (U) SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 

A. (U) Classification Management. Within the DO inspected, 10 assigned individuals cleared 
for access to classified information were interviewed. All personnel interviewed 
demonstrated a fundamental level of awareness regarding their responsibilities to properly 
handle, store, transmit, and derivatively classify national security information. 

B. (U) Performance Evaluations. Of the employees interviewed, none of their performance 
work plans contained the required critical performance element for security. Of these, every 
employee interviewed likely occupies a position requiring the critical performance element 
for security. 

C. (U) Classification and Marking. 31 classified documents consisting of 15 emails and 16 
documents were reviewed. Of those documents assessed, a majority of these did not contain 
all of the required markings for a classified document, specifically, portion markings, 
derivative classifier by name or personal identifier, source information, and declassification 
instructions. Failure to mark properly classified documents makes it difficult for document 
owners and recipients to identify readily the proper document safeguarding, handling and 
transmission requirements, increasing the risk of either a data spillage or inadvertent 
disclosure of classified information. 

Classified Document Review Totals 
Total number of documents reviewed 
Number of documents with discrenancies 
Percentage of documents with discrenancies 
Total number of discrenancies 
Average number of discrepancies per document 
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31 
25 

81% 
37 
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